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The substance or effect of the decision or order appealed from is the ISSUANCE on November 4, 2022 to the SF 
Recreation & Parks Department, of a Public Works Order  (Approval to remove 38 street trees with replacement of 35 
street trees along four frontages at Indiana Street, Minnesota Street, 19th Street and 20th Street.  The removals are part 
of a reonvation of Esprit Park.  The project remediates poor soil, overhauls the irrigation system and makes pathways 
compliant with ADA accessibility requirements. The trees are approved for removal because of construction impacts, 
poor condition, disease, or low suitability for preservation.  The larger stature London Plane trees are in decline, and the 
younger, smaller trees could be replaced in kind) at 700 Minnesota Street. 
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Date Filed: November 21, 2022 

CITY & COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO 
BOARD OF APPEALS

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT FOR APPEAL NO. 22-084 
I / We, Irma Lewis, hereby appeal the following departmental action: ISSUANCE of  Order No. 207274  by the 

San Francisco Public Works Department which was issued or became effective on: November 4, 2022, to:  the 
SF Recreation & Parks Department, for the property located at: 700 Minnesota Street (four frontages at 
Indiana St., Minnesota St., 19th St., and 20th St.).  
 

BRIEFING SCHEDULE:
The Appellant may, but is not required to, submit a one page (double-spaced) supplementary statement with this 
Preliminary Statement of Appeal. No exhibits or other submissions are allowed at this time. 

Appellant's Brief is due on or before:  4:30 p.m. on December 29, 2022, (no later than three Thursdays prior to 
the hearing date). The brief may be up to 12 pages in length with unlimited exhibits.  It shall be double-spaced with 
a minimum 12-point font.  An electronic copy shall be emailed to: boardofappeals@sfgov.org, 
julie.rosenberg@sfgov.org, chris.buck@sfgov.org and Melinda.sullivan@sfgov.org. 

Respondent's and Other Parties' Briefs are due on or before: 4:30 p.m. on January 12, 2023, (no later than one 
Thursday prior to hearing date).  The brief may be up to 12 pages in length with unlimited exhibits.  It shall be 
doubled-spaced with a minimum 12-point font.  An electronic copy shall be emailed to: boardofappeals@sfgov.org, 
julie.rosenberg@sfgov.org, chris.buck@sfgov.org and irmalewis278@gmail.com.   

Hard copies of the briefs do NOT need to be submitted to the Board Office or to the other parties. 

Hearing Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2023, 5:00 p.m., Room 416 San Francisco City Hall, 1 Dr. Carlton B. 
Goodlett Place.  The parties may also attend remotely via Zoom.  Information for access to the hearing will be 
provided before the hearing date. 

All parties to this appeal must adhere to the briefing schedule above, however if the hearing date is changed, the 
briefing schedule MAY also be changed. Written notice will be provided of any changes to the briefing schedule.  

In order to have their documents sent to the Board members prior to hearing, members of the public should email 
all documents of support/opposition no later than one Thursday prior to hearing date by 4:30 p.m. to 
boardofappeals@sfgov.org.  Please note that names and contact information included in submittals from members 
of the public will become part of the public record. Submittals from members of the public may be made 
anonymously.  

Please note that in addition to the parties' briefs, any materials that the Board receives relevant to this appeal, 
including letters of support/opposition from members of the public, are distributed to Board members prior to hearing. 
All such materials are available for inspection on the Board’s website at www.sfgov.org/boa. You may also request a 
hard copy of the hearing materials that are provided to Board members at a cost of 10 cents per page, per S.F. 
Admin. Code Ch. 67.28.  

The reasons for this appeal are as follows: 
Not Submitted. 

Irma Lewis, the appellant, filed this appeal by email. 
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  San Francisco Public Works 

 General – Director’s Office 

49 South Van Ness Ave., Suite 1600 

San Francisco, CA 94103 

        (628) 271-3160    www.SFPublicWorks.org 

 

Public Works Order No: 207274 

The Director of Public Works held a Public Hearing on Monday October 24, 2022, commencing at 5:30 PM via 

teleconference to consider several items related to tree removals. The hearing was held through 

videoconferencing to allow remote public comment. 

 

The hearing was to consider Order No. 207223 (permit no. 792800), removal of thirty-eight (38) street trees 

within the public right-of-way by the San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department at 700 Minnesota St. with 

replacement of thirty-five (35) street trees along four frontages at Indiana St, Minnesota St, 19th St and 20th St. 

Staff approved the removals and the public protested. 

 

Findings: 
The Department’s presentation was made by Susan Nawbary, Bureau of Urban Forestry. In summary, the 
Department has approved the removal of thirty-eight street trees that are within the public right-of-way and 

under the jurisdiction with Public Works, with thirty-five replacements.  The removals are part of a renovation of 

Esprit Park by the Recreation and Park Department. The project would remediate poor soil, overhaul the 

irrigation system, and make pathways compliant with ADA accessibility requirements. 

 

The Department approved the removal of thirty-eight trees because of construction impacts, poor condition, 

disease, or low suitability for preservation as they can be replaced in kind. BUF Staff explained that the larger 

stature London plane trees were in decline, and the younger, smaller trees, while providing a lot of canopy cover 

collectively, could be replaced in-kind.  

 

The project team gave an overview of the project and stated that curb-side trees would be retained, and that 

the project application with Public Works was specific to non-curb side trees in the right-of-way. Melinda 

Sullivan, Project Manager for the Recreation and Park Department spoke on behalf of the project, along with 

Larry Costello of Oracle Oak, LLC., Annmarie Lucchesi, Lucchesi Plant and Soil Consulting, LLC.; David Fletcher, 

Fletcher Studio (landscape architect) and Julie Christensen, Executive Director of the Dogpatch & Northwest 

Potrero Hill Green Benefit District. 

 

There were several speakers both pro and con, along with several e-mails in support of the project and opposed 

to the project.  Some of the concerns expressed were construction impact, the overall scope and plan for the 

park, maintenance of the new plantings, outreach, questions about communication despite years of community 

engagement. Members of the public expressed concerns over the potential for vandalism of new trees and the 

time it would take for young trees to provide canopy. Some members of the public requested a phased 

approach and asked that trees of different ages be planted, or some of the older trees be retained so the canopy 

would be less uniform as the trees age. 

 

Recommendation: 
After consideration of correspondence and testimony provided, the recommendation is to approve the removal 

of the trees. 
 
Appeal: This Order and permit no. 792800 may be appealed to the Board of Appeals within 15 days of 

November 4th, 2022. 
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Board of Appeals  

49 South Van Ness Ave. suite 1475 (14th Floor) 

San Francisco, CA 94103  

Phone: 628.652.1150 Email: Boardofappeals@sfgov.org  

NOTE: Board of Appeals office is closed until further notice, due to COVID-19 

 

Due to COVID-19 social distancing measures, more information about how to file an appeal can be obtained by 

calling 628-652-1150 or by emailing the Board of Appeals at Boardofappeals@sfgov.org. For additional 

information on the San Francisco Board of Appeals and to view the Appeal Process Overview, please visit their 

website at http://sfgov.org/bdappeal/ 

 

 

X
Short, Carla
Interim Director of Public Works

      

@SigAnk1       
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         BRIEF SUBMITTED BY THE APPELLANT(S) 



Appeal No. 22-084, Lewis vs. SFPW-BUF

Subject Property  700 Minnesota Street;

Determination or Permit Type:  Tree Removal Order

Hearing Date:  January 18, 2023

I. Introduction

I, Irma Lewis,  respectfully appeal San Francisco Public Works’ (SFPW)

November 4, 2022  decision on Order No. 207233 (Permit No. 792800) to approve the

removal of thirty-eight trees (38) for construction with replacement of thirty-five (35).

II. Argument Summary

SFPW’s decision approving the removal of 38 trees within the public right-of-way

by the San Francisco Recreation and Parks Department (RecPark) at 700 Minnesota

St., with the replacement of only 35 street trees along the four frontages of Esprit Park -

Indiana St., Minnesota St., 19th St. and 20th St. - must be overturned because SFPW’s

decision:

● Relies on San Francisco Recreation and Parks’ (RecPark) flawed assessment

with confounded data of large stature, mature London plane trees being “in

decline” plus “construction” to justify removal.  Most trees are not in decline.  The

SFPW tree assessment and foundational tree assessment documents from

RecPark, upon which SFPW relied, lack a detailed and holistic assessment of the

trees which incorporates their expected lifespan and contribution to park users.
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Had this been incorporated, this would increase the total value of the trees that

RecPark would need to mitigate.

● Specifies that “the younger, smaller trees that provide a lot of canopy collectively,

could be replaced in kind” without having any enforceable, written agreement or

MOU in place with RecPark to ensure this will actually happen, let alone specify

the species, box size, timeline, or location of said replacements.

● Fails to address that the large London plane trees, objectively forecast by Mr.

Leggitt, an independent and highly qualified Consulting Arborist, to live for one or

more decades, and also need to be replaced “in-kind.”

● Fails to address the requirements of Public Works Code Article 16: Section

806(a)(6) that requires replacement within 120 days; and Section 806(d) for

development projects that add a new curb-cut, as here.

● Infers that the community has had ample time to address any concerns regarding

tree removal/replacement directly with RecPark, per “questions about

communication despite years of community engagement.” In fact, RecPark has

not engaged the community and stakeholders in a robust conversation on the

subject of removing and replacing trees, to hear their priorities and desired

mitigations, and incorporate the feedback.  (Exhibit 9)

● RecPark has advised that as of November 28, 2022, they have not appraised the

value of the trees approved by SFPW for removal, nor costed the replacement

trees. (Exhibit 7). This violates the law regarding mandatory appraisal and in lieu

fees for removal of street trees, effectively giving this applicant favored status.
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III. Factual Background

Tree Removal Process

● RecPark applied to remove 38 street trees at Esprit Park as part of a multi-million

dollar yearslong renovation project. According to SFPW’s underlying

decision,”The removals are part of a renovation of Esprit Park by the Recreation

and Park Department. The project would remediate poor soil, overhaul the

irrigation system, and make pathways compliant with ADA accessibility

requirements.”

● The period of time for the public to object to this proposed removal closed on

October 12, 2022. On October 24, 2022, SFPW held a hearing regarding

RecPark’s removal application. At this hearing, SFPW stated that it was there “to

consider Order No. 207223 (permit no. 792800), removal of thirty-eight (38)

street trees within the public right-of-way by the San Francisco Recreation and

Parks Department at 700 Minnesota St. with replacement of thirty-five (35) street

trees…” [Emphasis added].

● On November 4, 2022, SFPW issued a decision approving removal which stated:

“The Department approved the removal of thirty-eight trees because of

construction impacts, poor condition, disease, or low suitability for preservation

as they can be replaced in kind. BUF Staff explained that the larger stature

London plane trees were in decline, and the younger, smaller trees, while

providing a lot of canopy cover collectively, could be replaced in-kind.”
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● SFPW’s November 4, 2022, decision further stated: “After consideration of

correspondence and testimony provided, the recommendation is to approve the

removal of the trees.”

● SFPW’s November 4, 2022, decision contained no further information regarding

why RecPark’s application was granted without requiring full replacement, what

size trees would be planted, when trees would be planted, etc.

The Esprit Park Trees and This Renovation Project

● Esprit Park is a 1.8 acre open space located in an area of health-impacting poor

air quality, and is situated under a highway overpass. (Exhibit 8)

● According to RecPark documentation, the Esprit Park renovation includes

removal of, minimally, 40% of the trees at the location, including all 38 street

trees. Exhibit 41

● The Esprit Park renovations include the preservation of large statured trees such

as Coastal Redwoods. However, RecPark admits there is a high risk that once

the Redwood which lies in the center of an interconnected group of three is

removed, the remaining two Redwoods will fail, given their integrated root

structure at this point. (Reference: RPD arborist report)

● RecPark has removed more trees in recent renovations in violation of written

contracts and promises to the public, e.g. the additional removals of massive,

established trees at Washington Square. Exhibit 52

2 https://www.ktvu.com/news/giant-trees-to-be-removed-from-san-franciscos-washington-square-park

1 700 Minnesota street ESPRIT PARK Removal plans 1st sub.pdf
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● An independent Consulting Arborist, Roy Leggitt, was engaged to evaluate the

trees at issue in this appeal. In his report, Mr. Leggitt noted that the “poor

condition” trees referenced by SFPW “are a beautiful double row of young

mature form London plane trees. These trees are not perfect, but are generally in

fair to good condition and have the potential for many years and likely several

decades of safe, useful life left in them.” (Exhibit 8)3

● One of the longtime neighbors near Esprit Park, Patrick Hoctel, recently noted

that he has taken part in several planting/clean-up ("work") days in Esprit Park

(especially on the west side) over the years, and the saplings planted during

those “work” days did not survive. Reasons for this range from simple neglect to

size to poor soil quality.

RecPark, Community Engagement & Esprit Park Renovations and Trees

● Since at least 2019, RecPark has intentionally worked to keep the public in the

dark regarding how the Esprit Park renovation budget would be parsed out for

fear that transparency around this would “reward bad behavior” and “lead them to

question every cost we list” and “give them more entitlement and power.”4

● RecPark’s internal decision to withhold information regarding the Project budget

and associated trade-offs followed budget-related questions posed by the Esprit

Community Advisory Group (ECAG), who represented community stakeholders.

(Exhibit 1)

4 RPD_Plan to not disclose budget 2019.pdf

3 FoEP Report.pdf
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● In May 2019, RecPark dismissed ECAG, in direct conflict of a RecPark best

practice to retain and engage an intact group of community stakeholder

representatives throughout the life of a private/public funded Park Project.

(Exhibit 3)

● Without transparency into the budget line item regarding RecPark’s plan

regarding tree protection, tree removal and tree replacement, the public has no

insight into any particulars or funding dedicated to this aspect of the Esprit Park

renovation.

● A third party Esprit Renovation Project Estimate report submitted to RecPark on

May 5, 2020, (EXHIBIT 6) demonstrates that the project budget can

accommodate the purchase, installation and maintenance of the number of

48-inch box trees recommended by an independent Consulting Arborist, Mr.

Leggitt.

IV. Argument

SFPW’s permit awarding RecPark a permit to remove 38 street trees - trees that

an independent Consulting Arborist has found “have the potential for many years and

likely several decades of safe, useful life” - is flawed and must be overturned for several

reasons.

Faulty Documentation

As has been noted, it relies on RecPark’s faulty underlying documentation that

these trees are in decline. It also relies on RecPark’s promises that some trees will be

protected, and other trees will be replaced - promises that RecPark has proven itself
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unlikely to keep. Given RecPark’s track record regarding tree planting and preservation,

at a minimum the public deserves a permit attached to a detailed protection and

planting plan that lays out the particulars of what, when, where and how. (Exhibit 8)

The existing trees have considerable value, and an investment into new

replacement trees should be commensurate with that value.  Since RecPark has not

offered an appraised value for the trees they intend to remove, we propose that larger

nursery stock be used to replace more of the function and benefits lost by tree removal.

Fails to Meet Article 16’s Basic Requirements

SFPW’s decision not only fails to take into account the air pollution conditions at

this location, as well as the value these trees add to the environment and park

experience, it fails to meet the minimum requirements of Public Works Code Article 16

regarding tree replacement and development planting requirements. SFPW should not

be allowed to give RecPark preferential treatment that actively reduces our shrinking

tree canopy by even more trees, e.g. allow them to replace 38 viable trees with only 35

small size trees, let alone get a pass on planting requirements when new curb cuts are

added, as RecPark’s plans indicate here. Minimally, SFPW’s decision should lay out

these basic planting requirements. Ideally, SFPW’s decision comports with San

Francisco’s Climate Action Plan that mandates a policy of replacing like with like in

order to meet climate goals.

Lack of Engagement & Transparency

Additionally, SFPW’s permit relied on testimony at the underlying administrative

hearing that RecPark - a Department that serves the public - actively and transparently
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engaged the public in its plans around renovation of this public park. But the attached

exhibits show that, when pressed by the community, RecPark violated its own policies

around engaging community stakeholders for the lifetime of the project, choosing

instead to only engage community stakeholders that agreed with them, while cutting out

those who challenged them and their internal priorities. (Exhibits 6, 8, 10,11 and 12).

Had RecPark chosen to be more open regarding its plans for Esprit Park, and

lean into, rather than away from, robust community engagement, it’s possible that this

appeal would not even have been necessary. This is a multi-million dollar project that

has been years in the making. Yet there are still dozens of community members who

were shocked to learn that this renovation project included razing 40% of the trees at

Esprit Park, including 38 street trees. SF DPW’s permit that relies on RecPark’s

assertions of robust community engagement, or perhaps active engagement where

RecPark was less likely to be challenged, should not form any basis of awarding

RecPark a permit to remove 38 community and public assets. Especially when it has

been determined by an independent evaluator that these assets can continue to add

value to our community for decades, and SF DPW has set out no path forward for their

equivalent replacement.

V. Conclusion

For all of these reasons, I respectfully request that this appeal be granted - and

SF DPW’s decision based on existing assumptions, representations, non-existent tree

replacement plans and unenforceable commitments from RecPark - be overturned.  SF

DPW must insist that SF RecPark provide a written, enforceable agreement to mitigate
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the removal of the street trees in a timeframe and manner consistent with requirements

placed on other developers and homeowners. I request this new agreement and plan

follows the recommendations of Mr. Leggitt for the Esprit Renovation project to increase

the size of new trees to 48-inch box trees along the Minnesota Street frontage, and

include RecPark maintenance of said trees for a minimum of three (3) years.

Respectfully submitted,

Signature:  Irma Lewis /s/

Date: December 29, 2022
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Exhibit 1 PPD _ Plan to not disclose project budget 2019.pdf
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EXHIBIT 2 : Esprit Community Advisory Group Budget Questions with RecPark
Responses - 2019
From: REDACTED
Subject: RE: ECAG meeting agenda
Date: May 21, 2019 at 5:38:46 PM PDT
To: ECAG MEMBERS
Cc:ECAG MEMBERS

Hello all,
Attached are the budget questions that we went over in the Saturday meeting and
the answers that I got in my 1 on 1 with Steve and Alexis last week. Redacted

REDACTED
REDACTED
Dogpatch Neighborhood Association

GENERAL:
Are there any Scope of Works (SOW) that have been developed so far? Only for
Fletcher Associates – which is contracting with the GBD.

I am assuming that no RFPs or contracts have been developed for this project. Correct

Are the DPW or RPD enterprise agencies? No. Enterprise agencies, like the airport, the
port, MTA and the PUC have their own accounting and must pay for themselves. The
City of San Francisco does use enterprise accounting (EA) for its general fund. The
basic definition of that is that the accounting is done for the whole, not by department.
What it means is that each department has to account for every credit and debit, so:
The building permit for our project will cost $80,000, paid from our funds to the city;
Alexis, an employee of the City of San Francisco, will be billed to our project at $245.00
per hour (cost + overhead). And so on, to an amount of about $454,000 (not including
reserves that may partially go to the city) of our capital, raised by us, that goes to the
City.  EA is going to be the answer, directly or indirectly, to many of our questions.

Do we have a saving from not using AstroTurf that can be put into a maintenance
budget? Hard to say, or hard for RPD to say. A lot depends on how much work they will
need to do to the substrate – the ground beneath the grass/turf. At this point, they don’t
know which would be less expensive. In any case, no, the savings, if there were any,
would not be eligible to go into a maintenance budget for Esprit Park – mostly because
the agreements for the UCSF and IPIC funds didn’t specifically call for that.
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BUDGET:
Line 1.01 How much of Alexis’s work week is spent on the Esprit park project and how
will this change over time? No more than 25% of Alexis’ work week will ever be spent
on Esprit Park. The amount will be go up an down, but never exceed 25%. As stated
above, Alexis is billed out at $245 per hour.
Line 1.01 With 1/3 of the Project Manager budget spent in less than 1⁄4 of the project
timeline, shouldn’t this budget number be changed? Probably, but this may be the most
intensive time, so it might work itself out.Or is it a fixed number? It is not a fixed number.
Line 1.02 Is Steve’s work as facilitator nearly done? Because his budget is nearing
exhaustion. Steve expects to be done by July. Once the Design is approved, his job is
done.
Line 2.05 Why would the city pay the city $80,000 for a building permit? Why can’t this
be waived? EA (enterprise accounting). I do have a plea out to Supervisor Walton on
this, but I don’t think there is much that he can do.
Line 3.05 Please provide the SOW for Fletcher Studio. That lies with the GBD
Line 3.06 Percent of project budget is incorrect, should be .2%. Will be corrected.
What is LA Peer Review? Landscape architecture Peer Review, where in David’s
peers will try and find flaws or unseen problems with his design.
Lines 3.05 – 3.08 The GBD contract is paid by UCSF, correct? Correct
Line 3.08 how can the contingency be 5/7ths of the incidental costs? Too high. That is
what the GBD put in and at 1.2% of budget, is considered reasonable. Parks Alliance
charges 5.9% to administer a contract.
Lines 3.12 – 3.13 Explain. Isn’t this part of the Project Management? This is subbed out,
and is done 4 times: initial; 30% completion; 60%; 90%
Line 3.14 What part of the total contract amount is managed by the GBD? $835.00 Line
4.02 What and how are you advertising? EA. Advertising RFPs
Lines 5.03 – 5.04 scheduling is part of construction management. EA. Not in their world.
Line 5.05 What are PCS? Labor Compliance. Making sure that subs are meeting their
labor requirements for Prevailing wage, local hire, etc.
Lines 5.08 and 5.09 Who is doing the monitoring? Consultant. We are in a Maher
Ordinance zone: The Maher Ordinance requires San Francisco Department of Public
Health oversight for the characterization and mitigation of hazardous substances in soil
and groundwater in designated areas zoned for industrial uses, sites with industrial uses
or underground storage tanks, sites with historic bay fill, sites in close proximity to
freeways or underground storage tanks.
Line 5.11 Who are we partnering with and why does it cost $10k? This is a city
ordinance that puts all of the city and private subs together and helps resolve the issues
that they inevitably have with each other.
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Lines 5.13 and 5.14 let’s discuss. 5.13 is before the start of work, where the bid process
uncovers costs not included in the budget. 5.14 is after the start of work, when the
construction process uncovers costs not included in the construction budget.
Line 5.15 RPD pole banners? Seriously, RPD wants us to pay for their banners.
REDACTED
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Exhibit 3 :  RecPark dismissal of community feedback

5/22/19 ECAG Meeting Notes

Esprit Park Community Advisory Group (ECAG) General Meeting  Donated UCSF Office Space
- 654 Minnesota Street, Tivoli Room  May 22, 2019, 6:30pm-8:30pm
Attendees:

ECAG Member Community Representatives for 2925 community residents, $7.7MM raised
($5.0 MM grant from UCSF obtained though DCTF advocacy effort led by Toes and Paws for
Green Space (TPGS); $2.7 MM EN CAC funding decision supported by a single in place
endorsement letter - from TPGS)

1. 701 Minnesota HOA -Sasha Basso
2. Homes on Esprit HOA- Gaynor Strachan Chun
3. Dogpatch Neighborhood Association -Jared Doumani
4. UCSF Dogpatch Community Task Force (DCTF), 20 yr resident - Susan Fitch
5. La Scuola International School - Nataly Gattego
6. Potrero Boosters Neighborhood Association - Denis Mauer
7. Toes and Paws for Green Space Linda James
8. DCTF, EN CAC, UCSF Community Advisory Group (CAG) - Irma Lewis;
9. GBD Board member and capital funding lead for Woods Yard Children’s Playground - Alison
Sullivan

 SF Planning Department- Robin Abad
Fletcher Studio - David Fletcher, Cory Hallam and Andrew Prindle
SF Rec and Parks Dept. (SFRD) - LaMonté Bishop, Steve Cismowski , Nathan Tinclair, Alexis
Ward, Toks Ajike UCSF Government and Community Relations : Christine Gasparac, Leah
Pimental 
Green Benefit District (GBD): Julie Christensen

Community Guests and Public Commenters: Frank Kingman (Friends of Esprit Park),
Rhonda Kingman (FOEP), Rob Thomas, Cheryl Thomas, Thomas Ryan, Gale Waturnan,
Nicola Kucikov, Ali Nufiane, Keith Owen, Jordan Factor, Teresa Fok, Robin Evans, Lol
Halsey, JR Eppler (Potrero Boosters), Greg Kat, Emily Neuman, Diana Yee, Agatha
Kiekczewski, Cici Zhou, Jude Dekenbach (Friends of Jackson Park), Stefen Fenz, Jeffrey
Cuppola

Absent ECAG members:
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Long term resident, member at large- Patrick Hoctel; Friends of Potrero Preschool -
Monica Leight; Avalon Dogpatch - Tracy Ravenscraft; long term resident, member at
large - George Slack

Meeting facilitator: Shared community engagement & RPD city wide initiatives -
Southern California based design facilitator- Steve Rasmussen Cancian

Discussion:

Project Vision Statement

• Vision of Esprit Renovation funded in Spring 2017 - The Vision readout from the 2017
funding rationale was edited into a Vision Statement by ECAG members Gaynor Chun
and Nattaly Gattego, in collaboration with A. Ward. Decision: Approved

Funder Update- Christine Gasparac, UCSF Government and Community Relations

• C. Gasparac noted there will be a quarterly financial review of the renovation project.
Action: None

Project Schedule - A. Ward

• Walked group through the high level calendar leading up to the RPD Commission
meeting. Action: None

RPD View of Project Delivery, Roles and Responsibilities - Toks Ajike

1. T. Ajike asked ECAG to trust RPD, given RPD’s project delivery experience.

1. Decision: No agreement voiced by any ECAG member

2. RPD will be going out to hear from the hundreds of residents who can’t make the
ECAG meetings. T. Ajike was unable to identify the pool of targeted residents. ECAG
members explained that they were chosen specifically to peer represent the thousands
of people who cannot make the meetings

1. Action: No next step articulated by T. Ajike

3. RPD plans to fully deplete $35K UCSF community engagement allocation by August
2019, after one more community meeting and presentation to Rec and Park
Commission, disband ECAG, and cease community engagement. ECAG member
noted this deviates from the RPD precedent set with the recent SouthPark
public/private renovation. ECAG in place during construction viewed by professionals
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as best practice because it provides the design team with community input during
construction change orders and cost escalation tradeoffs.

1. Action: T. Ajike agreed to reconsider plans disband ECAG/community
engagement before construction even begins, per RPD policy practice established
during South Park Renovation

4. C. Gasparac noted that UCSF has a role in decision-making vis-a-vis funder
agreements such as maintenance set asides, and going forward will have a staff
representative at all remaining meetings to help capture and work issues that need
their input.

1. Action: UCSF will ensure an appropriate staff member is in attendance at all
future meetings to speak for and address any UCSF funder specific issues.

ECAG Community Position Presentation: Sasha Basso

1. Speaking for the ECAG working team (13 of 14 active ECAG members) , S.
Basso presented how neighbors currently use the park, and the impact to usage
of inserting an acre of plastic. She delivered the community ask for keeping
Esprit as a multi use park, with RPD maintained, multi use Duboce Park as the
community’s target comparable. The community requests that RPD, a taxpayer
funded city agency, not exacerbate the negative, pollution related health
outcomes already being suffered by Dogpatch residents. Sourced research was
presented on the health impacts and costs associated with replacing an acre of
grass with plastic, in a 1.8 acre park.

2. J. Doumani walked through project budget, highlighting areas of concern for
ECAG members regarding fiscal responsibility.

1. Action: D10 Supervisor Walton committed to S. Basso and J. Doumani to
convene a meeting to address ECAG concerns regarding RPD project
management and budget decisions

2. Decision: ECAG members present voted unanimously, 9-0, to oppose the
use of artificial turf in Esprit Park. ECAG members who worked on and
approved the presentation but unable to attend the meeting brought the
vote to 13/0.

Public comment:

For over 20 minutes, 15+ members of the public each commented on what Esprit Park
means to them - ranging from factoring into their home purchase decision to bonding
with family, pets and friends. They also detailed reasons why they oppose plastic grass
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for their families due to its impracticality for picnics, children’s play, and contributing
to poor air quality and poor health outcomes. The public also expressed their
expectation of being able to continued use of an existing public, taxpayer funded
public benefit in the inclusive way it’s currently enjoyed.

Decision: Public comment from local community members was 100% against
installation of plastic grass/artificial turf.

 Review of Design Alternatives

1. ECAG members and guests broke into three groups to review the two proposed
alternative designs of the park. Members then came back together and shared brief
reports.

1. Decision: All groups rejected the two design options. The absence of natural grass
and the over activation/segmentation of the park dominant reasons for 100%
rejection. ECAG and community guests called this consensus design Plan C, and
unanimously endorsed it..

Next Steps

1. RPD would like the next step to be a community meeting, presenting RPD’s vision
for the renovation, and not incorporate ECAG feedback.

1. Action: On behalf of RPD, S. Cacian committed that any community meeting would
be scheduled after Supervisor Walton’s meeting with he and his staff, ECAG and RPD
senior management.

2. C. Gasparac agreed that all 21 community guests would be invited to the UCSF
reception for the cushioning projects. ECAG members noted possible list serve issues,
since many neighbors/ stakeholders have not received an invitation for a community
celebration.

1. Next step: RPD to ensure community members attending the ECAG meeting will
receive invitations, using email addresses collected as part of public sign in.

EXHIBIT 4: 700 Minnesota St Esprit Park Removal Plans 1st sub.pdf
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jLFWgchdQGEbmwnUvgeKqW0gQdQV6id2/view?usp=sharing


EXHIBIT 5:

https://www.ktvu.com/news/giant-trees-to-be-removed-from-san-franciscos-washington-

square-park

EXHIBIT 6: Project Design Development Estimate, Prepared for RecPark and SF Public

Works, 5/20/20: 05-20-20- Revised Estimate- Esprit Park- Per 30% Pricing Set.pdf

direct link:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-o6vkkprvSU0Nket1cjjOW4Fb8iZv0-c/view?usp=sharing

EXHIBIT 7:

[Note: The link submitted by the appellant for Exhibit 7 was not accessible, consequently, Exhibit 7 
has been rejected by the Executive Director of the Board of Appeals]

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-o6vkkprvSU0Nket1cjjOW4Fb8iZv0-c/view?usp=sharing
https://www.ktvu.com/news/giant-trees-to-be-removed-from-san-franciscos-washington-square-park
https://www.ktvu.com/news/giant-trees-to-be-removed-from-san-franciscos-washington-square-park


EXHIBIT 8: FoEP Report.pdf
Direct Link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ThQEfvFpHGsip_5NT8MrCMqGP00jdDGw/view?usp=s
haring

Arborist Report  dated 12/28/22, Tree Management Experts, Roy Leggitt, Certified
Arborist WE-0564A
Tree Management Experts
Consulting Arborists
3109 Sacramento Street
San Francisco, CA 94115
Member, American Society of Consulting Arborists Certified Arborists,
Tree Risk Assessment Qualified
email Roy@treemanagementexperts.com
Friends of Esprit Park
Attn: Irma Lewis
RE: Replacement Trees for Esprit Park Date: 12/28/22

ARBORIST REPORT
Review of Documents

The following documents were provided for my review:

Sheet C200 by Fletcher Studio dated 6/1/22
Sheet C300 by Fletcher Studio dated 9/22/22
Sheet G0.30 by Fletcher Studio dated 1/31/22
Soil Report by Lucchesi Plant & Soil Consulting dated 1/12/22
Tree Assessment Report by Larry Costello, Oracle Oak, LLC dated 10/26/22
Esprit Park Renovation, Opinion of Probable Construction Cost by MicroEstimating, Inc.
dated 5/20/20

Inspection and Recommendations

I inspected the trees along the east side of Esprit Park today and found that the “poor
and moderate condition” trees are a beautiful double row of young mature form London
plane trees. These trees are not perfect, but are generally in fair to good condition and
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have the potential for many years and likely several decades of safe, useful life left in
them.

The Costello report provided to the Recreation and Parks Department (RPD) indicates
that many trees are in “poor or moderate condition”, where trees of both categories are
lumped together. To combine these trees into a single category is misleading because
“Poor” condition trees are often removed and “Moderate” condition trees are typically
retained. To be consistent with DPW positions on other projects, “Moderate” condition
trees would be viewed as “Sustainable” and “Viable”, and would therefore require larger
than minimum sized trees for mitigation.

Costello states that trees have poor “suitability for preservation”, whereas DPW uses
“construction driven” to more accurately tell us what is happening to these trees. The
extensive construction and soil replacement with sub-surface drains, as shown by the
designs and by the Luchessi report, will require tree removal due to the massive
excavation. It is disappointing that RPD failed to relate the real reason for tree removal
by simply telling us the extent of the work required, and they would have avoided the
expensive consulting work done by Costello. A likely reason for RPD failing to tell the
public about construction-driven tree removals is to avoid the expense of proper
mitigation to replace otherwise viable trees.

Contractor’s License #885953 www.treemanagementexperts.blogspot.com Page 1 of 4

Tree Management Experts

Consulting Arborists

3109 Sacramento Street

San Francisco, CA 94115

Member, American Society of Consulting Arborists Certified Arborists, Tree Risk
Assessment Qualified

email Roy@treemanagementexperts.com

Other park features have been emphasized in the design such as additional seating, the
creation of large landscape mounds, and the use of artificial turf, each of these features
incurring substantial expense. Elimination of artificial turf, some of the seating and/or
reducing or eliminating some of the mounds would allow for money to be reallocated to
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plant larger trees. Larger trees would be a more functional landscape considering
pedestrian and vehicle clearance needs. Larger trees would be a win for the community.

The London plane trees that comprise this double row of trees are on average about 8
to 9 inches diameter, around 30 feet tall and have about a 20-foot spread. The function
of these trees to park users is tremendous, and includes added aesthetic value to the
park as well as mature tree canopy for the 90-degree parking along Minnesota Street.
The loss of these trees warrants replacement with substantial trees that offer similar
benefits to the mature canopies currently enjoyed.

RPD has not engaged with Friends of Esprit Park or the residents that they represent
who are regular park users and part of the immediate neighborhood. Because of the
lack of outreach, RPD designed the park and specified tree replacements without
consideration of priorities. Larger new trees are a priority.

Larger than the 24-inch box minimum size replacement trees would produce an
outcome that is consistent with typical mitigation requirements imposed on private
developers by DPW. It is my recommendation that this project increase the size of new
trees to 48-inch box trees along the Minnesota Street frontage.

Selection of more tree species to be mixed into the park environs would lead to better
sustainability. As Costello relates in his report, Anthractnose has affected London plane
trees, and pine pitch canker has affected Monterey pines. With diversity of trees
present, a single pest or disease is more likely to cause devastating losses. Biodiversity
is a position of strength and sustainability, and the best biodiversity would include trees
from several different plant families.

Contractor’s License #885953 www.treemanagementexperts.blogspot.com Page 2 of 4

Tree Management Experts
Consulting Arborists
3109 Sacramento Street
San Francisco, CA 94115

Member, American Society of Consulting Arborists Certified Arborists, Tree Risk
Assessment Qualified

email Roy@treemanagementexperts.com

Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
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1. Any legal description provided to the consultant is assumed to be correct. Title
and ownership of all property considered are assumed to be good and
marketable. No responsibility is assumed for matters legal in character. Any and
all property is appraised or evaluated as though free and clear, under responsible
ownership and competent management.

2. It is assumed that any property is not in violation of any applicable codes,
ordinances, statutes or other governmental regulations.

3. Care has been taken to obtain all information from reliable sources. All data has
been verified insofar as possible. The consultant can neither guarantee nor be
responsible for the accuracy of information provided by others.

4. Various diagrams, sketches and photographs in this report are intended as visual
aids and are not to scale, unless specifically stated as such on the drawing.
These communication tools in no way substitute for nor should be construed as
surveys, architectural or engineering drawings.

5. Loss or alteration of any part of this report invalidates the entire report.
6. Possession of this report or a copy thereof does not imply right of publication or

use for any purpose by any other than the person to whom it is addressed,
without the prior written or verbal consent of the consultant.

7. This report is confidential and to be distributed only to the individual or entity to
whom it is addressed. Any or all of the contents of this report may be conveyed
to another party only with the express prior written or verbal consent of the
consultant. Such limitations apply to the original report, a copy, facsimile,
scanned image or digital version thereof.

8. This report represents the opinion of the consultant. In no way is the consultant’s
fee contingent upon a stipulated result, the occurrence of a subsequent event,
nor upon any finding to be reported.

9. The consultant shall not be required to give testimony or to attend court by
reason of this report unless subsequent contractual arrangements are made,
including payment of an additional fee for such services as described in the fee
schedule, an agreement or a contract.

10. Information contained in this report reflects observations made only to those
items described and only reflects the condition of those items at the time of the
site visit. Furthermore, the inspection is limited to visual examination of items and
elements at the site, unless expressly stated otherwise. There is no expressed or
implied warranty or guarantee that problems or deficiencies of the plants or
property inspected may not arise in the future.

Disclosure Statement
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Arborists are tree specialists who use their education, knowledge, training, and
experience to examine trees, recommend measures to enhance the beauty and health
of trees, and attempt to reduce the risk of living near trees. Clients may choose to
accept or disregard the recommendations of the arborist, or to seek additional advice.

Arborists cannot detect every condition that could possibly lead to the structural failure
of a tree. Trees are living organisms that fail in ways we do not fully understand.
Conditions are often hidden within trees and below ground. Arborists cannot guarantee
that a tree will be healthy or safe under all circumstances, or for a specified period of
time. Likewise, remedial treatments, like any medicine, cannot be guaranteed.

Contractor’s License #885953 www.treemanagementexperts.blogspot.com Page 3 of 4

Tree Management Experts
Consulting Arborists
3109 Sacramento Street
San Francisco, CA 94115

Member, American Society of Consulting Arborists Certified Arborists, Tree Risk
Assessment Qualified

email Roy@treemanagementexperts.com

Treatment, pruning, and removal of trees may involve considerations beyond the scope
of the arborist’s services such as property boundaries, property ownership, site lines,
disputes between neighbors, and other issues. An arborist cannot take such
considerations into account unless complete and accurate information is disclosed to
the arborist. An arborist should then be expected to reasonably rely upon the
completeness and accuracy of the information provided.

Trees can be managed, but they cannot be controlled. To live near trees is to accept
some degree of risk. The only way to eliminate all risk associated with trees is to
eliminate the trees.

Certification of Performance

I, Roy C. Leggitt, III, Certify:

● That we have inspected the trees and/or property evaluated in this report. We
have stated findings accurately, insofar as the limitations of the Assignment and
within the extent and context identified by this report;
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● That we have no current or prospective interest in the vegetation or any real
estate that is the subject of this report, and have no personal interest or bias with
respect to the parties involved;

● That the analysis, opinions and conclusions stated herein are original and are
based on current scientific procedures and facts and according to commonly
accepted arboricultural practices;

● That no significant professional assistance was provided, except as indicated by
the inclusion of another professional report within this report;

● That compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined
conclusion that favors the cause of the client or any other party.
I am a member in good standing of the American Society of Consulting Arborists
and a member and Certified Arborist with the International Society of
Arboriculture.
I have attained professional training in all areas of knowledge asserted through
this report by completion of a Bachelor of Science degree in Plant Science, by
routinely attending pertinent professional conferences and by reading current
research from professional journals, books and other media.
I have rendered professional services in a full-time capacity in the field of
horticulture and arboriculture for more than 33 years.

Signed:
Certified Arborist WE-0564A
Date: 12/28/22

Contractor’s License #885953 www.treemanagementexperts.blogspot.com Page 4 of 4
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Exhibit 8: Esprit Park Air Quality Issues
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Exhibit 9 :  EN CAC $800.000 Esprit Park Gap Funding Memo - approval based on
RecPark promise of robust community engagement.  RecPark’s response to not
conduct robust community engagement.

To: Mathew Snyder, San Francisco Planning Department
From: Eastern Neighborhoods Community Advisory Committee(“EN CAC”)
Date: February 28, 2021
Re: Allocation of $800,000 to Esprit Park Project

On November 15, 2021, the EN CAC voted to allocate $800,000 of impact fees (the
“Gap Funding“) from a non-transferred appropriation for Central Waterfront Recreation
and Open Space projects to the Esprit Park renovation project (the “Project“). The Gap
Funding is in addition to $2,711,000 of impact fees specifically appropriated and
transferred to the Recreation and Park Department (“RecPark“) for Project.
Because (1) the Gap Funding was requested by RecPark to cover potential Project
budget shortfalls, highlighting the possibility that certain design elements of the Project
may have to be modified to keep the Project on budget; (2) the design process for the
Project has historically faced delays that have contributed to a growing Project budget;
and (3) the allocation of the Gap Funding to the Project reduces the pool of resources
available for additional Central Waterfront parks and open space projects, the EN CAC
has deemed it appropriate to formally communicate its understanding of how RecPark
will complete the Project and use the Gap Funding.

1. RecPark shall engage in robust community-centered outreach as decisions are
made in the finalization of the Project design, especially if modifications are
proposed for budgetary reasons. We champion a community-centered
approached to outreach in the spirit of cultural humility over that of cultural
competency. As the project is expected to move into construction soon, we
request quarterly community meetings to keep stakeholders informed on
developments.

2. If, upon completion of the Project, any funding amounts allocated to the Esprit
Project remain, regardless of source, such excess funding shall be reallocated to
the Central Waterfront Recreation and Open Space appropriation to replace the
Gap Funding.

3. The EN CAC looks forward to future updates on the Project.
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From: Banales, Julian (CPC)
Date: Mon, Apr 18, 2022 at 4:28 PM
Subject: Rec and Park comments we Esprit Park funding memo
To: Irma Lewis, Jolene Yee , J.R. Eppler, Kelly Kozak, Kim-Shree Maufas, Cliff Bargar,
chandler trevor, andrew cheng, henry karnilowicz
Cc: Langlois, Lily , Salvadori, Ilaria, Mathew Snyder - (SF Planning Staff Members)

Good afternoon

We have received the following comments from Rec and Park regarding the attached
funding memo that you reviewed at your last meeting. Please let me know if you have
any questions.

● Rec and Park is pushing toward final bid documents for the project, to be
advertised to contractors this Spring

● Rec and Park will continue to make updates twice a year to the ENCAC. ENCAC
members are welcome to invite other community members to these updates

● Rec and Park will continue to post regular updates to the project page of the Rec
and Park website

● Regarding funding, Rec and Park has a grant acceptance agreement, approved
by the Board of Supervisors, that governs the use and terms of the UCSF
funding. Rec and Park can commit that the additional amount of recently
approved IPIC funds (in the sum of $800K) would be the last funds to be used for
the project, so that if any balance remains of IPIC funding, it will be returned.
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Exhibit 10 :  FoEP General Meeting 10/4/22, Speaker Brief for UCSF and RecPark

From: Irma Lewis

Date: Sun, Sep 18, 2022 at 11:14 PM

Subject: FoEP general meeting: date and speaker prep

To: Rossiter, Ellie

Cc: Patrick Hoctel, Rob Edwards, Irma Lewis

Hi Ellie,

Thanks for your note regarding availability to cover cushioning projects at the next FoEP
general meeting. REDACTED
Presenter brief - concerns and questions re: Esprit Park: REDACTED
There are concerns in the following areas:

● The condition of the park, post renovation -  a year or two after the rehabilitated
park has opened.

● The loss of shade by removing so many mature trees at the same time. Losing
Esprit as an ‘urban oasis’  for a decade fails the goal of cushioning/mitigation.

● Stain removal and sanitation of the artificial turf.
● Community priorities and preferred trade offs - RecPark has gathered zero

community input on ground cover, systems, plantings, and priorities since May
2017(this is a typo - it should read 2019.)

We ask that RecPark provide to you, as a pre-read to be distributed in advance of the
meeting:

● The professional assessment reports of the ground systems - sprinklers,
drainage

● The cost of major line items at a level to discuss tradeoffs: plantings, drainage,
sprinklers, ground cover.  For example, reducing the number of tree removals
and replacements by 50%.  What’s the savings?

Questions:
● Is all the former cemetery soil going to be replaced? If so, with what and from

where?  What is the total cost to replace?
○ Sprinkler/irrigation/drainage systems -In 2017(this is a typo - should

read 2019), RecPark hired a firm to assess the systems. What are the
recommendations?  Repair or replace?

● The sprinkler/irrigation system. Is the entire system going to be replaced? Or
is it more of a patchwork repair approach?  If repair, what’s the cost of
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replacement vs. repair?  A Rec & Park official advised that it was too expensive
to redo the whole thing, and therefore, we should "expect a series of bandaids.”

● Drainage. As all park users are aware, parts of EP are dry-as-a-bone sandy
patches while others feature lush grass and still others muddy areas you want to
avoid. Is the drainage in the park ever going to be uniform and consistent? Park
users have received conflicting information- some RecPark staff have advised
that all the park needs to be level before this can happen, while other RecPark
staff and Fletcher Studio have advised the ground needs to be built up to more of
a hill to address the issue.

● Plantings. Park stakeholders have been part of many EP work crews that paid
for and performed planting and mulching. Almost all those plants, bushes,
shrubs, etc. didn't make it. What steps are being taken to ensure this won't
happen for the umpteenth time?
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Exhibit 11 :  SF Board of Supervisor President -  direction to incorporate
ECAG/community stakeholder feedback and decisions

From: "Walton, Shamann (BOS)"
Subject: Re: Esprit Park Pop-Up Play Date
Date: November 21, 2019 at 8:43:53 AM PST
To: "Bishop, Lamonte' (REC)" , Sasha Basso
Cc: "Ward, Alexis (REC)", "Burch, Percy (BOS)", Alison Sullivan, Denis Maurer, Gaynor
Strachan Chun, George Slack, Patrick Hoctel, Irma Lewis, Jared Doumani,
"Commission, Recpark (REC)" <recpark.commission@sfgov.org>, "Tinclair, Nathan
(REC)" <nathan.tinclair@sfgov.org>, "Cismowski, Steven (REC)", Steve Cancian
<canciansteve@gmail.com>, Nataly Gattegno , Monica Leicht , "Ginsburg, Phil (REC)"
<phil.ginsburg@sfgov.org>, Eric McDonnell , "Evans, Abe (BOS)"

Thank you Lamonte’.
I am using this thread as to include all relevant individuals (I have included
Commissioners Buell and McDonnell as I know there has already been discussions with
community members).
I just wanted to check in and make sure all community discussions will include the 3rd
community option that was discussed in our meeting together in my office.
We are at a pivotal time and I believe we now need to move towards a decision. I do
want it on record that our office supports the option presented by community, as they
will be the ones utilizing the park.

I hope this is helpful and I know Saturday’s event will be fruitful. Have a great
weekend.

Sent from my mobile device. Please excuse typos.

Supervisor Shamann Walton
San Francisco Board of Supervisors, District 10
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Pl, Room 282
Office: 415.554.7670
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EXHIBIT 12 :  RecPark failure to incorporate informed community input and feedback

July 23, 2020,  RecPark Final Community Meeting, Preview of Presentation to SF Parks
Commission

RecPark previewed what they believed would be their final presentation for the Parks
Commission, to members of the Esprit Community Advisory Group (ECAG), which they
had dismissed and disengaged from in May 2019. The meeting was recorded and is
available by clicking here (Access Password is: EBaco9%B).

At the 1:42 min mark, you will hear Supervisor Walton's reaction to the failure of the
RecPark project team to include the Community's agreed upon preference and input,
vis a vis multiple rounds of unanimous votes by ECAG, an 18 person group of
stakeholders representing HOA's, local schools, long term residents, business owners
and community organizations - Friends of Esprit Park, Potrero Boosters, and the
Dogpatch Neighborhood Assoc.  Forced to go back and incorporate ECAG input from
May 2019, RecPark did not present a plan for Esprit Park to the SF Parks Commission
as scheduled.
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Exhibit 8:  Photos of Esprit Park prior to handoff to RecPark ownership
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           BRIEF SUBMITTED BY THE DEPARTMENT  

 



Capital and Planning Division 49 South Van Ness Avenue, Suite 1220 San Francisco, CA 94103 www.sfrecpark.org 

Appeal No.:  22-084

Appeal Title:   Lewis vs. SFPW-BUF 

Subject Property:  700 Minnesota Street (Esprit Park) 

Determination or Permit Type: Tree Removal Order 

Determination or Permit No.:  207274 

The Recreation and Park Department (RPD) requests that the Board uphold the entitlement as 

is, with no new conditions. 

 Esprit Park is an approximately 2-acre facility in the Dogpatch neighborhood. It features a 

perimeter of planting, including mature trees, surrounding a large interior lawn. The site 

amenities include picnic areas, benches, adult fitness stations and pathways. Located in 

Supervisorial District 10, the site encompasses a city block between 19th & 20th Streets and 

Indiana and Minnesota Streets.  

Esprit Park was created as a privately-owned park in the early 1980’s by the Esprit Corporation, 

which had its headquarters on Minnesota St. The park was conveyed to the Recreation and Park 

Department in 2001 as a result of strong community advocacy.  

http://www.sfrecpark.org/


RPD has worked with a design team and with the community over the course of over five years 

to come up with a plan to renovate the park, following an extensive Public Realm Plan planning 

process led by the San Francisco Planning Department for the Central Waterfront Area included 

preliminary design ideas for renovating Esprit Park, and after funding was identified from UCSF 

as well as via Planning Department development impact fees.   

A concept design for the park renovation was approved by the Recreation and Park Commission 

in February 2021 (See Exhibit 1).  Given the huge increase in population surrounding the park and 

associated increased demand on the park, the design includes more resilient and robust materials.  

Throughout the process, the Department staff has endeavored to accommodate a wide array of 

community ideas and viewpoints. Staff believes that the final plan reflects a compromise that 

maintains the park’s natural character, while accommodating the desired uses in the park including 

but not limited to: off-leash dog play, children’s nature exploration, active and passive recreation, 

uses free from dogs, and enjoyment of nature. 

Esprit Park was formerly used for industrial purposes.  The property is subject to the City’s Maher 

Ordinance.  Mitigation of contaminated soil is part of the scope of work of the renovation.  The 

design team sought to preserve as many trees as possible in the park, while also completing this 

required mitigation and improving the site soil and drainage.  

The project team has worked extensively with consulting arborist Larry Costello, who also consulted 

on the original park design.  Larry has completed multiple assessments of the trees on site.  He has 

also reviewed the design submittals and advised to help minimize construction impacts.  See 

Exhibits 2 and 3 for the most recent assessments provided for the project team’s review. 

The Recreation and Park Department submitted an application for a Tree Removal Permit to 

the San Francisco Public Works Bureau of Urban Forestry in August 2022, as required to remove 



trees within the public right of way, which is under Public Works jurisdiction.  The proposed 

tree removals are part of a $4.3 million wholescale renovation of Esprit Park, at 700 Minnesota 

Street.   

RPD has jurisdiction over trees within the park.  Public Works has jurisdiction over trees within 

the right of way.  For this particular property, the right of way extends further into the park 

than back of curb of the sidewalk due to legislated sidewalk widths, for sidewalks that were not 

constructed.  See Exhibit 4, which shows the right of way extents beyond back of curb or back 

of sidewalk.  RPD submitted a street vacation application in 2022 to vacate the right of way and 

outside of the constructed streets and sidewalks, with the goal of clarifying and simplifying the 

maintenance of trees and other park infrastructure.  This street vacation application is still 

pending review and legislation, which is why the tree removal permit was still required. 

RPD has conducted extensive community outreach culminating in the approved concept design.  

RPD has also conducted outreach during the development of construction documents, including 

tree removal, tree protection, and tree planting plans. RPD has also committed to continue to 

engage community members with updates during the course of construction (See Exhibit 5).  

RPD completed a coordinated tree removal posting effort with BUF in September 2022, to post 

both trees in the right of way and those within RPD property limits.  RPD made a 

comprehensive presentation at the October 24, 2022 Public Works hearing, based on tree 

removal permit appeals (See Exhibit 6).  

RPD is moving forward issuing Notice to Proceed (NTP) for the capital project renovation, while 

of course holding on the scope of work that is within the purview of this permit, which is the 

removal of 38 trees within the right of way.  The reasons for moving forward are to avoid 



additional costs to the project in the form of escalation as well as to minimize the risk of bird 

nesting delays and costs.   

RPD has complied with all City requirements, has gone above and beyond with community 

engagement, and is working to deliver a wholescale park renovation as efficiently as possible to 

benefit the community.  The improved park will include over 62 preserved trees, over 90 new 

trees, and thousands of new plants.  It will provide something for a variety of stakeholders and 

as gem for the neighborhood and for the City. 



Date:  February 18, 2021 

To: Recreation and Park Commission 

Through: Philip A. Ginsburg, General Manager 

Toks Ajike, Director of Capital and Planning Division 

From: Alexis Ward, Project Manager 

Subject: Esprit Park Renovation 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Agenda Wording: 

Discussion and possible action to: 1) approve a conceptual design for the renovation of Esprit 

Park - approval of this proposed action by the Commission is the Approval Action as defined by 

S.F. Administrative Code Chapter 31; 2) recommend that the Board of Supervisors authorize 

RPD to accept and expend an in-kind grant valued at approximately $835,000 from the Dogpatch 

and Northwest Potrero Hill Green Benefit District (GBD) of design services for the project; and 

3) recommend that the Board of Supervisors approve a grant agreement for, and authorize RPD

to accept and expend, a cash grant valued at approximately $4,165,000 from the University of

California Board of Regents (UCSF) for construction of the project.

Strategic Plan 

Strategy 1: Inspire Place 

Objective: Strengthen the quality of existing parks and facilities 

Strategy 2: Inspire Play 

Objective: Strengthen and promote the safety, health, and well-being of San Francisco’s youth 

and seniors 

Background: 

Esprit Park is an approximately 2-acre facility in the Dogpatch neighborhood. It features a 

perimeter of planting, including mature trees, surrounding a large interior lawn. The site 

amenities include picnic areas, benches, adult fitness stations and pathways. Located in 

Supervisorial District 10, the site encompasses a city block between 19th & 20th Streets and 

Indiana and Minnesota Streets.  

Esprit Park was created as a privately-owned park in the early 1980’s by the Esprit 

Corporation, which had its headquarters on Minnesota St. The park was conveyed to the 

Exhibit 1
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Recreation and Park Department in 2001 as a result of strong community advocacy. Elements 

of the park were renovated in 2005 including the irrigation and drainage systems and 

landscaping improvements. As the Dogpatch neighborhood has become increasingly 

residential, the population has grown along with the recreational needs in the area. Esprit Park 

is commonly referred to an urban oasis and it provides a much-needed green refuge.  

The Planning Department conducted a community engagement process between Spring 2015 

and Fall 2018 to get input on the development of the Central Waterfront Dogpatch Public 

Realm Plan. This process included three large community workshops, over a dozen focus 

group meetings, numerous presentations to neighborhood groups and surveys. The final plan 

outlined the design principles for the renovation, which included the following: 

• Honoring the original design concept established by the Esprit Corporation;

• Designing and implementing better amenities and infrastructure;

• Refining circulation; and

• Delineating areas for different user groups, including children, the adult fitness

community and off-leash dog walkers.

In 2017, UCSF formed a Dogpatch Community Task Force to identify and discuss potential 

impacts of UCSF’s proposed development in the Dogpatch neighborhood and to determine 

steps to help mitigate them. The Esprit Park renovation was selected for cushioning funding 

by this task force composed of Dogpatch and Potrero Hill neighbors and merchants, city staff 

and UCSF. UCSF held a series of public meetings over eight months with the task force, and 

discussions led to neighbor approval of a $10.55 million cushioning investment to address 

potential effects of proposed UCSF projects on the neighborhood, including $5 million for the 

Esprit Park renovation. This $5 million funding commitment, combined with $2.7 million in 

Eastern Neighborhood development impact fees, provided the budget needed to proceed 

with planning the park renovation. 

Community Process: 

In 2017, Rec Park began its own community process in partnership with the Dogpatch and 

Northwest Potrero Hill Green Benefit District. The project team created an advisory group, the 

Esprit Community Advisory Group, ECAG, to aid in community outreach and to provide 

feedback on the design. The Advisory Group members were community members representing 

various community groups and residential buildings in the neighborhood.  Eight ECAG meetings 

were held between 2018 and summer of 2020, and one park tour, on April 29, 2018. ECAG 

meeting dates listed below. 

• May 10, 2018

• August 9, 2018

• October 25, 2018

• January 10,2019

• March 14, 2019

• April 11, 2019

• May 22, 2019

• July 2020 (virtual)
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Three broad community meetings were held and one additional community event, geared 

towards families with young children. Two online surveys were conducted during the summer of 

2019 and winter 2020. The first survey, which focused on confirming the design principles in the 

Public Realm Plan, had more than 500 respondents. The second survey focused on the design of 

the park and offered six alternatives for the design and use of the park’s meadow(s). The second 

survey had 433 respondents.  

• September 17, 2017 (34 attendees), Community Meeting 1

• November 23, 2019 (33 attendees), Playdate Event

• February 1, 2020 (100 attendees) Community Meeting 2

• December 3, 2020 (80-90 attendees) (virtual) Community Meeting 3

Staff presented the final online survey results and the recommended concept design to the 

Dogpatch Neighborhood Association, the Green Benefit District and the Potrero Boosters on 

January 12, 2021, January 20, 2021, and January 26, 2021 respectively. Additionally, a 

presentation to the Friends of Esprit Park is planned for February 2, 2021.   

Rec Park maintains a dedicated webpage for this project on the Rec Park website. The website 

includes the community meeting presentations and the final concept design.  During the 

remainder of the project, the public will be informed through our project webpage, e-mails to 

stakeholders, and announcements in the Rec Park E-Newsblasts.  

Throughout the outreach process, community members have been engaged and passionate about 

the role this park plays in the neighborhood and the importance of the renovation. While there 

has been consensus on many elements of the proposed design, there have also been a diversity of 

opinions expressed on the design and use of the meadow.  

Concept Design: 

During the Public Realm Plan planning process, the Planning Department, worked with the 

community and the landscape architecture firm, Fletcher Studio to establish the basic framework for 

the renovation design. Rec Park staff also participated in the process. The design framework reflects 

the park’s original design: a central meadow with a perimeter of planting and site amenities. The 

design seeks to enhance and renew the park’s amenities and systems while maintaining its natural and 

verdant character.  

In collaboration with Department staff, members of the ECAG wrote the following vision statement 

for the park renovation: 

Esprit Park is an urban oasis, connecting the neighborhood to nature within an urban 

environment. As Dogpatch transitions to a high-density residential neighborhood, the 

park is experiencing an increased level of use by all — adults, children, and dogs. 

The community and the Recreation and Park Department want to protect the future of 

this well-loved treasure. Together, we are committed to renovating the park in the spirit 

it was originally created — a multi-use meadow bordered by trees and shrubs. By 
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focusing on the park’s overall health, resiliency, and robustness, the renovation will 

ensure Esprit Park weathers the increasing demands of the community. 

Given the increased demand on the park, the design will include more resilient and robust materials. 

The loose concrete sand pathways will be replaced with ADA accessible concrete paths. The existing 

scattered picnic tables and benches will be replaced with picnic areas at the park’s four corners. Berms 

and seat walls will be introduced to help define spaces and create more areas for sitting and 

picnicking. The four fitness stations will be replaced with new exercise equipment and a fifth station 

will be added. All the stations will be designed to better serve a range of ages. Four new nature 

exploration areas will be created in the park’s perimeter for children to discover and play. The 

landscaping will be refreshed with new plants, and low wooden fencing to protect the plants. 

The park’s central meadow will be bisected by an east/west path, allowing for more strolling and 

running in the park. Specific uses will be assigned to the two meadows. In the north meadow, a new 

off-leash dog play area will be created. The south meadow will be designated “dog-free” and dogs on-

leash or off-leash will not be permitted (service animals allowed).  

One of the primary topics during the community outreach process was the material selection for the 

off-leash dog play area. The Department’s best practices call for the use of an alternative surface 

material in dog play areas of a smaller size such as this one. Staff initially proposed utilizing synthetic 

turf for the dog play area as it would blend in aesthetically with the natural grass meadow in other 

areas of the open lawn. Additionally, synthetic turf can be used year-round including in inclement 

weather, unlike natural grass. Many community members opposed this proposal because they do not 

believe it is in keeping with the natural character of the park and because they believe synthetic turf 

has negative environmental impacts. In the final community survey, the input was evenly divided on 

the use of synthetic turf.  

At Capital Committee, staff recommended Option W, which includes a natural grass off-leash dog 

play area, a result of strong feedback against synthetic turf, captured in the survey comments and in 

earlier outreach. However, the Capital Committee asked that staff present Option V as well as the staff 

recommended Option W at the full Commission. Option V consists of a dog play area that is half 

natural grass area and half synthetic turf. Commissioners suggested exploring Option V because of the 

success of synthetic turf at other Rec Park facilities, and because the Department would be able to 

keep a synthetic turf area open year round. 

During Capital Committee, Commissioners also asked that staff present options for fencing in the dog 

play area. The original plan recommended by staff included modest sections of fencing, as well as 

berms and low seat walls to enclose the space. In general community members have been opposed to 

fencing as they feel it detracts from the original naturalistic, open meadow design of the park. Some 

community members have been opposed to fencing as they believe a fully fenced dog play area at 

Esprit Park could become a destination, attracting more dogs than a dog play area of this size can 

support. 

Other community members have requested fencing to keep dogs within the dog play area for the 

safety of the dogs and people who do not want to encounter off-leash dogs. Staff is including some 

options for consideration in the attachments of the staff report.   
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Some community members are not satisfied with the design due to the creation of the double 

meadows as they believe it detracts from the original design. Additionally, others oppose the creation 

of a dog-free meadow and they would prefer an on-leash area. Some community members would 

prefer that the design did not include an off-leash dog play area. Finally, some community members 

have requested that fencing enclose the off-leash dog play area.  

Throughout the process, the Department staff has endeavored to accommodate a wide array of 

community ideas and viewpoints. Staff believes that the final plan reflects a compromise that 

maintains the park’s natural character, while accommodating the desired uses in the park including but 

not limited to: off-leash dog play, children’s nature exploration, active and passive recreation, uses 

free from dogs, and enjoyment of nature. 

Grant Acceptance & Agreements: 

This renovation was made possible thanks to a generous $5 million grant from UCSF, which 

committed $10.55 million in cushioning investments in the Dogpatch neighborhood to address 

potential effects of proposed UCSF projects in the neighborhood.  

Of that $5 million grant, $835,000 is being managed by the Dogpatch and Northwest Potrero Hill 
Green Benefit District (GBD) who are acting as the fiscal sponsor of the project during the 
design phase, including hiring the designers and engineers, arborists and other specialists 
needed to complete construction documents. The GBD will grant these design documents and 
services to the Department in-kind. Fletcher Studio, also a consultant on the Planning 
Department’s Central Waterfront and Dogpatch Public Realm Plan, is  the lead designer for the 
project. The Department is executing a grant agreement with the GBD for these services, 
which is attached as Exhibit E. Highlights of this agreement include:  

• GBD shall provide RPD with extensive design and administrative services from licensed

landscape architects and other consultants including participation in community outreach

meetings, development of conceptual plans, development of construction documents,

assistance with the bid-award process and provision of support services during the

construction of the project.

• GBD shall ensure that landscape architects and other consultants comply with city

insurance and indemnification requirements.
• RPD shall provide a project manager to coordinate city reviews and approvals, facilitate

regularly scheduled design coordination meetings, manage community outreach, and
contract with SF Public Works for preparation and administration of the construction
contract.

• RPD shall maintain the park upon project closeout.

The remaining $4,165,000 will be granted by UCSF directly to RPD as a cash grant towards 

construction of the project, to be managed fully by the City. We are also seeking approval from 

the Board of Supervisors to execute a grant agreement, attached as Exhibit F, directly with 

UCSF for this cash grant towards construction. A summary of the terms includes: 
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• UCSF shall provide a $4,165,000 cash grant which may only be used towards

construction of the project or future maintenance and operations of the park after

completion.

• UCSF shall provide these funds promptly upon notification that RPD has selected a

successful bidder for the project.

• RPD shall provide an update on grant expenditures on a quarterly basis from the start of

construction until the project is complete; and will permit UCSF to conduct its own

independent audit of project finances if it chooses.

• Recognizing its role as funder only, RPD shall indemnify UCSF against claims related to

the project except under limited circumstances.

Funding Sources, Budget and Schedule: 

Project Source of Funding: 
UCSF Grant      $4,165,000 
Eastern Neighborhoods Development Impact Fees      $2,710,700 
UCSF Grant Managed by GBD         $835,000 
Total Sources         $7,710,700 

The total project budget is $7,710,700. Hard and soft costs are budgeted as follows: 
Soft Costs (32% of total budget)        $2,510,936    
Hard Costs (including contingencies) (65% of total budget)      $5,000,000 
Soft Cost Reserve (3% of total budget)   $199,764 

Total Budget $7,710,700 

Phase Start End 

Planning March 2019 February 2021 

Design March 2021 January 2022 

Bid/Award February 2022 June 2022 

Construction July 2022 April 2023 

Close-Out May 2023 July 2023 

Environmental Evaluation 

On January 8, 2021 the project received a Categorical Exemption from environmental review 
pursuant to California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) guidelines Sections 15304, Class 1 
Existing Facilities and Class 3 New Construction (Case No. 2020-008299ENV).  

Staff Recommendation: 

RECOMMENDED, that the Commission 1) approve a conceptual design for the renovation of 

Esprit Park - approval of this proposed action by the Commission is the Approval Action as 

defined by S.F. Administrative Code Chapter 31; 2) recommend that the Board of Supervisors 
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authorize RPD to accept and expend an in-kind grant valued at approximately $835,000 from the 

Dogpatch and Northwest Potrero Hill Green Benefit District (GBD) of design services for the 

project; and 3) recommend that the Board of Supervisors approve a grant agreement for, and 

authorize RPD to accept and expend, a cash grant valued at approximately $4,165,000 from the 

University of California Board of Regents (UCSF) for construction of the project. 

The “Supporters” and “Opposition” section has been moved to Attachment D. 

Attachments:  

A: Categorical Exemption 

B: Project Location Map 

C: Proposed Conceptual Design   

D: Letters from Community Members 

E: Draft Grant Agreement GBD-RPD 

F: Draft Grant Agreement UCSF-RPD 

G: Fencing Study 
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TREE ASSESSMENT REPORT: ESPRIT PARK 
DRAFT 1.0 

Prepared for: Julie Christensen, Executive Director, Dogpatch and NW   
Potrero Hill Green Benefit District 
Melinda Sullivan, Project Manager, San Francisco Recreation 
and Parks Department, Capital Division 

Prepared by: Larry Costello, Consulting Arborist, Oracle Oak LLC, San   
Francisco, CA 

Date:   8/11/21 

I. BACKGROUND
In 2019, Oracle Oak LLC contracted with the
Dogpatch and NW Potrero Hill Green Benefit
District to conduct assessments of trees at Esprit
Park (Fig. 1). The park is owned and maintained
by the San Francisco Recreation and Parks
Department (SFRPD), and a renovation of the
park is being planned by SFRPD and Fletcher
Studio, San Francisco, CA. Trees are considered
to be an essential component of the park and are
highly valued by neighbors and visitors. As such,
an assessment of park trees was viewed as an
important precursor to renovation work.

In 2021, the assessment conducted in 2019 was updated. Trees were re-evaluated 
for risk, condition, and suitability for preservation. In addition, trunk diameter 
(DBH) was measured for each tree assessed in 2019.  

II. PRIOR ASSESSMENTS AND OBJECTIVES
Two previous tree assessments have been completed at the park:

1. Esprit Park Urban Forestry Management Plan, Phase II
Assessment date: May 1, 2009 
Prepared by: Tseckares Landscape Architecture, San Anselmo, CA 

2. Esprit Park Tree Survey
Assessment date: October 2, 2013 

Fig. 1. Esprit Park is located in the 
Dogpatch neighborhood of San 
Francisco and is owned and maintained 
by the San Francisco Recreation and 
Parks Department (SFRPD). 

Exhibit 2
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Prepared by: SBCA Tree Consulting, Crockett, CA 

Although these prior surveys identified numbers, species, and condition of trees, 
changes have occurred over the past 6 years: New trees have been planted, a 
number of trees have added substantial growth, others have declined, and some 
have been removed. Accordingly, the primary objectives of this assessment were to: 

1) update the current status of trees in the park
2) provide guidance and support for the renovation planning phase.

In addition, this assessment will serve to support the development of strategies for 
protecting trees during renovation and inform the development of tree management 
recommendations following renovation.  

III. METHODS: THE ASSESSMENT PROCESS
To begin the assessment process, a site walk and pre-planning meeting with Alexis
Ward (SFRPD), Steve Cismowski (SFRPD), Andrew Prindle (Fletcher Studio) and
Cory Hallam (Fletcher Studio) was conducted at Esprit Park on April 16, 2019. The
purpose of the meeting was to discuss the scope of the renovation project and
review the tree assessment process.

Following the pre-planning meeting, field assessments were conducted by Larry 
Costello (Oracle Oak LLC) and Ellyn Shea (Consulting Arborist, San Francisco, CA) on 
May 17, 2019.  

The 2021 assessment update was conducted on July 30 and August 6 by Larry 
Costello and Ellyn Shea.  

Assessment Process 
The following process (adapted with permission from 
HortScience, Inc.) was used for assessments: 

1. Locate trees on a map prepared by SBCA Tree
Consulting (2013). SBCA labelled trees with a numbered
aluminum tag starting with #1 and ending at #123 (Fig.
2). SBCAs numbers were used to identify trees in this
assessment. Where a tag was missing, or an existing tree
had been missed in the SBCA assessment, a numbered tag
was added. For trees planted after 2013, and greater than
2 inches DBH (trunk diameter at 54 inches above grade),
tags numbered between 271 and 285 were added. All
trees and their locations were subsequently marked on
an aerial photo supplied by Fletcher Studio (see
Appendix 3).
2. Check and record previously tagged trees, missed
trees, and additional trees on the SBCA map.
3. Measure DBH of each tree at 54 inches above grade.
4. Visually assess tree health and structural condition using methods
described by HortScience, Inc. (Appendix 1).

Fig. 2. 
Numbered 
metal tags from 
the 2013 
assessment 
were used to 
identify trees in 
this assessment. 
Additional tags 
were added as 
needed. 
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5. Note the presence of defects in structure, insects or diseases.
6. Evaluate suitability for preservation as high, moderate, or low.
7. Identify the part of the tree most likely to fail and hit a target (e.g., path,
picnic table, car, pedestrian) within the next year.
8. Identify and rate targets that would be impacted by the failure.
10. Rate potential risk using a 12-point method described in A Photographic
Guide to the Evaluation of Hazard Trees in Urban Areas (Matheny and Clark,
1994). See Appendix 1 for details.

Targets 
Targets at Esprit Park include pedestrians, paths, streets, 
picnic tables, benches, lawn areas, and exercise areas. Not 
all targets are identified for each tree: only obvious 
elements in the vicinity of the tree were noted. For this 
assessment, target scores (1-4) and targets were 
delineated as follows: 

1 – occasional use – such as planting beds without 
nearby paths, lawn areas, or fixed structures  

2 – intermittent use – such as planting beds with 
paths, lawn areas, or fixed structures generally within the 
vicinity of the tree, but not directly within its strike zone.  

3 – frequent use – such as pedestrian paths and 
lawn areas within a tree’s strike zone 

4 – constant use – such as pedestrian paths, lawn 
areas, picnic tables and benches, streets, and vehicles well within the strike zone of 
the tree. 

Tree Condition 
Condition assessments were based on visual inspection 
of tree crown, trunk, root crown, and surface roots (if 
any). Crown color, density, general vigor and dieback 
were noted. Condition assessments are an indication of 
health status. Tree condition was scored as follows: 
0 – dead 
1 - severe decline (almost dead), structural deficiencies 
2 – poor vigor, crown dieback, poor color, structural 
deficiencies 
3 – moderate vigor, minor pest problems, minor 
structural deficiencies 
4 – good vigor, reasonably good structure and crown 
density 
5 – excellent vigor, color, and crown density 

Failure potential 
Assessments were limited to what was viewed as being the most likely failure type 
(branch, trunk, root) with notations regarding clearly visible defects, such as 

Fig. 3. Targets included 
benches, picnic tables, 
paths, lawn areas, streets 
and vehicles. 

Fig. 4. Dead trees, such as 
these birch, were assigned a 
condition score of 0. 
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embedded bark, decay cavities, and over-extended branches. Not all defects were 
identified in each tree, and sounding or probing for decay (or additional tests) were 
not conducted.  

Size of Part 
Size of part was estimated based on visual inspection. Branches or stems were not 
measured. See Appendix 1 for scores assigned to part sizes. Trees with trunk 
diameter less than 4 inches were not assessed. 

Suitability for Preservation 
Suitability for preservation assessments 
were made following criteria established 
by HortScience: “Each tree was rated for 
suitability for preservation based upon its 
age, health, structural condition and 
ability to safely coexist within a developed 
environment”. Here, trees were assigned 
to one of three categories: high, moderate, 
and low.  

High – Trees with good health and 
structural stability that have the potential 
for longevity at the site (Fig. 5). 

Moderate – Trees in fair health 
and/or possessing structural defects that may be abated with treatment (e.g., 
pruning) (Fig. 6). 

Low – Trees in poor health or possessing 
significant structural defects that cannot be abated with 
treatment. Included here are trees for which the cost of 
treatment (pruning) would substantially outweigh 
potential improvements in structure. 

IV. FINDINGS
Findings for the population of trees at Esprit Park are
presented in sections A-F (Tables 1-6). Findings for
individual trees are presented in sections G and H
(Tables 7 and 8, Appendix 2).

A. Species
A total of 21 species of trees were identified in the 
assessment (Table 1). Large shrubs/small trees (e.g., 
Pittosporum eugenioides) were included in the species count. Coast redwood is the 
dominant tree species (39% of the population), followed by sycamore (18%), ash 
(8%), and Lombardy poplar (5%). Each of the remaining species constituted 4.5% 
or less of the population. Nine (9) species had only one individual (e.g., tupelo).  

Fig. 5. Trees with good health and structural 
stability, such as this saucer magnolia, were 
assigned a “high” suitability for preservation 
rating. 

Fig. 6. Trees in poor health 
and/or with structural 
deficiencies were given 
moderate or low ratings for 
suitability for preservation. 
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Table 1. Species Distribution 
Common name Botanical name Number assessed Percentage of total 
Coast redwood Sequoia 

sempervirens 
44 39% 

London plane 
(Sycamore) 

Platanus x 
hispanica 

20 18% 

Ash Fraxinus sp. 9 8% 
Lombardy poplar Populus nigra 

‘Italica’ 
6 5% 

Victorian box Pittosporum 
undulatum 

5 4.5% 

Giant sequoia Sequoiadenron 
giganteum 

4 3.5% 

Beech Fagus sylvatica 4 3.5% 

No common name Pittosporum 
tenuifolium 

4 3.5% 

Flowering cherry Prunus serrulata 3 2.5% 
No common name Pittosporum 

eugenioides 
3 2.5% 

Monterey pine Pinus radiata 1 1% 
Alder Alnus sp. 1 1% 
Tupelo Nyssa sylvatica 1 1% 
Ginkgo Ginkgo biloba 1 1% 
Frontier elm Ulmus parvifolia x 

carpinifolia 
1 1% 

Brush cherry Syzygium 
paniculatum 

1 1% 

Strawberry tree Arbutus unedo 1 1% 
Saucer magnolia Magnolia x 

soulangeana 
1 1% 

Tobira Pittosporum tobira 1 1% 
Maple Acer sp. 1 1% 
2021 Total 112 100% 
2019 Total 118 
Trees removed 
after 2019 
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B. Population Size and Changes
In the 2019 assessment, 118 trees (including large shrubs) were located and
assessed. Although the 2013 survey listed 123 trees, a total of 20 trees were not
found and were recorded as “missing”. Presumably, these trees had been removed
by SFRPD.  If no trees were added between 2013 and 2019, there should be 103
trees. However, it is apparent that 15 trees were either added (planted) or grew to
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be large enough to be included in this survey, for a current total of 118 trees (Table 
2). 
In the 2021 assessment, 112 trees were located and assessed. A total of 6 trees had 
been removed after the 2019 assessment. In addition, 2 trees had died, but were still 
standing and were included in the assessment. A total of 7 trees were not assessed 
because their trunk diameters were 4 inches or less (Table 2). 

Table 2. Changes in tree count from 2013, 2019, and 2021 assessments 
Tree Status Number Percent change 
Trees included in 2021 
assessment 

112 NA 

Trees removed after 2019 
assessment 

6 -5%

Tree included in 2019 
assessment 

118 NA 

Trees included in 2013 
assessment 

123 NA 

Trees removed/missing 
after 2013 assessment 

20 -16%

Trees added after 2013 
assessment 

15 +15%

C. Tree Condition
The largest percentage (54%) of trees were assessed as being in poor to moderate
condition, while 33% were in good to excellent condition. Trees that were dead or
almost dead amounted to 13% of the population, which was twice the percentage in
2019 (6%). Principal factors that contributed to low condition ratings included
water stress, disease, wind injury, over-crowding/shading, and root system
restrictions. Water deficit injury was the principal cause of lower condition ratings
in the 2021 assessment.  Most trees grew in the period from 2019 to 2021, but the
growth increment was small – less than 1 inch in most cases.

Table 3. Summary of Tree Condition 
Condition Condition score Percent of total 

2021 
Percent of total 
2019 

Trees dead or 
almost dead 

0-1 13% 6% 

Trees in poor to 
moderate condition 

2-3 54% 49% 

Trees in good to 
excellent condition 

4-5 33% 45% 

D. Suitability for Preservation
Most trees (64%) received moderate to high ratings and were considered suitable
for preservation (Table 4). However, 36% were not considered suitable for
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preservation, which was an increase of 9 percentage points from the 2019 
assessment. Key reasons for low ratings included poor structure, poor condition 
(declining or dead), and over-crowding.  

Table 4. Summary of Suitability for Preservation Assessments 
Suitability Score Percent of total 

2021 
Percent of total 
2019 

Low 36% 27% 
Moderate 30% 37% 
High 34% 36% 

E. Recommended Actions
Although most trees were recommended for retention (60%), a sizable number (40)
were recommended for removal. Common reasons for removal included high risk
score (9 or greater), poor suitability for preservation rating, or a combination of
poor suitability score and high-risk score. A total of 5 trees (all sycamore) were not
clearly in the removal or retention categories. If these trees continue to decline, then
they should be removed. Or, if they conflict with design elements, then they can be
considered for removal. Over half the trees recommended for retention will need to
be monitored for pruning (mainly coast redwood), while some are specifically
recommended for pruning. Specific recommendations for each tree are given in
Table 8.

Table 5. Recommended Actions 
Recommended 
Action 

Number of trees Percentage of 
total 2021 

Percentage of total 
2019 

Retain 67 60% 70% 
Remove 40 36% 23% 
Remove or Retain 5 4% 5% 

F. Species Distribution for Trees Recommended for Removal
Twelve (13) species are included in the 40 trees recommended for removal. The
greatest number are Fraxinus sp. (8) and sycamore (8), Pittosporum undulatum (5),
Pittosporum tenuifolium (4), P. eugenioides (3), beech (3), and coast redwood (2).
The remainder of the species (6) have one individual each.

Table 6. Removal by Species 
Species Number of trees of 

each species 
recommended for 
removal 

Fraxinus sp 8 
Sycamore 8 
Pittosporum 
undulatum 

5 
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Pittosporum 
tenuifolium 

4 

Pittosporum 
eugenioides 

3 

Beech 3 
Coast redwood 2 
Monterey pine 1 
Acer sp. 1 
Lombardy poplar 1 
Cherry 1 
Tupelo 1 
Syzygium panic. 1 
Alnus sp. 1 

G. Tree Risk Ratings
All assessed trees are listed in Table 7 of Appendix 2. In addition to risk scores (3-
12), included are tree number, species, trunk diameter, condition rating (0-5), tree
part most likely to fail (branch, trunk, root), target(s), failure potential score (1-4),
size of part score (1-4), target score (1-4). Tree numbers are not sequential because
new numbers were assigned to trees that were not included in the 2013 assessment.
These numbers ranged from 271 to 285.

Due to the proximity of targets to trees at Esprit Park, most trees received a target 
rating of 3 or 4. Occupancy by visitors and pets is high throughout the day and 
during the week.  

SFRPD abates risk for trees ranked 9 or greater. In this assessment, a total of 11 
trees received scores of 9 or greater and were recommended for removal. An 
additional 29 trees were recommended for removal because they were in poor 
condition (dead, dying, diseased trees) and not considered suitable for preservation. 
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Most trees received risk scores between 6 and 8. 
Although some of these trees had relatively low scores 
for failure potential and/or size of part, high target 
scores (3-4) produced elevated risk scores.  

A total of 12 trees received risk scores of 5 or lower. 
These trees had a combination of low scores for failure 
potential, size of part, and target.  

Eight (8) trees (DBH less than 4 inches) were not 
assessed for risk and assigned a “NA” (not applicable) 
rating. 

Risk ratings can be considered to be work priority 
ratings. The higher the score, the higher the priority 
for work (Fig. 7). 

H. Suitability for Preservation, Comments, and
Recommendations
For each of the 112 trees assessed, suitability for 
preservation ratings, comments, and recommendations are given in Table 8, 
Appendix 2.  

Suitability for preservation ratings of low, moderate, 
and high were assigned for each tree. As noted in 
section D, 64% of the trees were deemed suitable for 
preservation (moderate and high categories), while 
36% were considered unsuitable (low category).  

Comments regarding tree health, structure, and 
notable features/conditions are included in Table 8. 
These comments are not intended to be detailed 
descriptions of the trees and/or tree conditions, but 
simply brief notations to help inform 
recommendations.   

Recommendations for action were based on risk 
scores, tree condition, suitability for preservation 
ratings, and comments (see Table 8). 
Recommendations include the following: 

• Retain and monitor for pruning – Trees that currently do not need pruning,
but should be monitored over time. Many coast redwoods received this
recommendation (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Trees with good 
structure and no visible 
defects, such as these coast 
redwood, were recommended 
for retention and monitoring 
for pruning needs. 

Fig. 7. Trees in poor condition 
and with structural defects, 
such as this maple, were 
assigned a high risk score and 
low suitability for preservation 
rating. Such trees were 
recommended for removal and 
considered to be a high work 
priority. 
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• Retain and prune – Trees recommended for retention and follow-up pruning
is recommended. For example, many of the sycamores need crown cleaning
to remove dead branches from the upper crown.

• Retain or remove – Sycamore trees that did not clearly fit into either the
retain or remove categories. If the condition of these trees declines, then they
can be moved into the “remove” category. Or, if they conflict with design
elements of the renovation project, then they can be considered for removal.

• Remove – Trees recommended for removal due to high risk score and/or low
suitability-for-preservation rating.

For numbers of trees in each category see Table 5. 

V. MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

A. General
All trees will need pruning on a periodic basis, and some more frequently than
others. It is important to maintain crown balance, control growth, remove dead or
dying branches, remove over-extended branches, reduce end weights on branches
and maintain clearance for pedestrians and power lines.

Young trees should have neighboring shrubs or trees cut back to allow for balanced 
growth. Shading can cause young trees to grow slowly and become misshapen.  

Removal of trees from an interdependent grove can increase risk associated with 
remaining trees. Exposure to wind may increase, leading to greater loads on the 
crown. Following the removal of a tree from a grove, risk should be reassessed for 
remaining trees that may be affected adversely. This applies in particular to coast 
redwoods at Esprit Park. 

B. Species-Specific Recommendations
In addition to recommendations for individual
trees presented in Table 8, the following are
comments regarding the management of the most
common species.

Coast redwood 
Coast redwood is the dominant species at Esprit 
Park (Fig. 9). In general, they are in good condition 
and add significant benefit in terms of aesthetics, 
wind protection, noise abatement, and a quasi-
forest experience for visitors. They have grown 
quite well, especially on the east side (along 
Indiana St.). Some trees are showing signs of wind 
injury in the uppermost part of the crown, 
however. This may be beneficial: it may keep the 

Fig. 9. Coast redwood is the 
most common species in the 
park. Many are in good 
condition, but will need to be 
monitored for health and 
pruning needs over time. 
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trees from growing too large for the site, which could increase their potential for 
root failure.  

It is recommended that most redwoods be retained and monitored for pruning. 
Many of the trees have good structure (strong central leader with well-distributed 
branches), but branch end weights need to be monitored over time. Pruning will be 
needed when branch end weight is deemed to be excessive. 

Many of the redwoods are growing in interdependent groves, i.e. they are spaced 
very close to one another. If one tree in a grove is removed, then remaining trees 
may become exposed to winds and wind-loading that may cause adverse effects on 
health and stability. When changes in groves occur, an assessment of effects on 
remaining trees should be made.  

Considering the size and density of the redwood groves, they may be reaching the 
capacity of the site to support them. Soil and water resources are limited in the park 
and tree demands may eventually exceed resource availability. This would 
compromise tree health and structural stability. It is recommended that this 
potential outcome be addressed if additional coast redwoods are considered for 
planting.  

Sycamore 
Most of the sycamores are growing on the east 
side of Esprit Park, along Minnesota St. (Fig. 
10). Although most of these trees have been 
recommended for retention, virtually all of 
them have sustained wind injury to branches in 
the upper crown. In many cases, the lower half 
of the crown is protected from wind and little 
injury has occurred. In the upper half, however, 
a considerable amount of branch dieback is 
evident. This condition is seen in other 
sycamores planted as street trees in 
neighboring areas.  

To improve their appearance, it is recommended that they be pruned to remove 
dead or dying branches in the upper crown. This will be needed on a periodic basis 
because new growth may become affected as well. To minimize wind injury in the 
future, it may be worthwhile to consider pollarding these trees, i.e., annual removal 
of new growth to a specified location on scaffold branches.  

Monterey pine 
Although many Monterey pines were originally planted in the park, only 1 remains. 
The remaining tree is recommended for removal. In general, Monterey pine has not 
performed well and should not be considered for future planting. Not only are they 

Fig. 10. Sycamore is the dominant 
species along the east side of the park. 
Branch dieback in the upper crown is 
evident in most of these trees.  
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severely affected by pine pitch canker, they have a 
tendency to develop over-extended branches with 
large end weights. These branches have a tendency 
to fail. As such, Monterey pine is no longer a suitable 
choice for this location.  

Giant sequoia 
Four (4) giant sequoias were planted in the park in 
1982. They were planted as ball-and-burlap stock 
from Oregon. The trees have grown well, but are 
infected with a pathogen (Botryosphaeria) that 
causes branch dieback (Fig. 11). This disease is 
common on giant sequoia and incense cedar in the 
Bay Area. One tree in the park is severely affected, while the others have moderate 
levels of dieback. The most severely affected tree should either have its crown 
cleaned of diseased branches or be considered for removal – and perhaps be 
replaced with coast redwood. The trees with lesser amounts of dieback should be 
considered for pruning to improve their appearance. This will not stop the disease, 
but it will make them look better.  

Ash 
Of the 9 ash trees in the park, 8 have been recommended for removal. Needless to 
say, they have not performed well. Most exhibit high levels of dieback in the crown 
and some have severe trunk cankers. It is 
suggested that Fraxinus spp. not be considered for 
future plantings.  

Beech 
Although not commonly planted in San Francisco, 4 
beech trees occur in the park and performance 
ranges from good (1) to poor (3), and only one tree 
(#27) is recommended for retention (Fig. 12). 
Although #27 is the largest beech, it has been 
adversely affected by closely-spaced neighboring 
trees, principally a coast redwood.  Thinning of 
neighboring trees may be needed to maintain tree 
#27 in good condition.  

Lombardy Poplar 
A grove of Lombardy poplar occurs at the southwest corner of the park (Fig. 13). 
Trees have performed well since planting, with many reaching heights greater than 
50 feet. As typical for Lombardy poplar, they have a strong columnar growth habit. 
As such, they can develop codominant stems and branches with acute angles of 
attachment.  Both of these conditions increase the potential for stem and branch 
failure. To reduce risk, it is recommended that these trees be reduced in height 

Fig. 11. Giant sequoias were planted in 
1982 and have grown well, although 
they have been injured by a pathogen 
that causes branch dieback. 

Fig. 12. This purple-leafed beech 
tree has grown well, but was 
planted too close to adjacent trees. 
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periodically to avoid large end and top weights 
from developing. This may require pruning every 3-
5 years.  

VI. GENERAL NOTES CONCERNING TREE
ASSESSMENTS FOR ESPRIT PARK

• Tree risk assessments provided in this
report are based on limited visual
inspections conducted from ground level.

• Visual assessments from the ground allow
the assessor to identify some but not all
structural defects or deficiencies existing in
a tree. Some defects are hidden from view,
such as internal decay. See Disclosure and
Limitations of Assessments on p. 5.

• Assessments did not include inspections of tree root systems or parts of the
root crown not visible from the ground. Conditions in the root system that
adversely affect structural stability may occur, but they are not assessed via a
visual ground inspection.

• Risk assessments are effective for 1 year from the date they were completed
in the field.

• Although a more recent tree risk assessment method has been developed by
the International Society of Arboriculture (Tree Risk Assessment, 2nd edition,
2017), the method used in prior SFRPD assessments by HortScience, Inc. was
used here for 2 principal reasons: 1) the method is consistent with previous
assessments conducted by SFRPD (e.g., Golden Gate Park); and 2) the method
allows SFRPD to prioritize work needed to reduce risk in the project area.

• In the future, it is recommended that SFRPD consider in-depth evaluations
(ISA Tree Risk Assessment, Level 2) for retained trees that have a current
risk rating of 7 or greater.

VII. DISCLOSURE AND LIMITATIONS OF ASSESSMENTS
Consulting arborists are tree specialists who use their education, knowledge, training and
experience to examine trees, recommend measures to enhance the beauty and health of
trees, and attempt to reduce the risk of living near trees.  Consulting arborists cannot detect
every condition that could possibly lead to the structural failure of a tree. Conditions are
often hidden within trees and below ground.  Any tree, whether it has visible weaknesses or
not, will fail if forces applied exceed the strength of the tree or its parts.

The scientific study of tree failure is relatively young and much is still to be learned. Trees 
are living organisms that do not remain static. Unseen or unknown conditions can exist or 
arise that may increase the potential for tree failure and therefore increase risk. 
Consulting arborists cannot guarantee that a tree will be healthy or safe for any specific 
period of time. Consequently, a warranty or guarantee of tree safety is not expressed or 

Fig. 13. Lombardy poplars have 
performed well, but should be 
reduced in height.  
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implied for the risk assessments provided in this report. Likewise, remedial treatments are 
not guaranteed to result in an increase in safety or a reduction in risk. Only those trees 
specified in the scope of work were assessed. 

A suggested time interval between risk assessments cannot be considered a “guarantee 
period.”  Assessed trees can fail during the specified interval and thereafter.   
Tree risk assessments represent the judgment of the risk assessor about the condition of 
the tree at the time of inspection. The decisions of tree risk assessors about whether to 
retain, modify, or remove a tree are always based on limited information about the 
structural condition of the tree and the environment that affects it.  

Risk assessments cannot account for unknown or subsequent conditions --- and this 
constitutes an unavoidable and significant limitation to the completeness and utility of the 
assessment.     

Clients may choose to accept or disregard the recommendations of the consulting arborist, 
or to seek additional advice. Different tree risk assessors may well have different 
interpretations of tree conditions and relative risk. Trees can be managed but they cannot 
be controlled. To live near trees is to accept some degree of risk. The only way to eliminate 
all risk associated with trees is to eliminate all trees.  

Use of this Report 
This report is confidential and can be distributed only to the individual or entity to whom it 
is addressed. Alteration or omission of any part of this report invalidates the entire report. 
Any or all of the contents of this report may be conveyed to another party only with the 
express prior written or verbal consent of the consultant. Such limitations apply to the 
original report, a copy, facsimile, scanned image or digital version thereof. 

Appendix 1: HortScience Assessment Method 
Risk assessments for Oak Woodland trees were made using the method described in 
A Photographic Guide to the Evaluation of Hazard Trees in Urban Areas by Matheny 
and Clark (1994). Here, this method is referred to as the “HortScience Assessment 
Method”. The HortScience method uses a 12-point scoring system that has 3 
categories: failure potential (4 points), size of part (4 points), and target (4 points). 
Following are sections from the HortScience report Tree Assessment, Golden Gate 
Park, Phase 2 (June 2011) that describes their method. 

Tree Risk Assessment 
Tree risk assessment is the systematic process of evaluating the potential for a tree or 
one of its parts to fail and, in doing so, injure people or damage property. All trees have 
the potential to fail. The degree of risk will vary with the size of the tree, type and location 
of the defect, tree species, and the nature of the target. Tree risk assessment involves 
three components: 

1. A tree with the potential to fail
2. An environment that may contribute to that failure
3. A person or object that would be injured or damaged (i.e., the target).
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 Tree Risk Rating System 
All of the surveyed trees were assessed using the procedure outlined in A Photographic 
Guide to the Evaluation of Hazard Trees in Urban Areas (N. Matheny & J. Clark, 1994, 
2nd edition, International Society of Arboriculture, Champaign, IL). Following a visual 
inspection of tree health and structural condition, the part of the tree most likely to fail 
within the next year was identified (e.g., branch, stem, or whole tree). The target that 
would be impacted by this part of the tree was then identified. The risk associated with 
the tree was evaluated using the following components: 

Failure potential (4 points) – identifies the most likely failure and rates the 
likelihood that the structural defect(s) will result in failure with the next year. The part of 
the tree most likely to fail was assessed using the following scale: 

1 – low – defects are present and obvious (e.g., dieback of twigs, small wounds 
with good woundwood development). 

2 – medium – defects are present and obvious (e.g., lean or bow that has 
developed over time, cavity encompassing 10-25% of the circumference of the stem, 
codominant stems without included bark). 

3 – high – compounding and/or significant defects present (e.g., severe lean, 
cavity encompassing 30-50% of the circumference of the stem, multiple pruning wounds 
with decay along a branch). 

4 – severe – defects are very severe (e.g., partial uprooting of leaning tree, 
decay conks along main stem, cavity encompassing more than 50% of the stem). 

Size of defective part (4 points) – rates the size of the part most likely to fail. 
Larger parts represent a greater potential for damage. Therefore, the size of the failure 
affects the potential for injury or damage. The scoring system was as follows: 

1 – most likely failure less than 6” in diameter 
2 – most likely failure 6-18” in diameter 
3 – most likely failure 18-30” in diameter 
4 – most likely failure greater than 30” in diameter 

Target rating (4 points) – rates the use and occupancy of the area that would be 
struck by the defective part. For the project areas, the following scoring was employed: 

1 – occasional use (e.g., lawn or landscaped area) 
2 – intermittent use (e.g., sidewalk, paths, or sport facilities) 
3 – frequent use (e.g., street parking) 
4 – constant use (e.g., playground structure, high volume streets) 

The points in each category were added to obtain the overall hazard rating, with 3 being 
the minimum and 12 being the maximum value. 

Risk ranking = failure potential + size of defective part + target rating
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Esprit Park 
TREE RISK RATINGS (8/6/21) 

TABLE 7 

Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

1 Monterey pine 
Removed 

271 Coast redwood 5.3 4 Branch Path, peds 1 1 1 3 
2 Coast redwood 16 3 Branch Path, peds 1 1 4 6 
3 Coast redwood 11.8 3 Branch Path, peds 1 1 4 6 
4 Tobira 8.3 4 Branch Planting bed 1 2 2 5 
5 Missing 
6 Coast redwood 28 5 Branch Path, peds 2 1 4 7 
272 Coast redwood 6.3 4 Branch Sidewalk, peds 1 1 2 4 
7 Fraxinus sp. 12.7 3 Branch Path, peds 2 2 4 8 
8 Giant sequoia 33 3 Branch Picnic table, 

path, benches, 
peds 

2 2 4 8 

9 Coast redwood 30 4 Branch Picnic table, 
benches, peds 

2 1 4 7 

10 Coast redwood 18.2 4 Branch Path, peds 2 1 4 7 
11 Coast redwood 10.4 4 Branch Sidewalk, peds, 

cars 
1 1 3 5 

12 Coast redwood 12.7 5 Branch Sidewalk, peds, 
cars 

1 1 3 5 

13 Coast redwood 27.5 4 Branch Path, peds 2 2 4 8 
14 Coast redwood 25.5 4 Branch Path, peds 2 1 4 7 
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Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

15 Missing 
16 Missing 
17 Missing 
18 Missing 
273 Coast redwood 6.4 3 Branch Path, peds 1 1 3 5 
19 Coast redwood 10.8 4 Branch Path, peds, cars 1 1 3 5 
20 Missing 
21 Missing 
22 P. tenuifolium 7.4 3 Root Sidewalk, 

vehicles 
2 2 3 7 

23 P. undulatum 9 3 Branch Path, peds 1 1 3 5 
274 Coast redwood 5.5 3 Branch Path, peds 1 1 2 4 
24 P. undulatum 9, 6.5, 

7.7 
3 Trunk 

(codom) 
Path, peds, 
lawn 

2 2 3 7 

25 P. undulatum 6.6, 5.5 4 Trunk 
(codom) 

Lawn 2 2 3 7 

26 Beech 8.7, 7.7 3 Trunk 
(codom) 

Path, peds 3 2 4 9 

27 Beech 14.3 3 Root Lawn, path, 
peds 

1 3 4 8 

28 Coast redwood 29.8 4 Branch Path, peds 2 1 4 7 
29 Coast redwood 16.7 4 Branch Path, peds, cars 1 1 4 6 
30 Coast redwood 18.4 4 Branch Path, peds, cars 2 1 4 7 
31 Coast redwood 10.7 3 Branch Path, peds, 

sidewalk 
1 1 4 6 

32 Coast redwood 35.5 3 Branch Path, peds 2 2 4 8 
33 Alnus sp. 13.5 2 Branch Lawn 2 2 3 7 
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Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

34 Giant sequoia 48.4 3 Branch Lawn, planting 
bed 

2 2 3 7 

35 Giant sequoia 33.1 2 Branch Lawn, planting 
bed 

3 2 3 8 

36 Giant sequoia 36.6 3 Branch Lawn, planting 
bed 

2 2 3 7 

37 Coast redwood 29.8 4 Branch Picnic table, 
peds 

2 1 4 7 

38 Coast redwood 26 2 Branch Path, peds 2 1 4 7 
39 Coast redwood 28 4 Branch Picnic table, 

peds 
2 1 4 7 

40 Coast redwood 38 4 Branch Picnic table, 
peds, benches 

2 1 4 7 

41 Missing 
42 Coast redwood 18.9 4 Branch Sidewalk, path, 

peds 
2 1 3 6 

43 Tupelo 8.1 0 (dead) Branch Path, peds 2 2 3 7 
275 Coast redwood 3 4 NA 
44 Coast redwood 19.8 4 Branch Path, peds 2 1 3 6 
276 Coast redwood 3.3 4 NA 
45 Missing 
46 Coast redwood 12.1 4 Branch Path, peds, 

sidewalk 
1 1 4 6 

47 Fraxinus sp. 14.8 2 Root/Codom Path, peds 3 2 4 9 
48 Coast redwood 13.4 4 Branch Path, exercise 

area, peds 
2 1 4 7 

49 Missing 
50 Missing 
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Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

51 Coast redwood 17.4 4 Branch Planting bed 1 1 2 4 
277 Coast redwood 1.9 4 NA      
52 Coast redwood 19.9 4 Branch Path, peds 1 1 4 6 
53 Coast redwood 22.5 5 Branch Path, peds 1 1 4 6 
54 Coast redwood 18.4 4 Branch Path, peds, 

bench 
1 1 4 6 

55 Coast redwood 14.4 4 Branch Path, peds, 
bench 

1 1 4 6 

278 Coast redwood 3.5 4 NA      
56 Monterey pine 21.2 4 Branch Path, peds, 

bench 
2 2 4 8 

57 Missing         
279 Coast redwood 2.9 4 NA      
280 Ginkgo 2.0 4 NA      
281 Coast redwood 

Removed 
        

282 Coast redwood 
Removed 

        

58 Coast redwood 19.1 3 Branch Bikes, power 
lines, peds 

1 1 4 6 

283 Frontier elm 4.3 3 Trunk 
(codom) 

Planting bed, 
peds 

2 1 2 5 

59 Fraxinus sp. 12 1 Trunk Path, peds 3 2 4 9 
60  Fraxinus sp. 10 1 Branch Path, peds 3 2 4 9 
61 Sycamore 11.5 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
62 P. eugenioides 5, 5.5 0 Trunk 

(codom) 
Path, exercise 
area, peds 

3 2 4 9 
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Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

63 P. eugenioides 7.7,6.8,
4.5 

3 Trunk 
(codom) 

Path, exercise 
area, peds 

3 2 3 8 

64 Fraxinus sp. 6 0.5 Branch Path, peds 4 1 4 9 
65 Sycamore 9.5 2 Branch Path, sidewalk, 

peds 
2 1 4 7 

66 Missing 
67 Syzygium 

panic. 
7.3,6.4 2 Trunk 

(codom) 
Path, peds 2 2 4 8 

68 Sycamore 8.6 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
69 Fraxinus sp. 6 0 NA 
70 Fraxinus sp. 7.1 1 Branch Path, peds 2 2 4 8 
71 Sycamore 11 2 Branch Path, sidewalk, 

peds, bench 
2 2 4 8 

72 Beech 20 0.5 Branch Path, sidewalk, 
peds 

2 2 4 8 

73 Sycamore 8.6 3 Branch, root Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
74 P. eugenioides 6.7 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 1 4 7 
75 Sycamore 11.7 3 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
76 Arbutus unedo 8.2, 

6.7, 3.2 
4 Trunk Path, peds, 

sidewalk 
1 2 3 6 

77 Sycamore 10 2.5 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
78 Sycamore 8.6 2.0 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
79 Sycamore 9.6 2.5 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
80 Sycamore 8 2.0 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
81 Sycamore 9.5 2.0 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
284 Sycamore 7 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
82 Sycamore 8.2 2.0 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
83 Missing 
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Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

84 Sycamore 11.6 2.0 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
85 Sycamore 11.1 2.0 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
86 Fraxinus sp. 11.8 3 Branch Path, peds 2 2 4 8 
87 Magnolia soul. 11, 

10.1, 6 
3 Trunk 

(codom) 
Path, peds 3 2 3 8 

88 Cherry 18.2 2 Branch Planting bed 2 1 2 5 
89 Sycamore 9.7 3 Branch Path, peds, 

picnic table 
2 2 4 8 

285 Sycamore 3.1 2.5 NA 
90 Sycamore 9.5 1 Branch Path, lawn, 

peds 
1 2 4 7 

91 Sycamore 10.5 3 Branch Path, peds, 
lawn 

2 2 4 8 

92 Sycamore 9.5 3 Branch Path, peds, 
lawn 

2 2 4 8 

93 Missing 
94 Missing 
95 Beech 11.6, 

6.5 
3 Trunk (low 

br) 
Picnic table, 
lawn 

3 2 3 8 

96 Missing 
97 Missing 
98 Birch 

Removed 
99 Birch 

Removed 
100 Birch 

Removed 
101 Fraxinus sp. 7.3 0.5 Branch Path, peds 3 2 4 9 
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Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

286 Acer sp. 14.2 2 Branch 
(multistem) 

Path, peds 3 3 4 10 

103 Missing 
104 Cherry 9.5 2.5 Branch Planting bed 3 2 2 7 
105 Cherry 16.6 3 Branch Planting bed 3 2 2 7 
106 Missing 
107 P. tenuifolium 6 2 Branch/trunk Planting bed 3 2 3 8 
287 P. tenuifolium 7, 5.7 2 Trunk 

(codom) 
Road, bench, 
peds 

3 2 4 9 

109 P. tenuifolium 5, 5.2 2 Trunk 
(codom) 

Road, bench, 
peds 

3 2 4 9 

110 Coast redwood 28.8 3 Branch Road, bench, 
peds 

2 1 4 7 

111 Coast redwood 25.4 3 Branch Road, peds 2 1 4 7 
112 Lombardy 

poplar 
20 4 Branch (vert. 

stems) 
Bench, path, 
peds, storage 
container 

2 2 4 8 

113 Lombardy 
poplar 

15 4 Branch (vert. 
stems) 

Bench, path, 
peds 

2 2 4 8 

114 Lombardy 
poplar 

17.4 4 Branch (vert. 
stems) 

Bench, path, 
peds 

2 2 4 8 

115 Lombardy 
poplar 

11, 7 2 Trunk 
(codom) 

Path, peds 3 2 4 9 

116 Lombardy 
poplar 

18.5 3 Branch (vert. 
stems) 

Path, peds 2 2 4 8 

117 Lombardy 
poplar 

17.4 3 Branch (vert. 
stems) 

Path, peds 2 2 4 8 

118 P. undulatum 7.2, 
4.2, 5.1 

2 Trunk 
(codom) 

Road, exercise 
area, peds 

2 2 4 8 
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Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

119 P. undulatum 5.7 2 Trunk Road, peds 2 2 4 8 
 

120 Coast redwood 17.2 2 Branch Road, bench, 
peds 

2 1 4 7 

121 Coast redwood 12 2 Branch Road, bench, 
peds 

1 1 4 6 

122 Coast redwood 17 3 Branch Road, bench, 
peds 

1 1 4 6 

123 Coast redwood 20.7 4 Branch Road, path, 
peds 

2 1 4 7 
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Esprit Park 
TREE ASSESSMENT: SUITABILITY FOR PRESERVATION, COMMENTS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS (8/6/21) 

TABLE  8 
Tree No. Species Condition Suitability 

for 
Preservation 

Risk 
Score 

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

1 Monterey pine Removed 

271 Coast redwood 4 H 3 Young tree in good health Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

2 Coast redwood 3 H 6 Young tree suppressed that was suppressed by tree #1. 
Growth rate slow.  

Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

3 Coast redwood 2 M 6 Lots of dieback – likely due to water deficit.  Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

4 Tobira 4 M 5 Asymmetric shrub in reasonably good health. Suppressed 
by adjacent vegetation. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

5 Missing 
6 Coast redwood 5 H 7 Reasonably good condition. Retain and monitor for 

pruning. Consider pruning 
away from street light.  

272 Coast redwood 4 H 4 Young tree in good health.  Retain and prune to re-
establish leader. 

7 Fraxinus sp. 3 L 8 Lots of dieback, sparse foliage, leans over path. Remove 

8 Giant sequoia 3 H 8 Vigorous new growth. Branch dieback due to 
Botryosphaeria infection.  

Retain. Prune to remove 
infected branches and 
reduce end weight on 
branches. 

9 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Part of a grove with trees 10, 13, and 14. Crown thinning 
at top. Small hanger (broken branch) in crown. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

10 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Part of a grove with trees 9, 13, and 14.  Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

11 Coast redwood 4 H 5 Small tree Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

12 Coast redwood 5 H 5 Small tree Retain and prune to re-
establish leader 

13 Coast redwood 4 H 8 Part of a grove with trees 9, 10, and 14 Retain and monitor for 
pruning 
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Tree No. Species Condition 
 

Suitability 
for 

Preservation 

Risk 
Score 

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

14 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Part of a grove with 9, 10, and 13 Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

15 Missing      

16 Missing      

17 Missing      

18 Missing      

273 Coast redwood 3 M 5 Small tree Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

19 Coast redwood 4 H 5 Young tree, but dieback in top of crown Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Re-establish 
leader. 

20 Missing      

21 Missing      

22 P. tenuifolium 3 L 7 Large shrub/small tree. Crown thinning Remove 

23 P. undulatum 3 L 5 Large shrub/small tree. Poor condition Remove 

274 Coast redwood 3 H 4 Young tree, suppressed by #23. Dieback and crown 
thinning. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

24 P. undulatum 3 L 7 Multi-trunk, poor form. Dieback and crown thinning. Remove 

25 P. undulatum 4 L 7 Suppressed and adjacent to beech. Too close to beech. Remove 

26 Beech 3 L 9 Codominant stems with included bark. Aphids Remove 

27 Beech 3 M 8 Large, attractive tree, but competing with adjacent 
redwood. Aphids. Not a common species in SF. Decent 
structure despite competition from redwood. Crown 
thinning on top. 

Retain and monitor for 
condition changes. 

28 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Competing with tree #27 (beech). Good-sized redwood in 
good condition, but planted too close to beech. Some 
wind injury on west side. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

29 Coast redwood 4 H 6 Good condition. Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Consider pruning 
to shorten branches over 
sidewalk.  
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Tree No. Species Condition Suitability 
for 

Preservation 

Risk 
Score 

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

30 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Good condition. Has old tag (#48) -- as well as new one. Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Consider pruning 
to shorten branches over 
sidewalk.  

31 Coast redwood 3 M 6 Suppressed by tree #32. Lost leader. Wind burn and 
water deficit injury on west side. 

Remove 

32 Coast redwood 3 H 8 Large tree in good condition. Crown thinning at top. Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

33 Alnus sp. 2 L 7 Crown thinning and water deficit injury Remove 

34 Giant sequoia 3 M 7 Large tree in moderate condition. Botryosphaeria 
dieback.  

Retain and prune to clean 
crown and reduce end 
weights.  

35 Giant sequoia 2 L 8 Large tree in poor condition.  Botryosphaeria dieback. 
Surface roots – circling. 

Retain and prune to clean 
crown and reduce end 
weights. 

36 Giant sequoia 3 M 7 Large tree in moderate condition.  Botryosphaeria 
dieback. 

Retain and prune to clean 
crown and reduce end 
weights. 

37 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Interdependent grove with #38, 39, and 40. Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

38 Coast redwood 2 M 7 Interdependent grove with #37, 39, and 40. Severe water 
deficit.  

Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Irrigate. 

39 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Interdependent grove with #38, 37, and 40. Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

40 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Interdependent grove with #38, 39, and 37. Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

41 Missing 
42 Coast redwood 4 H 6 Good condition, but some wind burn on west side. Retain and monitor for 

pruning 
43 Tupelo 0 L 7 Dead Remove 

275 Coast redwood 4 M NA Small tree, but close to sidewalk and may cause 
infrastructure damage. Needs water. 

Retain and monitor for 
infrastructure conflicts. 

44 Coast redwood 4 H 6 Good condition Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

276 Coast redwood 4 H Small tree – farther from sidewalk than #275. Retain and monitor for 
pruning 
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Tree No. Species Condition 
 

Suitability 
for 

Preservation 

Risk 
Score 

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

45 Missing      

46 Coast redwood 4 H 6 Good condition Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

47 Fraxinus sp. 2 L 9 Poor condition. Suckers from roots developing across 
path. 

Remove 

48 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Generally good condition, but some top dieback. Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Maintain 
clearance over exercise 
area. 

49 Missing      

50  Missing      

51 Coast redwood 4 H 4 Generally good condition, but some wind burn Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

277 Coast redwood 4 M NA Young tree near path. Crowded by adjacent vegetation.  Retain, but consider 
transplanting to another 
location. 

52 Coast redwood 4 H 6 Interdependent grove with 53, 54, and 55. Near power 
lines. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Side prune for 
power line clearance. 

53 Coast redwood 5 H 6 Interdependent grove with 52, 54, and 55.  Near power 
lines. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Side prune for 
power line clearance. 

54 Coast redwood 4 H 6 Interdependent grove with 53, 52, and 55.  Near power 
lines. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Side prune for 
power line clearance. 

55 Coast redwood 4 H 6 Interdependent grove with 53, 54, and 52. Near power 
lines. 
Some wind burn and crown dieback. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Side prune for 
power line clearance. 

278 Coast redwood 4 M NA Young tree. May be good replacement for #56. Retain and monitor for 
pruning. 

56 Monterey pine 4 M 8 Reasonably good health, but somewhat asymmetric. 
Close to power lines. Prone to branch failure. 

Remove 

57 Missing      

279 Coast redwood 4 H  Young tree.  Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Prune back 
adjacent shrubs. 
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Tree No. Species Condition Suitability 
for 
Preservation

Risk 
Score

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

280 Ginkgo biloba 4 H NA Young tree in reasonably good health. Needs structural 
pruning. 

Retain but needs 
structural pruning to 
establish leader and 
scaffolds. 

281 Coast redwood 0 Removed 

282 Coast redwood 0 Removed 

58 Coast redwood 3 H 6 Narrow, columnar crown. Wind burn and crown thinning. 
May conflict with power lines.  

Retain and monitor for 
pruning. 

283 Frontier elm 3 H 5 Reasonably good health. Codom scaffolds Retain, but needs 
structural pruning to 
establish leader and 
scaffolds. 

59 Fraxinus sp. 1 L 9 Large vertical wound on south side of trunk. Poor 
condition. 

Remove 

60 Fraxinus sp. 1 L 9 Poor condition – almost dead Remove 

61 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent street trees. Dieback in upper 
crown. Thin crown. 

Remove 

62 P. eugenioides 0 L 9 Dead Remove 

63 P. eugenioides 3 L 8 Multi-stem. Codominant. Poor condition Remove 

64 Fraxinus sp. 0.5 L 9 Very poor condition with wound on trunk. Almost dead. Remove 

65 Sycamore 2 L 7 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. 
Crown thinning 

Remove 

66 Missing 
67 Syzygium panic. 2 L 8 Codom stems. Eugenia psyllid. Dieback. Poor structure Remove 

68 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. Remove 

69 Fraxinus sp. 0 L NA Dead Remove 

70 Fraxinus sp. 1 L 8 Almost dead Remove 

71 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. 
Crown thinning. 

Remove 

72 Beech 0.5 L 8 Wind injury in upper crown. Old sporophore on north 
side of trunk. Almost dead. 

Remove 

73 Sycamore 3 M 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. 
Lean. Crown thinning. 

Retain and prune to clean 
crown. 

74 P. eugenioides 2 M 7 Suppressed by adjacent sycamore (75) and beech (72). 
Codom stems. Poor structure. Crown thinning 

Remove 
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Tree No. Species Condition Suitability 
for 
Preservation

Risk 
Score

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

75 Sycamore 3 M 8 Dieback in upper crown. Crowded by adjacent trees. Retain and prune to clean 
crown. 

76 Arbutus unedo 4 H 6 Good condition.  Retain and prune to 
maintain clearance for 
path and sidewalk. 

77 Sycamore 2.5 M 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. Remove or retain and 
prune to clean crown. 

78 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. 
Poor condition 

Remove or retain and 
prune to clean crown. 

79 Sycamore 2.5 M 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. Retain and prune to clean 
crown. 

80 Sycamore 2 M 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. Retain and prune to clean 
crown. 

81 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. 
Crown thinning. 

Remove or retain and 
prune to clean crown. 

284 Sycamore 2 L 8 Poor condition. Dieback in upper crown.  Not included in 
SBCA survey. 

Remove 

82 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown.  Remove 

83 Missing 
84 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. 

Crown thinning 
Remove or retain and 
prune to clean crown. 

85 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. Remove or retain and 
prune to clean crown. 

86 Fraxinus sp. 3 M 8 Codom scaffolds. Possibly buried root crown. Needs 
water. Dieback at top of crown. 

Retain and structurally 
prune to develop leader 
and scaffolds. 

87 Magnolia soul. 3 H 8 Crown thinning and dieback in top. Decay cavity in one 
scaffold.  

Retain and monitor for 
pruning. 

88 Cherry 2 L 5 Poor condition. Branch dieback. Poor form. Remove 

89 Sycamore 3 M 8 In mulched bed. Moderate condition.  Retain and prune to clean 
crown. 

285 Sycamore 2.5 L NA Small, young tree. Not much interior foliage on branches. 
In lawn.  

Remove 

90 Sycamore 1 L 7 Very poor condition. Bark injury at trunk base. In lawn.  Remove 

91 Sycamore 3 M 8 Moderate condition. In lawn. Retain and prune to clean 
crown. 

92 Sycamore 3 M 8 Moderate condition. In lawn Retain and prune to clean 
crown. 
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Tree No. Species Condition Suitability 
for 
Preservation

Risk 
Score

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

93 Missing 
94 Missing 
95 Beech 3 M 8 Bark cracks and separation at trunk base on SW side. 

Sporophore at base of trunk. Wood decay. 
Remove 

96 Missing 
97 Missing 
98 Birch 0 Removed 

99 Birch 0 Removed 

100 Birch 0 Removed 

101 Fraxinus sp. 0.5 L 9 Very poor condition – almost dead Remove 

286 Acer sp. 2 L 10 Formerly tree #102. Asymmetric crown, lean, weak 
attachments. Poor condition. May be silver maple. 

Remove 

103 Missing 
104 Cherry 2.5 M 7 Fungal conk (sporophore) at branch juncture. Codom 

branches. Needs water. 
Retain and prune to 
improve form and 
structure 

105 Cherry 3 H 7 Multi-branch. Good condition. Some dieback on upper 
branches. Needs water. 

Retain and prune to 
improve form. 

106 Missing 
107 P. tenuifolium 2 L 8 Multi-branch with weak attachments. Poor form Remove 

287 P. tenuifolium 2 L 9 Formerly tree #108. Poor condition.  Remove 

109 P. tenuifolium 2 L 9 Poor condition and weak structure Remove 

110 Coast redwood 3 M 7 Interdependent grove. Top missing. Close to power lines. 
Wind burn on north side. Extended branch by power 
lines. 

Retain and prune 
extended branch by 
power lines.  

111 Coast redwood 3 M 7 Top dieback and one-sided branching to south. 
Suppressed by adjacent poplars. Wind burn. Crown thin 
at top. 

Retain and prune to 
reduce height and branch 
end weights. Keep away 
from power lines. 

112 Lombardy poplar 4 M 8 Reasonably good condition. Upright branches/stems 
difficult to assess for stability.   

Retain and prune to 
reduce height by 35%. 

113 Lombardy poplar 4 M 8 Reasonably good condition. Upright branches/stems 
difficult to assess for stability.  

Retain and prune to 
reduce height by 35%. 

114 Lombardy poplar 4 M 8 Reasonably good condition. Upright branches/stems 
difficult to assess for stability.  

Retain and prune to 
reduce height by 35%. 
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Tree No. Species Condition Suitability 
for 
Preservation

Risk 
Score

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

115 Lombardy poplar 2 L 9 Poor condition. Codom stems. Remove 

116 Lombardy poplar 3 M 8 Moderate condition. Upright branches/stems difficult to 
assess for stability.  

Retain and prune to 
reduce height by 35%. 

117 Lombardy poplar 3 M 8 Moderate condition. Upright branches/stems difficult to 
assess for stability.  

Retain and prune to 
reduce height by 35%. 

118 P. undulatum 2 L 8 Multi-stem and suppressed. Poor structure. Remove 

119 P. undulatum 2 L 8 Multi-stem and suppressed. Remove 

120 Coast redwood 2 M 7 Moderate condition Retain, but irrigate and 
monitor response. If no 
recovery, then remove. 
Monitor for pruning. 

121 Coast redwood 2 L 6 Poor condition and dead top Remove 

122 Coast redwood 3 M 6 Dead top removed.  Retain and prune to re-
establish leader 

123 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Reasonably good condition Retain and monitor for 
pruning. 
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I. BACKGROUND
In 2019, Oracle Oak LLC contracted with the
Dogpatch and NW Potrero Hill Green Benefit
District to conduct assessments of trees at Esprit
Park (Fig. 1). The park is owned and maintained
by the San Francisco Recreation and Parks
Department (SFRPD), and a renovation of the
park is being planned by SFRPD and Fletcher
Studio, San Francisco, CA. Trees are considered
to be an essential component of the park and are
highly valued by neighbors and visitors. As such,
an assessment of park trees was viewed as an
important precursor to renovation work.

In 2021, the assessment conducted in 2019 was updated. Trees were re-evaluated 
for risk, condition, and suitability for preservation. In addition, trunk diameter 
(DBH) was measured for each tree assessed in 2019.  

Following the 2021 assessment, site walks with Fletcher Studio staff and SFRPD 
staff (2021 and 2022) found that a number of trees had continued to decline and 
were no longer considered suitable for preservation. Changes to recommendations 
regarding retention or removal of these trees were made in this update to the 2021 
report.  This report is submitted as draft 2.0: pre-construction update.  

Fig. 1. Esprit Park is located in the 
Dogpatch neighborhood of San 
Francisco and is owned and maintained 
by the San Francisco Recreation and 
Parks Department (SFRPD). 

Exhibit 3
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II. PRIOR ASSESSMENTS AND OBJECTIVES
Two previous tree assessments have been completed at the park:

1. Esprit Park Urban Forestry Management Plan, Phase II
Assessment date: May 1, 2009 
Prepared by: Tseckares Landscape Architecture, San Anselmo, CA 

2. Esprit Park Tree Survey
Assessment date: October 2, 2013 
Prepared by: SBCA Tree Consulting, Crockett, CA 

Although these prior surveys identified numbers, species, and condition of trees, 
changes have occurred over the past 6 years: New trees have been planted, a 
number of trees have added substantial growth, others have declined, and some 
have been removed. Accordingly, the primary objectives of this assessment were to: 

1) update the current status of trees in the park
2) provide guidance and support for the renovation planning phase.

In addition, this assessment will serve to support the development of strategies for 
protecting trees during renovation and inform the development of tree management 
recommendations following renovation.  

III. METHODS: THE ASSESSMENT PROCESS
To begin the assessment process, a site walk and pre-planning meeting with Alexis
Ward (SFRPD), Steve Cismowski (SFRPD), Andrew Prindle (Fletcher Studio) and
Cory Hallam (Fletcher Studio) was conducted at Esprit Park on April 16, 2019. The
purpose of the meeting was to discuss the scope of the renovation project and
review the tree assessment process.

Following the pre-planning meeting, field assessments were conducted by Larry 
Costello (Oracle Oak LLC) and Ellyn Shea (Consulting Arborist, San Francisco, CA) on 
May 17, 2019.  

The 2021 assessment update was conducted on July 30 and August 6 by Larry 
Costello and Ellyn Shea.   

Site walks conducted in 2021 and 2022 with Fletcher Studio staff and SFRPD staff 
found that a number of trees declined following the 2021 assessment. These trees 
were re-assessed for suitability for preservation and changes to recommendations 
for retention or removal were made following the re-assessments.  
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Assessment Process 
The following process (adapted with permission from 
HortScience, Inc.) was used for assessments: 

1. Locate trees on a map prepared by SBCA Tree
Consulting (2013). SBCA labelled trees with a numbered
aluminum tag starting with #1 and ending at #123 (Fig.
2). SBCAs numbers were used to identify trees in this
assessment. Where a tag was missing, or an existing tree
had been missed in the SBCA assessment, a numbered tag
was added. For trees planted after 2013, and greater than
2 inches DBH (trunk diameter at 54 inches above grade),
tags numbered between 271 and 285 were added. All
trees and their locations were subsequently marked on
an aerial photo supplied by Fletcher Studio (see
Appendix 3).
2. Check and record previously tagged trees, missed
trees, and additional trees on the SBCA map.
3. Measure DBH of each tree at 54 inches above grade.
4. Visually assess tree health and structural condition using methods
described by HortScience, Inc. (Appendix 1).
5. Note the presence of defects in structure, insects or diseases.
6. Evaluate suitability for preservation as high, moderate, or low.
7. Identify the part of the tree most likely to fail and hit a target (e.g., path,
picnic table, car, pedestrian) within the next year.
8. Identify and rate targets that would be impacted by the failure.
10. Rate potential risk using a 12-point method described in A Photographic
Guide to the Evaluation of Hazard Trees in Urban Areas (Matheny and Clark,
1994). See Appendix 1 for details.

Targets 
Targets at Esprit Park include pedestrians, paths, streets, 
picnic tables, benches, lawn areas, and exercise areas. Not 
all targets are identified for each tree: only obvious 
elements in the vicinity of the tree were noted. For this 
assessment, target scores (1-4) and targets were 
delineated as follows: 

1 – occasional use – such as planting beds without 
nearby paths, lawn areas, or fixed structures  

2 – intermittent use – such as planting beds with 
paths, lawn areas, or fixed structures generally within the 
vicinity of the tree, but not directly within its strike zone.  

3 – frequent use – such as pedestrian paths and 
lawn areas within a tree’s strike zone 

Fig. 2. 
Numbered 
metal tags from 
the 2013 
assessment 
were used to 
identify trees in 
this assessment. 
Additional tags 
were added as 
needed. 

Fig. 3. Targets included 
benches, picnic tables, 
paths, lawn areas, streets 
and vehicles. 
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4 – constant use – such as pedestrian paths, lawn areas, picnic tables and 
benches, streets, and vehicles well within the strike zone of the tree. 

Tree Condition 
Condition assessments were based on visual inspection 
of tree crown, trunk, root crown, and surface roots (if 
any). Crown color, density, general vigor and dieback 
were noted. Condition assessments are an indication of 
health status. Tree condition was scored as follows: 
0 – dead 
1 - severe decline (almost dead), structural deficiencies 
2 – poor vigor, crown dieback, poor color, structural 
deficiencies 
3 – moderate vigor, minor pest problems, minor 
structural deficiencies 
4 – good vigor, reasonably good structure and crown 
density 
5 – excellent vigor, color, and crown density 

Failure potential 
Assessments were limited to what was viewed as being the most likely failure type 
(branch, trunk, root) with notations regarding clearly visible defects, such as 
embedded bark, decay cavities, and over-extended branches. Not all defects were 
identified in each tree, and sounding or probing for decay (or additional tests) were 
not conducted.  

Size of Part 
Size of part was estimated based on visual inspection. Branches or stems were not 
measured. See Appendix 1 for scores assigned to part sizes. Trees with trunk 
diameter less than 4 inches were not assessed. 

Suitability for Preservation 
Suitability for preservation assessments 
were made following criteria established 
by HortScience: “Each tree was rated for 
suitability for preservation based upon its 
age, health, structural condition and 
ability to safely coexist within a developed 
environment”. Here, trees were assigned 
to one of three categories: high, moderate, 
and low.  

High – Trees with good health and 
structural stability that have the potential 
for longevity at the site (Fig. 5). 

Fig. 4. Dead trees, such as 
these birch, were assigned a 
condition score of 0. 

Fig. 5. Trees with good health and structural 
stability, such as this saucer magnolia, were 
assigned a “high” suitability for preservation 
rating. 
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Moderate – Trees in fair health and/or possessing structural defects that may 
be abated with treatment (e.g., pruning) (Fig. 6). 

Low – Trees in poor health or possessing 
significant structural defects that cannot be abated with 
treatment. Included here are trees for which the cost of 
treatment (pruning) would substantially outweigh 
potential improvements in structure. 

IV. FINDINGS
Findings for the population of trees at Esprit Park are
presented in sections A-F (Tables 1-6). Findings for
individual trees are presented in sections G and H
(Tables 7 and 8, pp 18-33).

A. Species
A total of 21 species of trees were identified in the 
assessment (Table 1). Large shrubs/small trees (e.g., 
Pittosporum eugenioides) were included in the species count. Coast redwood is the 
dominant tree species (39% of the population), followed by sycamore (18%), ash 
(8%), and Lombardy poplar (5%). Each of the remaining species constituted 4.5% 
or less of the population. Nine (9) species had only one individual (e.g., tupelo).  

Table 1. Species Distribution 
Common name Botanical name Number assessed Percentage of total 
Coast redwood Sequoia 

sempervirens 
44 39% 

London plane 
(Sycamore) 

Platanus x 
hispanica 

20 18% 

Ash Fraxinus sp. 9 8% 
Lombardy poplar Populus nigra 

‘Italica’ 
6 5% 

Victorian box Pittosporum 
undulatum 

5 4.5% 

Giant sequoia Sequoiadenron 
giganteum 

4 3.5% 

Beech Fagus sylvatica 4 3.5% 

No common name Pittosporum 
tenuifolium 

4 3.5% 

Flowering cherry Prunus serrulata 3 2.5% 
No common name Pittosporum 

eugenioides 
3 2.5% 

Monterey pine Pinus radiata 1 1% 

Fig. 6. Trees in poor health 
and/or with structural 
deficiencies were given 
moderate or low ratings for 
suitability for preservation. 
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Alder Alnus sp. 1 1% 
Tupelo Nyssa sylvatica 1 1% 
Ginkgo Ginkgo biloba 1 1% 
Frontier elm Ulmus parvifolia x 

carpinifolia 
1 1% 

Brush cherry Syzygium 
paniculatum 

1 1% 

Strawberry tree Arbutus unedo 1 1% 
Saucer magnolia Magnolia x 

soulangeana 
1 1% 

Tobira Pittosporum tobira 1 1% 
Maple Acer sp. 1 1% 
2021 Total 112 100% 
2019 Total 118 
Trees removed 
after 2019 

6 

B. Population Size and Changes
In the 2019 assessment, 118 trees (including large shrubs) were located and
assessed. Although the 2013 survey listed 123 trees, a total of 20 trees were not
found and were recorded as “missing”. Presumably, these trees had been removed
by SFRPD.  If no trees were added between 2013 and 2019, there should be 103
trees. However, it is apparent that 15 trees were either added (planted) or grew to
be large enough to be included in this survey, for a current total of 118 trees (Table
2).
In the 2021 assessment, 112 trees were located and assessed. A total of 6 trees had
been removed after the 2019 assessment. In addition, 2 trees had died, but were still
standing and were included in the assessment. A total of 7 trees were not assessed
because their trunk diameters were 4 inches or less (Table 2).

Table 2. Changes in tree count from 2013, 2019, and 2021 assessments 
Tree Status Number Percent change 
Trees included in 2021 
assessment 

112 NA 

Trees removed after 2019 
assessment 

6 -5%

Tree included in 2019 
assessment 

118 NA 

Trees included in 2013 
assessment 

123 NA 

Trees removed/missing 
after 2013 assessment 

20 -16%

Trees added after 2013 
assessment 

15 +15%
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C. Tree Condition
The largest percentage (54%) of trees were assessed as being in poor to moderate
condition, while 33% were in good to excellent condition. Trees that were dead or
almost dead amounted to 13% of the population, which was twice the percentage in
2019 (6%). Principal factors that contributed to low condition ratings included
water stress, disease, wind injury, over-crowding/shading, and root system
restrictions. Water deficit injury was the principal cause of lower condition ratings
in the 2021 assessment.  Most trees grew in the period from 2019 to 2021, but the
growth increment was small – less than 1 inch in most cases.

Table 3. Summary of Tree Condition 
Condition Condition score Percent of total 

2021 
Percent of total 
2019 

Trees dead or 
almost dead 

0-1 13% 6% 

Trees in poor to 
moderate condition 

2-3 54% 49% 

Trees in good to 
excellent condition 

4-5 33% 45% 

D. Suitability for Preservation
Most trees (64%) received moderate to high ratings and were considered suitable
for preservation (Table 4). However, 36% were not considered suitable for
preservation, which was an increase of 9 percentage points from the 2019
assessment. Key reasons for low ratings included poor structure, poor condition
(declining or dead), and over-crowding.

Table 4. Summary of Suitability for Preservation Assessments 
Suitability Score Percent of total 

2021 
Percent of total 
2019 

Low 36% 27% 
Moderate 30% 37% 
High 34% 36% 

E. Recommended Actions
Although most trees were recommended for retention (60%), a sizable number (40)
were recommended for removal. Common reasons for removal included high risk
score (9 or greater), poor suitability for preservation rating, or a combination of
poor suitability score and high-risk score. A total of 5 trees (all sycamore) were not
clearly in the removal or retention categories. If these trees continue to decline, then
they should be removed. Or, if they conflict with design elements, then they can be
considered for removal. Over half the trees recommended for retention will need to
be monitored for pruning (mainly coast redwood), while some are specifically
recommended for pruning. Specific recommendations for each tree are given in
Table 8.
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Table 5. Recommended Actions 
Recommended 
Action 

Number of trees Percentage of 
total 2021 

Percentage of total 
2019 

Retain 67 60% 70% 
Remove 40 36% 23% 
Remove or Retain 5 4% 5% 

F. Species Distribution for Trees Recommended for Removal
Sixteen (16) species are included in the 40 trees recommended for removal from the
2021 assessment. The greatest number are Fraxinus sp. (8) and sycamore (8),
Pittosporum undulatum (5), Pittosporum tenuifolium (4), P. eugenioides (3), beech
(3), and coast redwood (2). The remainder of the species (6) have one individual
each.
Following site walks in 2021 and 2022, an additional 14 trees had declined to the
point where they were no longer considered suitable for preservation and,
therefore, recommended for removal: Fraxinus sp (1), sycamore (9), Giant sequoia
(1), cherry (2), and Arbutus unedo (1).

Table 6. Removal by Species 

Species 

Number of trees of each 
species recommended 
for removal in 2021 
assessment 

Additional trees of each 
species recommended 
for removal following 
2021 assessment 

Total 

Fraxinus sp 8 1 9 
Sycamore 8 9 17 
Pittosporum 
undulatum 

5 0 5 

Pittosporum 
tenuifolium 

4 0 4 

Pittosporum 
eugenioides 

3 0 3 

Beech 3 0 3 
Coast redwood 2 0 2 
Monterey pine 1 0 1 
Acer sp. 1 0 1 
Lombardy 
poplar 

1 0 1 

Cherry 1 2 3 
Tupelo 1 0 1 
Syzygium panic. 1 0 1 
Alnus sp. 1 0 1 
Giant sequoia 0 1 1 
Arbutus unedo 0 1 1 
Total 40 14 54 
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G. Tree Risk Ratings
All assessed trees are listed in Table 7 (p. 18-25). In addition to risk scores (3-12),
included are tree number, species, trunk diameter, condition rating (0-5), tree part
most likely to fail (branch, trunk, root), target(s), failure potential score (1-4), size of
part score (1-4), target score (1-4). Tree numbers are not sequential because new
numbers were assigned to trees that were not included in the 2013 assessment.
These numbers ranged from 271 to 285.

Due to the proximity of targets to trees at Esprit Park, most trees received a target 
rating of 3 or 4. Occupancy by visitors and pets is high throughout the day and 
during the week.  

SFRPD abates risk for trees ranked 9 or greater. In this assessment, a total of 11 
trees received scores of 9 or greater and were recommended for removal. An 
additional 29 trees were recommended for removal because they were in poor 
condition (dead, dying, diseased trees) and not considered suitable for preservation. 
Most trees received risk scores between 6 and 8. 
Although some of these trees had relatively low scores 
for failure potential and/or size of part, high target 
scores (3-4) produced elevated risk scores.  

A total of 12 trees received risk scores of 5 or lower. 
These trees had a combination of low scores for failure 
potential, size of part, and target.  

Eight (8) trees (DBH less than 4 inches) were not 
assessed for risk and assigned a “NA” (not applicable) 
rating. 

Risk ratings can be considered to be work priority 
ratings. The higher the score, the higher the priority 
for work (Fig. 7). 

H. Suitability for Preservation, Comments, and
Recommendations
For each of the 112 trees assessed, suitability for 
preservation ratings, comments, and recommendations are given in Table 8, pp 26-
33.  

Fig. 7. Trees in poor condition 
and with structural defects, 
such as this maple, were 
assigned a high risk score and 
low suitability for preservation 
rating. Such trees were 
recommended for removal and 
considered to be a high work 
priority. 
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Suitability for preservation ratings of low, moderate, 
and high were assigned for each tree. As noted in 
section D, 64% of the trees were deemed suitable for 
preservation (moderate and high categories), while 
36% were considered unsuitable (low category).  

Comments regarding tree health, structure, and 
notable features/conditions are included in Table 8. 
These comments are not intended to be detailed 
descriptions of the trees and/or tree conditions, but 
simply brief notations to help inform 
recommendations.   

Recommendations for action were based on risk 
scores, tree condition, suitability for preservation 
ratings, and comments (see Table 8). 
Recommendations include the following: 

• Retain and monitor for pruning – Trees that currently do not need pruning,
but should be monitored over time. Many coast redwoods received this
recommendation (Fig. 8).

• Retain and prune – Trees recommended for retention and follow-up pruning
is recommended. For example, many of the sycamores need crown cleaning
to remove dead branches from the upper crown.

• Retain or remove – Sycamore trees that did not clearly fit into either the
retain or remove categories. If the condition of these trees declines, then they
can be moved into the “remove” category. Or, if they conflict with design
elements of the renovation project, then they can be considered for removal.

• Remove – Trees recommended for removal due to high risk score and/or low
suitability-for-preservation rating.

For numbers of trees in each category see Table 5. 

V. MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

A. General
All trees will need pruning on a periodic basis, and some more frequently than
others. It is important to maintain crown balance, control growth, remove dead or
dying branches, remove over-extended branches, reduce end weights on branches
and maintain clearance for pedestrians and power lines.

Young trees should have neighboring shrubs or trees cut back to allow for balanced 
growth. Shading can cause young trees to grow slowly and become misshapen.  

Fig. 8. Trees with good 
structure and no visible 
defects, such as these coast 
redwood, were recommended 
for retention and monitoring 
for pruning needs. 
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Removal of trees from an interdependent grove can increase risk associated with 
remaining trees. Exposure to wind may increase, leading to greater loads on the 
crown. Following the removal of a tree from a grove, risk should be reassessed for 
remaining trees that may be affected adversely. This applies in particular to coast 
redwoods at Esprit Park. 

B. Species-Specific Recommendations
In addition to recommendations for individual
trees presented in Table 8, the following are
comments regarding the management of the most
common species.

Coast redwood 
Coast redwood is the dominant species at Esprit 
Park (Fig. 9). In general, they are in good condition 
and add significant benefit in terms of aesthetics, 
wind protection, noise abatement, and a quasi-
forest experience for visitors. They have grown 
quite well, especially on the east side (along 
Indiana St.). Some trees are showing signs of wind 
injury in the uppermost part of the crown, 
however. This may be beneficial: it may keep the 
trees from growing too large for the site, which could increase their potential for 
root failure.  

It is recommended that most redwoods be retained and monitored for pruning. 
Many of the trees have good structure (strong central leader with well-distributed 
branches), but branch end weights need to be monitored over time. Pruning will be 
needed when branch end weight is deemed to be excessive. 

Many of the redwoods are growing in interdependent groves, i.e. they are spaced 
very close to one another. If one tree in a grove is removed, then remaining trees 
may become exposed to winds and wind-loading that may cause adverse effects on 
health and stability. When changes in groves occur, an assessment of effects on 
remaining trees should be made.  

Considering the size and density of the redwood groves, they may be reaching the 
capacity of the site to support them. Soil and water resources are limited in the park 
and tree demands may eventually exceed resource availability. This would 
compromise tree health and structural stability. It is recommended that this 
potential outcome be addressed if additional coast redwoods are considered for 
planting.  

Fig. 9. Coast redwood is the 
most common species in the 
park. Many are in good 
condition, but will need to be 
monitored for health and 
pruning needs over time. 
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Sycamore 
Most of the sycamores are growing on the east 
side of Esprit Park, along Minnesota St. (Fig. 
10). Although most of these trees have been 
recommended for retention, virtually all of 
them have sustained wind injury to branches in 
the upper crown. In many cases, the lower half 
of the crown is protected from wind and little 
injury has occurred. In the upper half, however, 
a considerable amount of branch dieback is 
evident. This condition is seen in other 
sycamores planted as street trees in 
neighboring areas.  

To improve their appearance, it is recommended that they be pruned to remove 
dead or dying branches in the upper crown. This will be needed on a periodic basis 
because new growth may become affected as well. To minimize wind injury in the 
future, it may be worthwhile to consider pollarding these trees, i.e., annual removal 
of new growth to a specified location on scaffold branches.  

Note: Following site walks in 2021 and 2022, a number of sycamores were found to 
have declined further. A key reason for the decline was infection by Anthracnose, a 
fungus that causes dieback of new growth in the spring and distortion of branches. 
Sycamore (London plane) is particularly susceptible to this disease. Considering 
that a resistant cultivar (Columbia) is available, it was determined that the existing 
sycamores were no longer suitable for preservation over the long term. As such, the 
existing trees are recommended for replacement with Platanus x hispanica 
‘Columbia’. 

Monterey pine 
Although many Monterey pines were originally 
planted in the park, only 1 remains. The remaining 
tree is recommended for removal. In general, 
Monterey pine has not performed well and should 
not be considered for future planting. Not only are 
they severely affected by pine pitch canker, they have 
a tendency to develop over-extended branches with 
large end weights. These branches have a tendency 
to fail. As such, Monterey pine is no longer a suitable 
choice for this location.  

Giant sequoia 
Four (4) giant sequoias were planted in the park in 
1982. They were planted as ball-and-burlap stock from Oregon. The trees have 
grown well but are infected with a pathogen (Botryosphaeria dothidea) that causes 
branch dieback (Fig. 11). This disease is common on giant sequoia and incense cedar 

Fig. 10. Sycamore is the dominant 
species along the east side of the park. 
Branch dieback in the upper crown is 
evident in most of these trees.  

Fig. 11. Giant sequoias were planted in 
1982 and have grown well, although 
they have been injured by a pathogen 
that causes branch dieback. 
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in the Bay Area. One tree in the park is severely infected, while the others have 
moderate levels of dieback. The most severely affected tree should either have its 
crown cleaned of diseased branches or be considered for removal – and perhaps be 
replaced with coast redwood. The trees with lesser amounts of dieback should be 
considered for pruning to improve their appearance. This will not stop the disease, 
but it will make them look better.  
Note: Following site walks in 2021 and 2022, the most severely infected Giant 
Sequoia was deemed not suitable for preservation and recommended for removal.  
 
Ash 
Of the 9 ash trees in the park, 8 have been recommended for removal. Needless to 
say, they have not performed well. Most exhibit high levels of dieback in the crown 
and some have severe trunk cankers. It is 
suggested that Fraxinus spp. not be considered for 
future plantings.  
Note: Following site walks in 2021 and 2022, the 
ash considered suitable for preservation was found 
to have declined further. As a result, it was no 
longer considered suitable for preservation and 
recommended for removal.  
 
Beech 
Although not commonly planted in San Francisco, 4 
beech trees occur in the park and performance 
ranges from good (1) to poor (3), and only one tree 
(#27) is recommended for retention (Fig. 12). 
Although #27 is the largest beech, it has been 
adversely affected by closely-spaced neighboring trees, principally a coast redwood.  
Thinning of neighboring trees may be needed to maintain tree #27 in good 
condition.  
 
Lombardy Poplar 
A grove of Lombardy poplar occurs at the southwest corner of the park (Fig. 13). 
Trees have performed well since planting, with many reaching heights greater than 
50 feet. As typical for Lombardy poplar, they have a strong columnar growth habit. 
As such, they can develop codominant stems and branches with acute angles of 
attachment.  Both of these conditions increase the potential for stem and branch 
failure. To reduce risk, it is recommended that these trees be reduced in height 

 
Fig. 12. This purple-leafed beech 
tree has grown well, but was 
planted too close to adjacent trees. 
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periodically to avoid large end and top weights 
from developing. This may require pruning every 3-
5 years.  

Note: Following site walks in 2021 and 2022, two 
cherry trees were found to have declined to the 
point where they were no longer considered 
suitable for preservation. A significant amount of 
branch dieback had occurred in both trees, and one 
had evidence of wood decay (sporophore) in the 
base of scaffold branches. Both trees were 
subsequently recommended for removal.  

VI. GENERAL NOTES CONCERNING TREE
ASSESSMENTS FOR ESPRIT PARK

• Tree risk assessments provided in this
report are based on limited visual inspections conducted from ground level.

• Visual assessments from the ground allow the assessor to identify some but
not all structural defects or deficiencies existing in a tree. Some defects are
hidden from view, such as internal decay. See Disclosure and Limitations of
Assessments on p. 5.

• Assessments did not include inspections of tree root systems or parts of the
root crown not visible from the ground. Conditions in the root system that
adversely affect structural stability may occur, but they are not assessed via a
visual ground inspection.

• Risk assessments are effective for 1 year from the date they were completed
in the field.

• Although a more recent tree risk assessment method has been developed by
the International Society of Arboriculture (Tree Risk Assessment, 2nd edition,
2017), the method used in prior SFRPD assessments by HortScience, Inc. was
used here for 2 principal reasons: 1) the method is consistent with previous
assessments conducted by SFRPD (e.g., Golden Gate Park); and 2) the method
allows SFRPD to prioritize work needed to reduce risk in the project area.

• In the future, it is recommended that SFRPD consider in-depth evaluations
(ISA Tree Risk Assessment, Level 2) for retained trees that have a current
risk rating of 7 or greater.

VII. DISCLOSURE AND LIMITATIONS OF ASSESSMENTS
Consulting arborists are tree specialists who use their education, knowledge, training and
experience to examine trees, recommend measures to enhance the beauty and health of
trees, and attempt to reduce the risk of living near trees.  Consulting arborists cannot detect
every condition that could possibly lead to the structural failure of a tree. Conditions are
often hidden within trees and below ground.  Any tree, whether it has visible weaknesses or
not, will fail if forces applied exceed the strength of the tree or its parts.

Fig. 13. Lombardy poplars have 
performed well, but should be 
reduced in height.  
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The scientific study of tree failure is relatively young and much is still to be learned. Trees 
are living organisms that do not remain static. Unseen or unknown conditions can exist or 
arise that may increase the potential for tree failure and therefore increase risk. 
Consulting arborists cannot guarantee that a tree will be healthy or safe for any specific 
period of time. Consequently, a warranty or guarantee of tree safety is not expressed or 
implied for the risk assessments provided in this report. Likewise, remedial treatments are 
not guaranteed to result in an increase in safety or a reduction in risk. Only those trees 
specified in the scope of work were assessed. 

A suggested time interval between risk assessments cannot be considered a “guarantee 
period.”  Assessed trees can fail during the specified interval and thereafter.   
Tree risk assessments represent the judgment of the risk assessor about the condition of 
the tree at the time of inspection. The decisions of tree risk assessors about whether to 
retain, modify, or remove a tree are always based on limited information about the 
structural condition of the tree and the environment that affects it.  

Risk assessments cannot account for unknown or subsequent conditions --- and this 
constitutes an unavoidable and significant limitation to the completeness and utility of the 
assessment.     

Clients may choose to accept or disregard the recommendations of the consulting arborist, 
or to seek additional advice. Different tree risk assessors may well have different 
interpretations of tree conditions and relative risk. Trees can be managed but they cannot 
be controlled. To live near trees is to accept some degree of risk. The only way to eliminate 
all risk associated with trees is to eliminate all trees.  

Use of this Report 
This report is confidential and can be distributed only to the individual or entity to whom it 
is addressed. Alteration or omission of any part of this report invalidates the entire report. 
Any or all of the contents of this report may be conveyed to another party only with the 
express prior written or verbal consent of the consultant. Such limitations apply to the 
original report, a copy, facsimile, scanned image or digital version thereof. 

Appendix 1: HortScience Assessment Method 
Risk assessments for Oak Woodland trees were made using the method described in 
A Photographic Guide to the Evaluation of Hazard Trees in Urban Areas by Matheny 
and Clark (1994). Here, this method is referred to as the “HortScience Assessment 
Method”. The HortScience method uses a 12-point scoring system that has 3 
categories: failure potential (4 points), size of part (4 points), and target (4 points). 
Following are sections from the HortScience report Tree Assessment, Golden Gate 
Park, Phase 2 (June 2011) that describes their method. 

Tree Risk Assessment 
Tree risk assessment is the systematic process of evaluating the potential for a tree or 
one of its parts to fail and, in doing so, injure people or damage property. All trees have 
the potential to fail. The degree of risk will vary with the size of the tree, type and location 
of the defect, tree species, and the nature of the target. Tree risk assessment involves 
three components: 
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1. A tree with the potential to fail
2. An environment that may contribute to that failure
3. A person or object that would be injured or damaged (i.e., the target).

 Tree Risk Rating System 
All of the surveyed trees were assessed using the procedure outlined in A Photographic 
Guide to the Evaluation of Hazard Trees in Urban Areas (N. Matheny & J. Clark, 1994, 
2nd edition, International Society of Arboriculture, Champaign, IL). Following a visual 
inspection of tree health and structural condition, the part of the tree most likely to fail 
within the next year was identified (e.g., branch, stem, or whole tree). The target that 
would be impacted by this part of the tree was then identified. The risk associated with 
the tree was evaluated using the following components: 

Failure potential (4 points) – identifies the most likely failure and rates the 
likelihood that the structural defect(s) will result in failure with the next year. The part of 
the tree most likely to fail was assessed using the following scale: 

1 – low – defects are present and obvious (e.g., dieback of twigs, small wounds 
with good woundwood development). 

2 – medium – defects are present and obvious (e.g., lean or bow that has 
developed over time, cavity encompassing 10-25% of the circumference of the stem, 
codominant stems without included bark). 

3 – high – compounding and/or significant defects present (e.g., severe lean, 
cavity encompassing 30-50% of the circumference of the stem, multiple pruning wounds 
with decay along a branch). 

4 – severe – defects are very severe (e.g., partial uprooting of leaning tree, 
decay conks along main stem, cavity encompassing more than 50% of the stem). 

Size of defective part (4 points) – rates the size of the part most likely to fail. 
Larger parts represent a greater potential for damage. Therefore, the size of the failure 
affects the potential for injury or damage. The scoring system was as follows: 

1 – most likely failure less than 6” in diameter 
2 – most likely failure 6-18” in diameter 
3 – most likely failure 18-30” in diameter 
4 – most likely failure greater than 30” in diameter 

Target rating (4 points) – rates the use and occupancy of the area that would be 
struck by the defective part. For the project areas, the following scoring was employed: 

1 – occasional use (e.g., lawn or landscaped area) 
2 – intermittent use (e.g., sidewalk, paths, or sport facilities) 
3 – frequent use (e.g., street parking) 
4 – constant use (e.g., playground structure, high volume streets) 

The points in each category were added to obtain the overall hazard rating, with 3 being 
the minimum and 12 being the maximum value. 
Risk ranking = failure potential + size of defective part + target rating
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Esprit Park 
TREE RISK RATINGS (8/6/21) 

TABLE 7 

Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

1 Monterey pine 
Removed 

271 Coast redwood 5.3 4 Branch Path, peds 1 1 1 3 
2 Coast redwood 16 3 Branch Path, peds 1 1 4 6 
3 Coast redwood 11.8 3 Branch Path, peds 1 1 4 6 
4 Tobira 8.3 4 Branch Planting bed 1 2 2 5 
5 Missing 
6 Coast redwood 28 5 Branch Path, peds 2 1 4 7 
272 Coast redwood 6.3 4 Branch Sidewalk, peds 1 1 2 4 
7 Fraxinus sp. 12.7 3 Branch Path, peds 2 2 4 8 
8 Giant sequoia 33 3 Branch Picnic table, 

path, benches, 
peds 

2 2 4 8 

9 Coast redwood 30 4 Branch Picnic table, 
benches, peds 

2 1 4 7 

10 Coast redwood 18.2 4 Branch Path, peds 2 1 4 7 
11 Coast redwood 10.4 4 Branch Sidewalk, peds, 

cars 
1 1 3 5 

12 Coast redwood 12.7 5 Branch Sidewalk, peds, 
cars 

1 1 3 5 

13 Coast redwood 27.5 4 Branch Path, peds 2 2 4 8 
14 Coast redwood 25.5 4 Branch Path, peds 2 1 4 7 
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Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

15 Missing 
16 Missing 
17 Missing 
18 Missing 
273 Coast redwood 6.4 3 Branch Path, peds 1 1 3 5 
19 Coast redwood 10.8 4 Branch Path, peds, cars 1 1 3 5 
20 Missing 
21 Missing 
22 P. tenuifolium 7.4 3 Root Sidewalk, 

vehicles 
2 2 3 7 

23 P. undulatum 9 3 Branch Path, peds 1 1 3 5 
274 Coast redwood 5.5 3 Branch Path, peds 1 1 2 4 
24 P. undulatum 9, 6.5, 

7.7 
3 Trunk 

(codom) 
Path, peds, 
lawn 

2 2 3 7 

25 P. undulatum 6.6, 5.5 4 Trunk 
(codom) 

Lawn 2 2 3 7 

26 Beech 8.7, 7.7 3 Trunk 
(codom) 

Path, peds 3 2 4 9 

27 Beech 14.3 3 Root Lawn, path, 
peds 

1 3 4 8 

28 Coast redwood 29.8 4 Branch Path, peds 2 1 4 7 
29 Coast redwood 16.7 4 Branch Path, peds, cars 1 1 4 6 
30 Coast redwood 18.4 4 Branch Path, peds, cars 2 1 4 7 
31 Coast redwood 10.7 3 Branch Path, peds, 

sidewalk 
1 1 4 6 

32 Coast redwood 35.5 3 Branch Path, peds 2 2 4 8 
33 Alnus sp. 13.5 2 Branch Lawn 2 2 3 7 
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Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

34 Giant sequoia 48.4 3 Branch Lawn, planting 
bed 

2 2 3 7 

35 Giant sequoia 33.1 2 Branch Lawn, planting 
bed 

3 2 3 8 

36 Giant sequoia 36.6 3 Branch Lawn, planting 
bed 

2 2 3 7 

37 Coast redwood 29.8 4 Branch Picnic table, 
peds 

2 1 4 7 

38 Coast redwood 26 2 Branch Path, peds 2 1 4 7 
39 Coast redwood 28 4 Branch Picnic table, 

peds 
2 1 4 7 

40 Coast redwood 38 4 Branch Picnic table, 
peds, benches 

2 1 4 7 

41 Missing 
42 Coast redwood 18.9 4 Branch Sidewalk, path, 

peds 
2 1 3 6 

43 Tupelo 8.1 0 (dead) Branch Path, peds 2 2 3 7 
275 Coast redwood 3 4 NA 
44 Coast redwood 19.8 4 Branch Path, peds 2 1 3 6 
276 Coast redwood 3.3 4 NA 
45 Missing 
46 Coast redwood 12.1 4 Branch Path, peds, 

sidewalk 
1 1 4 6 

47 Fraxinus sp. 14.8 2 Root/Codom Path, peds 3 2 4 9 
48 Coast redwood 13.4 4 Branch Path, exercise 

area, peds 
2 1 4 7 

49 Missing 
50 Missing 
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Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

51 Coast redwood 17.4 4 Branch Planting bed 1 1 2 4 
277 Coast redwood 1.9 4 NA      
52 Coast redwood 19.9 4 Branch Path, peds 1 1 4 6 
53 Coast redwood 22.5 5 Branch Path, peds 1 1 4 6 
54 Coast redwood 18.4 4 Branch Path, peds, 

bench 
1 1 4 6 

55 Coast redwood 14.4 4 Branch Path, peds, 
bench 

1 1 4 6 

278 Coast redwood 3.5 4 NA      
56 Monterey pine 21.2 4 Branch Path, peds, 

bench 
2 2 4 8 

57 Missing         
279 Coast redwood 2.9 4 NA      
280 Ginkgo 2.0 4 NA      
281 Coast redwood 

Removed 
        

282 Coast redwood 
Removed 

        

58 Coast redwood 19.1 3 Branch Bikes, power 
lines, peds 

1 1 4 6 

283 Frontier elm 4.3 3 Trunk 
(codom) 

Planting bed, 
peds 

2 1 2 5 

59 Fraxinus sp. 12 1 Trunk Path, peds 3 2 4 9 
60  Fraxinus sp. 10 1 Branch Path, peds 3 2 4 9 
61 Sycamore 11.5 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
62 P. eugenioides 5, 5.5 0 Trunk 

(codom) 
Path, exercise 
area, peds 

3 2 4 9 
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Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

63 P. eugenioides 7.7,6.8,
4.5 

3 Trunk 
(codom) 

Path, exercise 
area, peds 

3 2 3 8 

64 Fraxinus sp. 6 0.5 Branch Path, peds 4 1 4 9 
65 Sycamore 9.5 2 Branch Path, sidewalk, 

peds 
2 1 4 7 

66 Missing 
67 Syzygium 

panic. 
7.3,6.4 2 Trunk 

(codom) 
Path, peds 2 2 4 8 

68 Sycamore 8.6 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
69 Fraxinus sp. 6 0 NA 
70 Fraxinus sp. 7.1 1 Branch Path, peds 2 2 4 8 
71 Sycamore 11 2 Branch Path, sidewalk, 

peds, bench 
2 2 4 8 

72 Beech 20 0.5 Branch Path, sidewalk, 
peds 

2 2 4 8 

73 Sycamore 8.6 2 Branch, root Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
74 P. eugenioides 6.7 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 1 4 7 
75 Sycamore 11.7 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
76 Arbutus unedo 8.2, 

6.7, 3.2 
3 Trunk Path, peds, 

sidewalk 
1 2 3 6 

77 Sycamore 10 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
78 Sycamore 8.6 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
79 Sycamore 9.6 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
80 Sycamore 8 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
81 Sycamore 9.5 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
284 Sycamore 7 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
82 Sycamore 8.2 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
83 Missing 
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Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

84 Sycamore 11.6 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
85 Sycamore 11.1 2 Branch Sidewalk, peds 2 2 4 8 
86 Fraxinus sp. 11.8 2 Branch Path, peds 2 2 4 8 
87 Magnolia soul. 11, 

10.1, 6 
3 Trunk 

(codom) 
Path, peds 3 2 3 8 

88 Cherry 18.2 2 Branch Planting bed 2 1 2 5 
89 Sycamore 9.7 3 Branch Path, peds, 

picnic table 
2 2 4 8 

285 Sycamore 3.1 2.5 NA 
90 Sycamore 9.5 1 Branch Path, lawn, 

peds 
1 2 4 7 

91 Sycamore 10.5 3 Branch Path, peds, 
lawn 

2 2 4 8 

92 Sycamore 9.5 3 Branch Path, peds, 
lawn 

2 2 4 8 

93 Missing 
94 Missing 
95 Beech 11.6, 

6.5 
3 Trunk (low 

br) 
Picnic table, 
lawn 

3 2 3 8 

96 Missing 
97 Missing 
98 Birch 

Removed 
99 Birch 

Removed 
100 Birch 

Removed 
101 Fraxinus sp. 7.3 0.5 Branch Path, peds 3 2 4 9 
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Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

286 Acer sp. 14.2 2 Branch 
(multistem) 

Path, peds 3 3 4 10 

103 Missing 
104 Cherry 9.5 1.5 Branch Planting bed 3 2 2 7 
105 Cherry 16.6 2 Branch Planting bed 3 2 2 7 
106 Missing 
107 P. tenuifolium 6 2 Branch/trunk Planting bed 3 2 3 8 
287 P. tenuifolium 7, 5.7 2 Trunk 

(codom) 
Road, bench, 
peds 

3 2 4 9 

109 P. tenuifolium 5, 5.2 2 Trunk 
(codom) 

Road, bench, 
peds 

3 2 4 9 

110 Coast redwood 28.8 3 Branch Road, bench, 
peds 

2 1 4 7 

111 Coast redwood 25.4 3 Branch Road, peds 2 1 4 7 
112 Lombardy 

poplar 
20 4 Branch (vert. 

stems) 
Bench, path, 
peds, storage 
container 

2 2 4 8 

113 Lombardy 
poplar 

15 4 Branch (vert. 
stems) 

Bench, path, 
peds 

2 2 4 8 

114 Lombardy 
poplar 

17.4 4 Branch (vert. 
stems) 

Bench, path, 
peds 

2 2 4 8 

115 Lombardy 
poplar 

11, 7 2 Trunk 
(codom) 

Path, peds 3 2 4 9 

116 Lombardy 
poplar 

18.5 3 Branch (vert. 
stems) 

Path, peds 2 2 4 8 

117 Lombardy 
poplar 

17.4 3 Branch (vert. 
stems) 

Path, peds 2 2 4 8 

118 P. undulatum 7.2, 
4.2, 5.1 

2 Trunk 
(codom) 

Road, exercise 
area, peds 

2 2 4 8 
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Tree 
No. 

Species Trunk 
Dia. 
(in.) 

Condition 
0=dead 
5=excellent 

Most likely 
failure 

Target Failure 
Potential 

Size of 
Part 

Target Sum 

119 P. undulatum 5.7 2 Trunk Road, peds 2 2 4 8 

120 Coast redwood 17.2 2 Branch Road, bench, 
peds 

2 1 4 7 

121 Coast redwood 12 2 Branch Road, bench, 
peds 

1 1 4 6 

122 Coast redwood 17 3 Branch Road, bench, 
peds 

1 1 4 6 

123 Coast redwood 20.7 4 Branch Road, path, 
peds 

2 1 4 7 
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Esprit Park 
TREE ASSESSMENT: SUITABILITY FOR PRESERVATION, COMMENTS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS (8/6/21; updated 10/26/22) 

TABLE  8 
Tree No. Species Condition Suitability 

for 
Preservation 

Risk 
Score 

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

1 Monterey pine Removed 

271 Coast redwood 4 H 3 Young tree in good health Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

2 Coast redwood 3 H 6 Young tree suppressed that was suppressed by tree #1. 
Growth rate slow.  

Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

3 Coast redwood 2 M 6 Lots of dieback – likely due to water deficit.  Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

4 Tobira 4 M 5 Asymmetric shrub in reasonably good health. Suppressed 
by adjacent vegetation. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

5 Missing 
6 Coast redwood 5 H 7 Reasonably good condition. Retain and monitor for 

pruning. Consider pruning 
away from street light.  

272 Coast redwood 4 H 4 Young tree in good health.  Retain and prune to re-
establish leader. 

7 Fraxinus sp. 3 L 8 Lots of dieback, sparse foliage, leans over path. Remove 

8 Giant sequoia 3 H 8 Vigorous new growth. Branch dieback due to 
Botryosphaeria canker infection.  

Retain. Prune to remove 
infected branches and 
reduce end weight on 
branches. 

9 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Part of a grove with trees 10, 13, and 14. Crown thinning 
at top. Small hanger (broken branch) in crown. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

10 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Part of a grove with trees 9, 13, and 14.  Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

11 Coast redwood 4 H 5 Small tree Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

12 Coast redwood 5 H 5 Small tree Retain and prune to re-
establish leader 

13 Coast redwood 4 H 8 Part of a grove with trees 9, 10, and 14 Retain and monitor for 
pruning 
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Tree No. Species Condition Suitability 
for 

Preservation 

Risk 
Score 

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

14 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Part of a grove with 9, 10, and 13 Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

15 Missing 
16 Missing 
17 Missing 
18 Missing 
273 Coast redwood 3 M 5 Small tree Retain and monitor for 

pruning 
19 Coast redwood 4 H 5 Young tree, but dieback in top of crown Retain and monitor for 

pruning. Re-establish 
leader. 

20 Missing 
21 Missing 
22 P. tenuifolium 3 L 7 Large shrub/small tree. Crown thinning Remove 

23 P. undulatum 3 L 5 Large shrub/small tree. Poor condition Remove 

274 Coast redwood 3 H 4 Young tree, suppressed by #23. Dieback and crown 
thinning. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

24 P. undulatum 3 L 7 Multi-trunk, poor form. Dieback and crown thinning. Remove 

25 P. undulatum 4 L 7 Suppressed and adjacent to beech. Too close to beech. Remove 

26 Beech 3 L 9 Codominant stems with included bark. Aphids Remove 

27 Beech 3 M 8 Large, attractive tree, but competing with adjacent 
redwood. Aphids. Not a common species in SF. Decent 
structure despite competition from redwood. Crown 
thinning on top. 

Retain and monitor for 
condition changes. 

28 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Competing with tree #27 (beech). Good-sized redwood in 
good condition, but planted too close to beech. Some 
wind injury on west side. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

29 Coast redwood 4 H 6 Good condition. Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Consider pruning 
to shorten branches over 
sidewalk.  
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Tree No. Species Condition Suitability 
for 

Preservation 

Risk 
Score 

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

30 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Good condition. Has old tag (#48) -- as well as new one. Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Consider pruning 
to shorten branches over 
sidewalk.  

31 Coast redwood 3 M 6 Suppressed by tree #32. Lost leader. Wind burn and 
water deficit injury on west side. 

Remove 

32 Coast redwood 3 H 8 Large tree in good condition. Crown thinning at top. Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

33 Alnus sp. 2 L 7 Crown thinning and water deficit injury Remove 

34 Giant sequoia 3 M 7 Large tree in moderate condition. Botryosphaeria 
dieback.  

Retain and prune to clean 
crown and reduce end 
weights.  

35 Giant sequoia 2 L 8 Large tree in poor condition.  Botryosphaeria dieback. 
Surface roots – circling. 

Remove* 

36 Giant sequoia 3 M 7 Large tree in moderate condition.  Botryosphaeria 
dieback. 

Retain and prune to clean 
crown and reduce end 
weights. 

37 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Interdependent grove with #38, 39, and 40. Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

38 Coast redwood 2 M 7 Interdependent grove with #37, 39, and 40. Severe water 
deficit.  

Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Irrigate. 

39 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Interdependent grove with #38, 37, and 40. Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

40 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Interdependent grove with #38, 39, and 37. Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

41 Missing 
42 Coast redwood 4 H 6 Good condition, but some wind burn on west side. Retain and monitor for 

pruning 
43 Tupelo 0 L 7 Dead Remove 

275 Coast redwood 4 M NA Small tree, but close to sidewalk and may cause 
infrastructure damage. Needs water. 

Retain and monitor for 
infrastructure conflicts. 

44 Coast redwood 4 H 6 Good condition Retain and monitor for 
pruning 

276 Coast redwood 4 H Small tree – farther from sidewalk than #275. Retain and monitor for 
pruning 
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Tree No. Species Condition Suitability 
for 

Preservation 

Risk 
Score 

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

45 Missing 
46 Coast redwood 4 H 6 Good condition Retain and monitor for 

pruning 
47 Fraxinus sp. 2 L 9 Poor condition. Suckers from roots developing across 

path. 
Remove 

48 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Generally good condition, but some top dieback. Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Maintain 
clearance over exercise 
area. 

49 Missing 
50 Missing 
51 Coast redwood 4 H 4 Generally good condition, but some wind burn Retain and monitor for 

pruning 
277 Coast redwood 4 M NA Young tree near path. Crowded by adjacent vegetation.  Retain, but consider 

transplanting to another 
location. 

52 Coast redwood 4 H 6 Interdependent grove with 53, 54, and 55. Near power 
lines. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Side prune for 
power line clearance. 

53 Coast redwood 5 H 6 Interdependent grove with 52, 54, and 55.  Near power 
lines. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Side prune for 
power line clearance. 

54 Coast redwood 4 H 6 Interdependent grove with 53, 52, and 55.  Near power 
lines. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Side prune for 
power line clearance. 

55 Coast redwood 4 H 6 Interdependent grove with 53, 54, and 52. Near power 
lines. 
Some wind burn and crown dieback. 

Retain and monitor for 
pruning. Side prune for 
power line clearance. 

278 Coast redwood 4 M NA Young tree. May be good replacement for #56. Retain and monitor for 
pruning. 

56 Monterey pine 4 M 8 Reasonably good health, but somewhat asymmetric. 
Close to power lines. Prone to branch failure. 

Remove 

57 Missing 
279 Coast redwood 4 H Young tree.  Retain and monitor for 

pruning. Prune back 
adjacent shrubs. 
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Tree No. Species Condition Suitability 
for 
Preservation

Risk 
Score

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

280 Ginkgo biloba 4 M* NA Young tree in reasonably good health. Needs structural 
pruning. 

Retain. Consider 
transplanting to another 
location. 

281 Coast redwood 0 Removed 

282 Coast redwood 0 Removed 

58 Coast redwood 3 H 6 Narrow, columnar crown. Wind burn and crown thinning. 
May conflict with power lines.  

Retain and monitor for 
pruning. 

283 Frontier elm 3 H 5 Reasonably good health. Codom scaffolds Retain, but needs 
structural pruning to 
establish leader and 
scaffolds. 

59 Fraxinus sp. 1 L 9 Large vertical wound on south side of trunk. Poor 
condition. 

Remove 

60 Fraxinus sp. 1 L 9 Poor condition – almost dead Remove 

61 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent street trees. Dieback in upper 
crown. Thin crown. 

Remove 

62 P. eugenioides 0 L 9 Dead Remove 

63 P. eugenioides 3 L 8 Multi-stem. Codominant. Poor condition Remove 

64 Fraxinus sp. 0.5 L 9 Very poor condition with wound on trunk. Almost dead. Remove 

65 Sycamore 2 L 7 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. 
Crown thinning 

Remove 

66 Missing 
67 Syzygium panic. 2 L 8 Codom stems. Eugenia psyllid. Dieback. Poor structure Remove 

68 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. Remove 

69 Fraxinus sp. 0 L NA Dead Remove 

70 Fraxinus sp. 1 L 8 Almost dead Remove 

71 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. 
Crown thinning. 

Remove 

72 Beech 0.5 L 8 Wind injury in upper crown. Old sporophore on north 
side of trunk. Almost dead. 

Remove 

73 Sycamore 2* L* 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. 
Lean. Crown thinning. 

Remove* 

74 P. eugenioides 2 M 7 Suppressed by adjacent sycamore (75) and beech (72). 
Codom stems. Poor structure. Crown thinning 

Remove 
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Tree No. Species Condition Suitability 
for 
Preservation

Risk 
Score

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

75 Sycamore 2* L* 8 Dieback in upper crown. Crowded by adjacent trees. Remove* 

76 Arbutus unedo 3* L* 6 Fair condition. Subject to construction impacts.  Remove* 

77 Sycamore 2* L* 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. Remove* 

78 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. 
Poor condition 

Remove* 

79 Sycamore 2* L* 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. Remove* 

80 Sycamore 2 L* 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. Remove* 

81 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. 
Crown thinning. 

Remove*  

284 Sycamore 2 L 8 Poor condition. Dieback in upper crown.  Not included in 
SBCA survey. 

Remove 

82 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown.  Remove 

83 Missing 
84 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. 

Crown thinning 
Remove*  

85 Sycamore 2 L 8 Suppressed by adjacent trees. Dieback in upper crown. Remove*  

86 Fraxinus sp. 2* L* 8 Codom scaffolds. Possibly buried root crown. Needs 
water. Dieback at top of crown. 

Remove* 

87 Magnolia soul. 3 H 8 Crown thinning and dieback in top. Decay cavity in one 
scaffold.  

Retain and monitor for 
pruning. 

88 Cherry 2 L 5 Poor condition. Branch dieback. Poor form. Remove 

89 Sycamore 3 M 8 In mulched bed. Moderate condition.  Retain and prune to clean 
crown. 

285 Sycamore 2.5 L NA Small, young tree. Not much interior foliage on branches. 
In lawn.  

Remove 

90 Sycamore 1 L 7 Very poor condition. Bark injury at trunk base. In lawn.  Remove 

91 Sycamore 3 M 8 Moderate condition. In lawn. Retain and prune to clean 
crown. 

92 Sycamore 3 M 8 Moderate condition. In lawn Retain and prune to clean 
crown.       
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Tree No. Species Condition Suitability 
for 
Preservation

Risk 
Score

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

93 Missing 
94 Missing 
95 Beech 3 M 8 Bark cracks and separation at trunk base on SW side. 

Sporophore at base of trunk. Wood decay. 
Remove 

96 Missing 
97 Missing 
98 Birch 0 Removed 

99 Birch 0 Removed 

100 Birch 0 Removed 

101 Fraxinus sp. 0.5 L 9 Very poor condition – almost dead Remove 

286 Acer sp. 2 L 10 Formerly tree #102. Asymmetric crown, lean, weak 
attachments. Poor condition. May be silver maple. 

Remove 

103 Missing 
104 Cherry 1.5* L* 7 Fungal conk (sporophore) at branch juncture. Codom 

branches. Needs water. 
Remove* 

105 Cherry 2* M* 7 Multi-branch. Fair condition. Dieback on upper branches. 
Needs water. Subject to construction impacts 

Remove* 

106 Missing 
107 P. tenuifolium 2 L 8 Multi-branch with weak attachments. Poor form Remove 

287 P. tenuifolium 2 L 9 Formerly tree #108. Poor condition.  Remove 

109 P. tenuifolium 2 L 9 Poor condition and weak structure Remove 

110 Coast redwood 3 M 7 Interdependent grove. Top missing. Close to power lines. 
Wind burn on north side. Extended branch by power 
lines. 

Retain and prune 
extended branch by 
power lines.  

111 Coast redwood 3 M 7 Top dieback and one-sided branching to south. 
Suppressed by adjacent poplars. Wind burn. Crown thin 
at top. 

Retain and prune to 
reduce height and branch 
end weights. Keep away 
from power lines. 

112 Lombardy poplar 4 M 8 Reasonably good condition. Upright branches/stems 
difficult to assess for stability.   

Retain and prune to 
reduce height by 35%. 

113 Lombardy poplar 4 M 8 Reasonably good condition. Upright branches/stems 
difficult to assess for stability.  

Retain and prune to 
reduce height by 35%. 

114 Lombardy poplar 4 M 8 Reasonably good condition. Upright branches/stems 
difficult to assess for stability.  

Retain and prune to 
reduce height by 35%. 
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* Indicates a change in rating and/or recommendation following a re-assessment of trees after the 2021 assessment.

Tree No. Species Condition Suitability 
for 
Preservation

Risk 
Score

Comments Recommendation 
(see footnotes) 

115 Lombardy poplar 2 L 9 Poor condition. Codom stems. Remove 

116 Lombardy poplar 3 M 8 Moderate condition. Upright branches/stems difficult to 
assess for stability.  

Retain and prune to 
reduce height by 35%. 

117 Lombardy poplar 3 M 8 Moderate condition. Upright branches/stems difficult to 
assess for stability.  

Retain and prune to 
reduce height by 35%. 

118 P. undulatum 2 L 8 Multi-stem and suppressed. Poor structure. Remove 

119 P. undulatum 2 L 8 Multi-stem and suppressed. Remove 

120 Coast redwood 2 M 7 Moderate condition Retain, but irrigate and 
monitor response. If no 
recovery, then remove. 
Monitor for pruning. 

121 Coast redwood 2 L 6 Poor condition and dead top Remove 

122 Coast redwood 3 M 6 Dead top removed.  Retain and prune to re-
establish leader 

123 Coast redwood 4 H 7 Reasonably good condition Retain and monitor for 
pruning. 
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Sullivan, Melinda (REC)

From: Sullivan, Melinda (REC)
Sent: Thursday, July 14, 2022 2:38 PM
To: Banales, Julian (CPC)
Cc: Golan, Yael (REC); Ruppert, Cara (REC); Bradley, Stacy (REC)
Subject: SF Rec and Park Memo to ENCAC
Attachments: RPD Memo to ENCAC 7.14.22.pdf

Hi Julian, 

Please find attached memo to ENCAC.  Thank you for distributing it to ENCAC membership. 

Please also advise on when minutes from the June 13 ENCAC meeting will be available online on the Planning 
Department’s website. 

Sincerely, 

Melinda Stockmann Sullivan 
Project Manager  

Please note: I am not currently working on Fridays. 

49 South Van Ness Avenue, Suite 1220 | San Francisco, CA 94103 
(628) 652‐6648| Melinda.Sullivan@sfgov.org

Visit us at sfrecpark.org     
Like us on Facebook    
Follow us on Twitter    
Watch us on sfRecParkTV   
Sign up for our e‐News 

Exhibit 4 Exhibit 5
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Capital and Planning Division 49 South Van Ness Avenue, Suite 1220 San Francisco, CA 94103 www.sfrecpark.org 

To: Eastern Neighborhoods Community Advisory Committee (“ENCAC”) 
Through: Julian Bañales, San Francisco Planning Department 
Date: July 14, 2022 
From: Stacy Bradley, Director of Capital and Planning 

San Francisco Recreation and Park Department 

Thank you for your continued support for and involvement with the Esprit Park Renovation Project.   
Outlined below is a plan for further engagement of the CAC and community groups throughout the 
project’s construction, as requested by the CAC at the June 2022 meeting, as well as a summary of our 
engagement efforts to date. 

Over the past several years, Rec and Park has engaged in robust community outreach for the Esprit 
Park Renovation Project beginning with a community meeting in September 2017 when the Esprit 
Park Renovation was transitioning from being a component of the larger Planning Department-led 
Central Waterfront Plan effort to its own discreet and funded capital project. Outreach efforts have 
included community advisory group meetings, a park tour, several in person and online community 
meetings, an online survey, USPS mailers, notices posted on site, District Supervisor briefings, 
presentations to neighborhood associations, to the UCSF Community Advisory Group, and to the 
ENCAC, updates via email and to the project page of the Rec and Park website, responses to resident 
and media inquiries, and presentations to the Rec and Park Commission. 

The project is out to bid and bids are due on July 27. Click here to find the bid solicitation. 

The following is Rec and Park’s anticipated construction schedule and proposed engagement schedule 
through completion of the Esprit Park Renovation capital project:  

• Week of August 15, 2022 – RPD-led virtual meeting

• September 2022
o Sept 7 – Rec Park Commission: Capital Committee Presentation for Award of

Construction Contract
o Sept 12 – ENCAC update
o Sept 15 – Rec Park Commission: Full Commission hearing for Award of Construction

Contract

• Fall 2022
o Signage posted on site to advise of upcoming construction start
o Construction start
o Groundbreaking celebration

(See next page) 

http://www.sfrecpark.org/
https://sfrecpark.org/1136/Esprit-Park-Renovation-Project
https://bidopportunities.apps.sfdpw.org/CaseLoad/Details/2371


• December 2022
o RPD-led virtual meeting
o UCSF CAG update

• Jan 2023 – Dogpatch Northwest Potrero Hill Green Benefit District (GBD) Board update

• February / March 2023 – Offer to attend standing community meeting(s)

• April 2023 – RPD-led virtual meeting

• May / June 2023 – Offer to attend standing community meeting(s)

• Summer 2023 – Substantial completion

• Late Summer 2023 – Grand opening celebration

• Late Summer /early Fall 2023 – Final completion

Individuals subscribed to the project outreach list will be automatically notified of website project 
page updates, including this proposed engagement schedule. We encourage anyone with an interest 
in the project’s progress to sign up for these updates. You can do so at the project page of the website 
(click here to visit the project page of the website). 

In addition, below is a list of neighborhood-based organizations that will be notified of this proposed 
engagement schedule, and whose standing meetings Rec and Park staff will offer to attend as per 
above plan.  If there are additional groups to be included, Rec and Park is open to adding them, while 
being mindful of project billing to preserve as much of the remaining funding as possible to complete a 
quality park renovation: 

• Dogpatch Neighborhood Association
• Potrero Boosters
• Friends of Esprit Park
• Toes and Paws for Green Space
• 701 Minnesota HOA
• Homes on Esprit HOA
• Dogpatch Community Task Force
• La Scuola International School
• Avalon Dogpatch
• Friends of Potrero Hill Preschool

Please reach out to the Project Manager, Melinda Stockman Sullivan, with any questions on the above 
engagement plan: Melinda.Sullivan@sfgov.org. 

https://sfrecpark.org/1136/Esprit-Park-Renovation-Project


<PROJECT NAME: PRESENTATION TITLE>
<CLIENT NAME>

<MONTH DAY, YEAR>

Bureau of Urban Forestry Hearing 

Esprit Park Renovation Project

700 Minnesota Street

October 24, 2022

Exhibit 6
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SF Recreation and Park Department
● Melinda Sullivan

Project Manager

Fletcher Studio
● David Fletcher & Ying Liu

Principal and Project Lead

Dogpatch & Northwest Potrero Hill Green Benefit District
● Julie Christensen

Executive Director

PROJECT TEAM PANEL 

FS CONSOLIDATE SLIDE
GRAPHICALLY - MAKE LEGIBLE
FOR IPAD/LAPTOP

ADD WHO TO CONTACT

ADD MELINDA CONTACT INFO
ONLY.

● Note about where to access 

existing doc’s

Who should I contact? 

● Melinda Sullivan (SFRPD)
Project Manager
(628) 652-6648
Melinda.Sullivan@sfgov.org
bit.ly/espritproject

Oracle Oak, LLC
● Larry Costello

Consulting Arborist

Lucchesi Plant and Soil Consulting, LLC
● Annmarie Lucchesi

Principal Consultant

http://bit.ly/espritproject


FLETCHER STUDIO  |  ESPRIT PARK RENOVATION  |  COMMUNITY MEETING 3

Melinda Sullivan
Project Manager

San Francisco Recreation and Park Department
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ESPRIT PARK RENOVATION: PROPOSED



FLETCHER STUDIO  |  ESPRIT PARK RENOVATION  |  COMMUNITY MEETING

GOALS

● Legacy Minded Process
● Renovation as Opportunity 
● Decades of Experience
● Maximize Tree Preservation
● Team Coordinating Best Practices for 

Tree Protection During Construction

PROCESS

● (5) Team Site Walks 
● Detailed Planting Research, Audits, and 

Inventories of Existing Plant Material

TREE RATING SYSTEM 

● Risk Rating
● Suitability for Preservation
● Tree Health Rating
● Design & Construction Impacts

○ Design Modified to Minimize Impacts to 
Preserved Trees

5

Tree Work & Planting 



Community Outreach 

● Online Community Meetings (presentations also posted online)

● Coordinated tree removal posting with Rec and Park and BUF

● Responses to community member inquiries re: tree removal

● Updates to the project page of the Rec and Park website



Tree Work & Planting 

Esprit Park Plan



Tree Work & Planting @ ROW
Trees to be removed 

Trees to be Removed @ ROW

Poor structurePoor Condition

Poor Condition

Poor Condition

NO X, COLOR NEED TO BE MORE VIVID



Shrubs to be Removed @ ROW

Tree Work & Planting @ ROW

Shrubs to be removed 

FIND 
ANOTHER 
IMAGE

Trees to be removed 



Tree Work & Planting @ ROW

Trees to be retained

Retained Trees @ ROW

Shrubs to be removed 

Trees to be removed 



Tree Work & Planting @ ROW

New Trees

Saved & New Trees @ ROW

DAY 1

CA Buckeye in  24-inch Box

CA Buckeye in 36-inch Box

Sycamore in 36-inch Box

Coast Redwood in 24-inch Box

6’

Trees to be retained

Shrubs to be removed 

Trees to be removed 

Tree Planting Detail



Tree Work & Planting @ ROW

Saved & New Trees + New Shrubs @ ROW

DAY 1

New Shrubs

5 gal planting

15 gal planting

New Trees

Trees to be retained

Shrubs to be removed 

Trees to be removed 



Tree Work & Planting @ ROW

Retained  & New Trees + New Shrubs @ ROW

YEAR 5 (estimated)

New Shrubs

New Trees

Trees to be retained

Shrubs to be removed 

Trees to be removed 



Tree Work & Planting @ Park

Retained & New Trees + Shrubs @ PARK

New Shrubs

New Trees

YEAR 1

Retained Trees



Tree Work & Planting @ Park

Retained & New Trees + Shrubs @ PARK

YEAR 5 (estimated)

New Shrubs

New Trees

Retained Trees
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Larry Costello
Consulting Arborist

Oracle Oak LLC, San Francisco



Esprit Park Tree Assessments
2019
2021

Esprit Park Tree Work History



August, 1982

1982
1982 Esprit Park Tree Work History



Tree Assessments

Tree Health
Tree Structure

Suitability for Preservation
Risk (associated with structural failure)

Esprit Park Tree Work History



Sycamore (London Plane) 
along Minnesota

Poor Condition

Esprit Park Tree Work Assessment



Poor Soil Conditions

Esprit Park Tree Work Assessment



Anthracnose

Esprit Park Tree Work Assessment



Columbia Sycamore (Platanus x hispanica ‘Columbia’)
Resistant to Anthracnose and Powdery Mildew

Esprit Park Tree Work Assessment



Poor Condition and/or Poor Structure

Esprit Park Tree Work Assessment



Shrub-like Trees in Poor Condition

Esprit Park Tree Work Assessment



Poor Condition and Poor Structure

Esprit Park Tree Work Assessment
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Annmarie Lucchesi
Principal Consultant

Lucchesi Plant and Soil Consulting, LLC
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Soil Management Plan and Details
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David Fletcher
Principal 

Fletcher Studio
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VS

BARE GROUND, 
POOR QUALITY 

SOIL

STRESSED 
TREES

NON-NATIVE 
PLANTING

BIOREGIONAL 
PLANTING

WATER WISE 
PLANTING

REGIONAL 
TREES

CLIMATE 
RESPONSE

URBAN 
HABITAT

Tree Work & Planting @ Park

RESTORED SOIL

Esprit Park Existing vs. Proposed Planting
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PLANTING PLAN: BAY AREA NATIVE SHRUBS

DESIGN UPDATES |  Tree Work & Planting

Shaded 
woodland

Shaded 
woodland

Forest Edge

Urban Woodland

Sunny Meadow

Shaded Woodland

● Through close collaboration with specialists, RPD, and Fletcher Studio, a 
cohesive new planting strategy is being developed focusing exclusively on 
a SF Bay native plant palette proven to succeed in urban environments. 
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100% BAY AREA 
NATIVES

Proposed Shrubs
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Julie Christensen
Executive Director 

Dogpatch & Northwest Potrero Hill Green Benefit District
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ESPRIT PARK AERIALESPRIT PARK RENOVATION: PROPOSED



                  PUBLIC COMMENT 



From: Gretchen Ehrenkaufer
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Esprit park renovation
Date: Saturday, December 31, 2022 10:13:16 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Hello,

I live across the street from Esprit Park, and I am writing in support of the renovation plan, including tree
remediation. The current renovation is the result of many years of planning including community input and expert
advice. In my opinion, delaying the project further based on the concerns of a few will be detrimental to the
neighborhood. The trees slated for removal are mostly non-native species that are not currently in a healthy state, so
I have no objections for their replacement by healthy trees.

I hope that the renovation project can proceed as quickly as possible (I am particularly concerned about the amount
of time the park will be closed and the spill over effects on other parks in the neighborhood (especially dogs) so
anything that makes the process go faster I support.

Thank you,
Gretchen Ehrenkaufer
701 Minnesota

mailto:g.ehrenk@gmail.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Ryan Guibara
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Appeal 22-084
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2023 7:03:07 AM

 
January 11, 2023 
 
VIA EMAIL 
 
City and Count of San Francisco 
BOARD OF APPEALS 
49 South Van Ness, Suite 1475 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
boardofappeals@sfgov.org 
 
Re: Appeal No. 22-084 – Esprit Park  
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
 
I am writing you on behalf of our firm, MBC Biolabs. We have been a local property owner
since 2012 in Dogpatch, and have been supporters of the Dogpatch-NW Potrero Green Benefit
District as well as the proposed changes to Esprit Park. Over the past decade, we have seen
the challenges that the trees in the park face, and we are eager to see a proper restoration of
the park that will allow new trees to flourish. We believe the design of the new park is
magnificent, and we would like to see it move forward as quickly as possible.  
 
Thank you for your consideration.  
 
 
Ryan Guibara 

mailto:rguibara@mbcbiolabs.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Nataly Gattegno
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Jan 18 hearing - Esprit tree removals
Date: Wednesday, January 11, 2023 12:33:04 PM

 

I am emailing to express my strong support for the Esprit Park Renovation Project, including
the proposed tree removal and replacement along the park's edges.

I live at 868 Minnesota Street in the Homes on Esprit building with my husband and 2
children. I was a member of the Esprit Park Community Group that participated in the design
process, so I have been directly involved in the park renovation project, including the most
recent tree removal discussions. In its current configuration the park is uninviting and virtually
unusable for families.

There have been numerous discussions and community meetings about the proposed changes. 
Not everyone agrees, but a plan was developed and agreed upon. I understand that there are
concerns regarding the tree removal and replacement, but I trust the arborists and SF Rec and
Park staff recommendations. If we do not take this opportunity to reforest the park, and
replace the trees that are unhealthy or inappropriate for the Dogpatch climate, we are going to
be revisiting these issues in a couple of more years, and we will have to disrupt and likely
temporarily close parts of our newly renovated park to replace them.

We have been waiting for this project to get started for years. It is time to move forward, so
that we can all enjoy a newly renovated Esprit Park.

Thank you,
Nataly Gattegno
Resident, 868 Minnesota Street
Business Owner, 2325 3rd Street
President, PREFund.org

mailto:nataly.gattegno@gmail.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___http://PREFund.org___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzphMTczYjJhMTczOTM3MDFlOTBjY2I3YWE4NWEzNGY3ZDo2OmVlMDI6ODQ2YTliZGUzYTFkY2Q1ZGFlN2IxMGUzNDViNDEyMTI1NTBiMzllOTdjMTM4ODFiYjhhYTdkNmI0OTIyNzJiNjpoOlQ


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Patrick Hoctel
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Re: Appeal No. 22-084, Lewis vs. SFPW-BUF
Date: Tuesday, January 10, 2023 3:47:41 PM

 

Dear SF Board of Appeals Commissioners:

I'm writing in support of Appeal No. 22-084, Lewis vs. SFPW-BUF, which concerns the
removal of 38 trees in Dogpatch's Esprit Park. I'm a longtime resident of Dogpatch (since
1982) and use the park on a daily basis. Over the years, I've participated in many work days in
the park that included planting along with weeding, mulching, etc.

Most of the plantings occurred along the west and north sides of Esprit, and the saplings were
generally about 2 to 3 feet high. Almost all of them now have one thing in common: they're no
longer there. They did not survive because they were simply too small and too frail to
withstand the poor soil, general neglect (periods of no watering) and overall mistreatment
(including vandalism).

First, I would strongly urge the Board to preserve the healthy trees listed in the arborist's
report attached to the Appeal--they are a precious and proven resource--and second, I would
ask the Board to replace the trees that need replacing with much larger and taller saplings than
the ones being proposed by the city agencies. Better fewer and bigger trees that survive than
smaller ones that eventually die out. 

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Patrick D. Hoctel
Patrick D. Hoctel

805 22nd Street  SF, CA 94107
patrick.hoctel@gmail.com
415-819-9628

mailto:patrick.hoctel@gmail.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org
mailto:patrick.hoctel@gmail.com


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Susan Eslick
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Jan 18 hearing - Esprit tree removals
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2023 11:52:12 AM

 

Please use this email as my full support in removing the trees in Esprit Park.  The community
has known for years that the upgrades at Esprit would result in significant changes to the park. 
We have also known that these tress have been compromised and stressed.

I look forward to the redesign and upgrades that are planned for this park and support all of the
hard work by the GBD and SF Rec & Park.

Onward!

Sincerely,

Susan Eslick

susan the bookkeeper
susan eslick
1129 tennessee st
san francisco, ca 94107
415.297.1116

mailto:susan.thebookkeeper@gmail.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Bruce Kin Huie
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Cc: Julie Christensen; Susan Eslick
Subject: Jan 18 hearing - Esprit tree removals
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2023 12:02:30 PM

 

I am writing to support the current effort to expand Esprit Park with the long-planned and
reasonable removal of shrubs and diseased trees from the park perimeter so that construction
can proceed.   
 
SF RecPark has been exceptionally transparent and communicative about the project,
including the planned tree removals.  Neighbors continue to be fully informed about the plans
for the park, and the process of renovation and expansion.
 
A few salient points on continued community outreach and the process led by SF RecPark:
 
• The community has known for years that the upgrades needed at Esprit would result in
significant changes to the park.
• The “trees” slated for removal are mostly shrubs, diseased and damaged trees.
• The Bureau of Urban Forestry already approved the removals as reasonable and good best
practice during the expansion.
• A majority of neighbors are united in support of RecPark and this project.
 
I look forward to the redesign and upgrades planned for this neighborhood park and support
the hard work by the GBD and SF Rec & Park to communicate with adjacent neighbors.
 
Best -
 
BRUCE KIN HUIE
Currrent Dopgatch neighbor at 1099 23rd Street, SF, CA
mobile: +1-415-308-5438
email: brucehuie@me.com 

mailto:brucehuie@me.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org
mailto:julie@greenbenefit.org
mailto:susan.thebookkeeper@gmail.com
mailto:brucehuie@me.com


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: David Prager
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Jan 18 hearing - Esprit tree removals
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2023 12:21:47 PM

 

To whom it may concern,

Greetings from Dogpatch resident David Prager.

It has come to my attention that there is a possible delay in the Esprit Park renovation due to
an appeals process around planned tree removal.

RecPark has been exceptionally transparent and communicative about the project, including
the tree removals. Neighbors have been fully informed about the plans for the park, and the
process of renovating it. A clear majority of neighbors are united in support of RecPark and
this project. The “trees” slated for removal are mostly shrubs, diseased and damaged trees.
The new trees will be better suited to Dogpatch climate and soils and will create better native
habitat. The Bureau of Urban Forestry has already approved the removals as reasonable and
good practice. I sincerely hope this message helps ensure that there are no further delays in
getting this project finally started.

Regards,
David Prager

mailto:davidprager@gmail.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Adam Gould
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Jan 18 hearing - Esprit tree removals
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2023 12:34:57 PM

 

To whom it may concern, 
I write concerning the delay of tree removals in Esprit Park, Dogpatch and the delay of a much
needed sequence of improvements. The “trees” slated for removal are mostly shrubs, diseased
and damaged trees. A clear majority of neighbors are united in support of RecPark and this
project. The addition of so much housing in Dogpatch, and so many more people living there,
has put pressure on the park.
The park is clearly dying and something must be done.

Thank you for your consideration, 
Adam

Adam J. Gould, CFP
®

(415) 464-7533
Dogpatch Capital
Schedule an Appointment
Upload Files Here

Certified Financial Planner (CFP) #152204
California Life Insurance #0F10021
FINRA CRD #5077415
SEC IARD #171464

This email message is intended only for the recipient to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged
and confidential.  Nothing contained in this email constitutes tax, legal, insurance or investment advice, nor does it constitute
a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security or other financial instrument.  If you are not the intended recipient of this
message, any use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify the sender and permanently delete all copies that you may have. 

Sent via Superhuman

mailto:adam@dogpatchcapital.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___http://dogpatchcapital.com___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo2YjNmZWE1NDU0ZTA3YjI0Y2JhNGQwOTU1NTU0ZDU1Yzo2OjFkYzQ6MWIxMGMzMzY2YjAyYmU3NmQ3MTI3NTliN2ZjNzE2ZTllYWEyYjVmNjIwYTRkYzMxOWYwMjE4ZjhkMDk3Yjk2YTpoOlQ
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://dogpatchcapital.com/calendar___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo2YjNmZWE1NDU0ZTA3YjI0Y2JhNGQwOTU1NTU0ZDU1Yzo2OjYxMzk6NDk2M2QyOWNlOGYxN2Y4NjdhNWYxZDUwNzVjOThhYjhlZjdjMDg3OTZhNGZmMGM4Yzc4OWZjZTVjMDA5YzI0NTpoOlQ
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://dogpatchcapital.com/upload___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo2YjNmZWE1NDU0ZTA3YjI0Y2JhNGQwOTU1NTU0ZDU1Yzo2OmIzNjg6ZGMzNDVjYjBjNDNhNzhkMjc2ZTYzMTZiOGFhODAwNGVhMWNjOGU5MWQwYjVkYmNhNDQ1ZGI1ZWIxOWJlNTE4ZjpoOlQ
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://sprh.mn/?vip=adam@dogpatchcapital.com___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo2YjNmZWE1NDU0ZTA3YjI0Y2JhNGQwOTU1NTU0ZDU1Yzo2OjI3ZTI6NjUwOTI5MDM0NGM5Njc3ZDQwNDc4MmNmMWVkM2M1OGU3NmI1MTYwMTAyZDhiMDNhNzhlMTFiY2RjM2VkMTgxNDpoOlQ


From: Herrera, Anne
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: January 18 hearing - Esprit Park Tree Removal
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2023 12:51:25 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Hello,

I am writing in support of the tree removal in Esprit Park.  RecPark has been exceptionally transparent and
communicative about the project, including the tree removals.  Neighbors have been fully informed about the plans
for the park, and the process of renovating it.

Specifically:

• The community has known for years that the upgrades needed at Esprit would result in significant changes to the
park.
• The “trees” slated for removal are mostly shrubs, diseased and damaged trees.
• Failure to remove the trees and shrubs now will only cause further disruptions later when they do fail, meaning the
park will never truly move on and heal.
• There are more and more families in the neighborhood and the park needs to be upgraded to serve them
• The addition of so much housing in Dogpatch, and so many more people living there, has put pressure on the park.

As a 25 year resident of Dogpatch, Esprit Park is an important part of our community. Let’s proceed with making it
better.

Anne Herrera
Sotheby’s International Realty
415-601-3353
anneherrera.com
DRE 01413563
*Wire Fraud is Real*.  Before wiring any money, call the intended recipient at a number you know is valid to
confirm the instructions. Additionally, please note that the sender does not have authority to bind a party to a real
estate contract via written or verbal communication.

mailto:anne.herrera@sothebys.realty
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Janice Shepherd
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Jan 18 hearing - Esprit tree removals
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2023 1:07:08 PM

 

Good afternoon, 

As a resident of the Dogpatch for 20 years and an active participant in the community
planning for the renovation of Espirit Park, I support the removal of trees in Espirit Park. 

SF Park & Rec has been exceptionally transparent and communicative about the project,
including the tree removals. In addition to email communication of plans, signs have been
posted for months identifying the trees/shrubs to be removed, ensuring the neighbors actively
out in the community were informed on the process to renovate.  

The park is in need of renovation to better serve the community (and end a long battle about
unleashed dogs in the park); the community has provided their input and voted on the plans for
the park. The approved plans are the voice of the majority of the neighbors. 

The Bureau of Urban Forestry has approved the removals as reasonable and good practice.
The trees identified for removal are damaged or diseased.  The new trees will better suit
Dogpatch climate and soils, creating better native habitats.

Please accept this letter in support of the tree removal. I plan on attending the groundbreaking
ceremony on Friday, January 20th, and truly believe this project is ready to move forward
since the community has been well-informed. 

Regards, 
Janice Shepherd 
1114 Tennessee Street
94107

mailto:shepherd.janice@gmail.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Rogat, Sher
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Jan 18 hearing - Esprit tree removals
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2023 1:19:39 PM

 

To whom it may concern, 

RecPark has been exceptionally transparent and communicative about the project, including
the tree removals. We have been fully informed about the plans for the park, and the process
of renovating it.
 Please note The community has known for years that the upgrades needed at Esprit would
result in significant changes to the park. The “trees” slated for removal are mostly shrubs,
diseased and damaged trees.

We are in full support of the long-planned and reasonable removal of shrubs and diseased
trees from the park perimeter so that construction can proceed.

Thank you for reading!
Sheryl
-- 
sheryl rogat
co-owner & co-founder
 piccino.com 
1001 minnesota street | san francisco, ca 94107 

mailto:sher@piccino.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___http://piccino.com/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo0Mzc4YmQ1Mjc5Njg3ODk3ZGE3MDQxNzlkOTg1Nzg5ZTo2Ojc1YzA6NjFlMWQ2MTA5Zjk1NjQxNjEwMmY4NGUxM2MxZGViNTEyZmFjMWQ4MDQxNDY5MGY4YjQ4ZDAzZjU0YWZhMDI3NTpoOlQ


From: Linda James
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Esprit Park: YES - Uphold Tree Removal Permit
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2023 2:07:30 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Board Members -
Please or please uphold the removal of the 38 trees — most of which are damaged, diseased or drought starved — to
make way for the complete remodeling of Esprit Park.  I am speaking for numerous daily park users who by now are
so frustrated and disappointed that this project has taken so long.

With one exception, no one of the more than dozen people I have directly asked, feel these shrub/trees add any
value.   Sad are having to lose the sycamores (long diseased) but they are weary and need to provide mulch for new
growth elsewhere.

Thank you.

Linda James
Tennessee Street
Dogpatch

Sent from my iPad

mailto:lindajames51@icloud.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Jacky Recchiuti
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Jan 18 hearing: Esprit tree removal
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2023 2:32:16 PM

 

To the Board of Appeals –
 
As a homeowner, longtime business owner in Dogpatch and as part of the community, I’ve
known for quite a while that the upgrades are needed at Esprit and would result in
significant changes to the park; “trees” slated for removal are mostly shrubs, diseased and
damaged trees. I, with many neighbors are united in support of RecPark and this project,
which Bureau of Urban Forestry has already approved the removals as reasonable and
good practice.
It’s current state is not sustainable for the community and those who utilizes the park which
has been slowly diminishing. We are collectively appealing to you to have something that
has been sorely needed done for this neighborhood. As a nature lover, who spends a lot of
time out-of-doors, it’s clear that new trees will be better suited to Dogpatch climate and soils
and will create better native habitat. For the health, safety and well-being of the park, it’s
supporting community and our contribution to a healthy environment, I beg that you
approve the removal of the ailing shrubs and trees.
 
Kindly,
 
Jaclyne Recchiuti
Owner . Recchiuti Confections
415.489.2864 . jacky@recchiuti.com . www.recchiuti.com
 
Facebook ∙ Instagram ∙ Twitter ∙ Pinterest
 
Handcrafting confections in San Francisco since 1997
 

mailto:jacky@recchiuti.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org
mailto:jacky@recchiuti.com
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: D Keating
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Jan 18 Esprit Park Hearing Tree Removal
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2023 3:52:06 PM

 

To Whom it may concern, the shrubbery and diseased trees at Espirit Park should be removed
without further delay.

Thank you,
D. Keating
1099 23rd St, San Francisco, CA 94107

mailto:dknj01@gmail.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Brett Villaume
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Jan 18 hearing - Esprit tree removals
Date: Thursday, January 12, 2023 4:21:44 PM

 

Dear Board of Appeals,

I am writing to show my support for the project by RecPark to renovate Esprit Park and to
advocate for the beginning of construction, which has been delayed for some time.

The project will be a giant improvement to my community. I understand that construction by
RecPark has been delayed because of tree removal. RecPark was very clear about the removal
of trees to everyone in the community for a long time. It doesn't make sense that the project
should be held up at this point.

I also know that the overwhelming majority of my neighbors are in support of the project and
want to move forward as was communicated by RecPark. The trees in question are 1) not
healthy, 2) mostly shrubs anyway, and 3) going to be replaced with new, healthy trees.  Plus I
heard the Bureau of Urban Forestry approved the removal. 

For these reasons, won't you please consider moving forward with the project?

Best Regards,

Brett Villaume

-- 
Brett Villaume, CMT, CAIA
Wealth Advisor
Dogpatch Capital

Mobile: (415) 891-4388
Schedule a meeting with me
Upload a document securely
Contact my partner Adam Gould
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 This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

From: Norm Fung
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Cc: hello@friendsofespritpark.org
Subject: Fwd: Dogpatch & Neighbors: Take Action Now
Date: Monday, January 16, 2023 2:32:54 PM

 

Hello I support keeping teh mature trees at esprit park.

Thanks!
~Norm

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: NORM FUNG <norm@mosaikrealestate.com>
Date: Mon, Jan 16, 2023 at 2:27 PM
Subject: Fwd: Dogpatch & Neighbors: Take Action Now
To: Norm Fung <normfung1969@gmail.com>

NORM FUNG
Realtor®

(415) 205-7401
DRE #01894592
Norm@MosaikRealEstate.com
NORMFUNG.COM

   

“I have not verified any of the information contained in those documents that
were prepared by other people. You will never receive wire instructions or
changes to previously provided wire instructions from myself or my team.
NEVER WIRE FUNDS PRIOR TO CALLING THE ESCROW OFFICER AT
THE PHONE NUMBER PREVIOUSLY PROVIDED TO YOU."

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Friends of Esprit Park <hello@friendsofespritpark.org>
Date: Mon, Jan 16, 2023 at 2:19 PM
Subject: Dogpatch & Neighbors: Take Action Now
To: <norm@mosaikrealestate.com>

Dogpatch & Neighbors: 
Take Action Now

The City will cut down several dozen mature trees in 
ESPRIT PARK 

if you do not speak-up by Tuesday.
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This is an EMERGENCY. Esprit Park needs you.

Can you imagine Esprit Park with four dozen fewer mature trees?

The City’s Board of Appeals will hear an appeal that we-–the Friends of Esprit Park-–have filed to
stop the removal of several dozen mature trees AND to defund future maintenance.

In our appeal we challenged the SF department of Recreation & Parks to plant larger more mature trees
instead of their planned, bare minimum 24" box which holds only 6-foot tall immature trees. 

We hired a very reputable arborist who recommends the City plant the largest possible replacement trees.

The appeals hearing is this Wednesday Jan 18th.

ACT NOW.

SEND an EMAIL to the Board of Appeals with your plea to STOP the unnecessary removal of so
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many mature trees AND request that only 48”-box-sized trees or larger are planted as
replacements.

No later than: 5pm, Tuesday, January 17th

To:

boardofappeals@sfgov.org 

CC:  

hello@friendsofespritpark.org

Why?

Such small replacement trees are unacceptable for these reasons:

1. The lush, mature canopy and the health benefits of 30-foot-tall trees will be erased.
2. If dozens of mature trees are replaced with immature 6-foot trees, the freeway–-and its hillside covered

in graffiti–-will be visible to everyone in the park and surrounding housing. 

Arborist’s full report: FoEP Report_TME Consulting Arborists_122022.pdf)
3. Vandalization of such small trees is likely. 

A 2-foot by 2-foot box holds a VERY small immature tree–-one that can easily be snapped or ripped out
of the ground by vandals with very little effort.

4. And there is no money set aside for replacement of any vandalized trees.

YOU CAN ALSO comment in real time at the hearing.
Esprit Park’s appeal is last on Wednesday’s agenda, so enjoy your dinner during the wait.  

Wednesday, January 18th virtual meeting log-in:

https://sf.gov/sites/default/files/2023-
01/Board%20of%20Appeals%20Hearing%20Agenda%20January%2018%2C%202023%20%28Final%29.pdf

SHARE this with your Dogpatch, Potrero, Mission Bay neighbors!

Friends of Esprit Park is a neighborhood organization
dedicated to supporting Esprit Park as a multi-use,

community-enriching, open green space.

 www.FriendsofEspritPark.org 

You are receiving this email because you expressed interest in Esprit Park, the UCSF Corner Market, are
a member of Esprit Park Volunteer Gardeners, or are a member of Toes & Paws for Green Space.

Friends of Esprit Park, 699 Mississippi St, San Francisco, CA 94107, USA

Powered by Squarespace

Unsubscribe
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From: davidjablons (null)
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Esprit park
Date: Monday, January 16, 2023 3:06:39 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Board of Appeals
As a resident of Potrreo Hill and business owner (Daily Driver) in Dogpatch who uses Esprit Park on an almost
daily basis,  I am writing to you to urge that you PRESERVE THE LARGE, HEALTHY and MATURE TREES that
are currently being slated for removal. That would be a terrible shame to do given that they are healthy and provide
much needed shade and environmental benefits that no small replacement new trees could ever match.
These large trees have been evaluated by expert arborists and are felt to be healthy and safe. I’m sure they could be
trimmed or tipped if need be if there are any safety concerns.
Thank you
Best
David Jablons MD
1243 19th St
SF CA
415 760-1833 cell

Sent from my iPhone

mailto:davidjablons@aol.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org


From: Marc Capalbo
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Cc: hello@friendsofespritpark.org
Subject: Esprit Park - Tree Removal
Date: Monday, January 16, 2023 4:24:17 PM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

SF Board of Appeals,

As a resident of the Dogpatch and frequent visitor of Esprit Park I am writing to request a STOP to the unnecessary
removal of so many mature trees in the current park renovation plan AND to defund future maintenance.

These trees should only be considered for removal IF SFDRP were to plant 48” box sized trees or larger mature
trees instead of the planned 24” boxed trees.

It would be another waste of taxpayer dollars and a destruction of the current natural beauty of this park.

Why is it so hard to spend money wisely in this city with SO many other life and safety needs for our citizens?

Marc Capalbo
815 Tennessee St #107
San Francisco, CA 94107

mailto:macapalbo@icloud.com
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From: Steven Raspa
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Cc: hello@friendsofespritpark.org
Subject: Esprit Park - Large Trees
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023 11:49:05 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Dear Board of Appeals,

I am writing to express concern about the planned removal of dozens of mature trees in Esprit Park and what I view
as an inadequate replacement plan with spindly 6 ft trees.

I was part of a group that for over 15 years helped maintain Esprit Park, working hand in hand with Friends of Esprit
Park and Rec & Park staff over the years. I personally helped remove non-native species with Rec & Park staff and
neighbors and brought in volunteers from the Burning Man community to help plant over 20 redwood trees in Esprit
Park in an effort to create more shade and future large trees after we removed many non-native tree and bush
species. Our team planted these trees for carbon offset reasons, park beautification and public benefit. And we never
imagined the large remaining healthy trees would be removed in such a fashion.

I stand in opposition to the removal of this many large beautiful shade trees that make the park such a multi-
dimensional, mature public park. To replace this large number of large, healthy trees with six foot trees un-does the
work that I and so many neighbors put into the park to beautify it and upgrade it as a public park. While I can
understand the need for occasional tree removal in cases of disease or as part of a plan to diversify the age of trees in
a park, I do not get the sense that is what is happening here. The trees that have been planted over the years need to
still mature further before existing mature trees are removed. For any mature trees that are removed, there has to be
a plan to replace them with more mature trees than I see being proposed in this plan. Otherwise, leave them be! This
is important for the drainage issues in the park, in addition to reasons named above. As you may know, Esprit Park
has had drainage issues over the years (something that Friends of Esprit and members of my community provided
volunteers to address many times over the years) and large beautiful trees are a very practical and important part of
the drainage solution—in addition to adding beauty, shade, and canopy variety.

I sincerely hope you will not endorse the removal of so many perfectly healthy mature trees at this time in the park’s
evolution. It makes no sense to me.
Please listen to the feedback and guidance of the experienced arborist that Friends of Esprit Park hired and the
concerns raised.

Thank you.

Respectfully,

Steven Raspa
346 1st Street - #103
San Francisco, CA 94105
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This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Natty Coleman
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Espirit Park Tree Appeal
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023 1:49:30 PM

 

Hi, my name is Natty Coleman, and I live in the Dogpatch around the corner from Esprit Park.
I'm writing in support of the original plan for the park redesign and tree replacement.

I live around the corner from Esprit Park and have been involved in meetings about the
redesign from the start, and have been involved with Friends of Esprit Park. Even though I am
a part of that group, Irma Lewis and FoEP do not speak for me or the group as a whole in
her bid to appeal the tree decision and assessment from the arborists involved.

As much as I'd love to see mature trees as replacements, I'd rather not face delays in park
reconstruction. Young trees will also have the opportunity to create stronger, more resilient
roots and create more meaningful differences in tree canopy coverage over time, even if not
immediately apparent. 

Thank you for your hard work in continuing to make the city a better place to live for all.

Cheers

-- 
NATTY COLEMAN - DESIGNER
801.787.7177

mailto:natty.coleman@gmail.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Kristin Stross
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Cc: hello@friendsofespritpark.org
Subject: Esprit park - Objection to Rec/Park tree replacement plan
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023 1:42:19 PM

 

Hello - 

I am writing with a request to plant larger more mature trees as apart of the
Esprit park renovations. The planned replacement with the minimum 24" box
trees is not acceptable given the amount of tree coverage in the park and in San
Francisco.

As you know, wehired a very reputable arborist who recommends the City plant
the largest possible replacement trees.

Please STOP the unnecessary removal of so many mature trees AND repace
and removed trees with 48”-box-sized trees or larger  

Such small replacement trees are unacceptable for these reasons:

1. The lush, mature canopy and the health benefits of 30-foot-tall trees will be
erased. 

2. If dozens of mature trees are replaced with immature 6-foot trees, the
freeway–-and its hillside covered in graffiti–-will be visible to everyone in
the park and surrounding housing. 

Arborist’s full report: FoEP Report_TME Consulting Arborists_122022.pdf)
3. Vandalization of such small trees is likely. 

A 2-foot by 2-foot box holds a VERY small immature tree–-one that can
easily be snapped or ripped out of the ground by vandals with very little
effort. 

4. And there is no money set aside for replacement of any vandalized trees.

Thank you very much. 
Kristin Stross
Everyday user and lover of Esprit park

mailto:kstross@gmail.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org
mailto:hello@friendsofespritpark.org
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://a1e0.engage.squarespace-mail.com/r?m=63c5c86b3609f23e09b043a6&u=https%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Fopen%3Fid%3D1jbsdChTF45HjACfqlIToDn4QAdo7A0kk&w=5d0ec307015c3e0001a61044&l=en-US&s=9kBB8ZAjTctc-EZGVw_LdvTFTQI%3D___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzpkYmUzYmRiY2M3YzFhNTcyZTY2NmQwZTc1Y2MxNjI5MDo2OjFlY2I6MjNmZmI5YTE2Y2E1ZWEyYTFiOWFkNTAxNjA4Njc4ZWExN2NkMDExZjcwOTQ1OTc5NTY4NmVkZTU4Y2EzZWIxMDpoOlQ


660 Indiana Street, San Francisco 



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Shelley Costantini
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB); hello@friendsofespritpark.org
Subject: Re: Against removal of Espirit trees
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023 1:54:10 PM

 

In addition to the email I sent yesterday, I'm attaching pics of the tiny
trees installed at the Rincon Hill Dog Park. Granted, they were donated by
the Adopt-a-Tree program, but none of us volunteers are arborists, and
we're struggling to get assistance.

Hopefully, these help in your fight!
Shelley

________________________

Shelley Costantini 

On Mon, Jan 16, 2023 at 3:06 PM Shelley Costantini <shelleycostantini@gmail.com> wrote:
Hello,

I almost cannot open any more emails about this gorgeous park as my
heart breaks every time.
I've been on the court hearing calls to no avail. Now cutting down our
beautiful trees and replacing them
with trees that may not make it and will take years and years is awful.

The birds, bees, humans, and animals need these trees. Plus, the
transient folks are constantly breaking
tree branches--have you taken a look at the Rincon Hill Dog Park area
lately? One woman, in particular, makes
it her mission to destroy trees regularly. You must factor in replacement
trees and install larger ones (48" box-size +).

With great sadness,
Shelley

________________________

mailto:shelleycostantini@gmail.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org
mailto:hello@friendsofespritpark.org
mailto:shelleycostantini@gmail.com














 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Tacia Coleman
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Esprit park appeal
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023 4:05:02 PM

 

To whom it may concern,

It has come to my attention that there is a request to appeal the tree removal. I am a neighbor
of the park and use it daily. Please let the tree removal and park renovations continue as
planned. This park has needed renovation for many years. This appeal is the latest in years of
delays for the park project. Meanwhile the park has continued to deteriorate over time. Many
of the trees are sick or will not survive the changing climate. I support the removal of the trees
in favor of a healthier park for many generations to come. 

Sincerely, 
Tacia Coleman

mailto:coleman.tacia@gmail.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Matt Hendry
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Cc: hello@friendsofespritpark.org
Subject: ESPRIT PARK TREES
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023 9:27:16 AM

 

Board of Appeals,

Please stop the unnecessary removal of so many mature trees. If those removals
MUST move forward for safety reasons, I request that only 48”-box-sized trees or
larger are planted as replacements and future funding be set aside for
the maintenance of such trees.

Thank you,

MATT HENDRY
REALTOR® - HOMES BY MATT
KELLER WILLIAMS - SF
415.425.7897
MATTHENDRY@KW.COM
WWW.HOMESBYMATT.COM
CA DRE: #02072315

     

NATIONAL BOARD OF DIRECTORS
SF BAY AREA STEERING COMMITTEE
HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGN 
PRONOUNS: HE/HIM/HIS

COMMITTEE MEMBER
400 GROVE ST. OWNERS ASSOCIATION
HAYES VALLEY, SAN FRANCISCO

mailto:matthendry76@yahoo.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org
mailto:hello@friendsofespritpark.org
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___http://www.homesbymatt.com/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzpkY2JkNWE4MjVjNzAwYzA2NTJiYjU4OWI0OTQwNGE5NTo2OmM1M2E6ZWZjNzk4Mzk4ODQ4NzZjMjMyYzJkYTk4MjBiNDM0MjkwOWEwYmNjMmRmMjI2ODQ2Nzk0OGZjYWZjOWVhNjcxNTpoOlQ
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://www.facebook.com/homesbyMattHendry/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzpkY2JkNWE4MjVjNzAwYzA2NTJiYjU4OWI0OTQwNGE5NTo2OjJlMTU6MGFlMTBmZDRlMWJiNWIwMGQ4YTA4YWVjZWNkNzc5YWM2MTJjYzE2ZDQ2NWFmZjgwZmUxOWQzMTBmY2FlZDk4NzpoOlQ
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://www.instagram.com/homesbymatt/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzpkY2JkNWE4MjVjNzAwYzA2NTJiYjU4OWI0OTQwNGE5NTo2OmZhZWE6YTMzN2U3MDMyZjUzMTQzNDM5NzBhMDUzZDM3NWZmNjhlNmE0OWYxYmU4MGVjYTRkYTk0MjVmMjE3MjE0ZjFmODpoOlQ
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://www.linkedin.com/in/matthendry/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzpkY2JkNWE4MjVjNzAwYzA2NTJiYjU4OWI0OTQwNGE5NTo2OmJhMDY6YTAyZGJhZTEyMjZkYTlkY2I2MzlkYzRmZDJhYTA4MDVkNjRiOGMzN2Q1ZjYzMGUxNDdmZjMzMTEyYzdhODBkNjpoOlQ
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://twitter.com/HomesByMattSF___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzpkY2JkNWE4MjVjNzAwYzA2NTJiYjU4OWI0OTQwNGE5NTo2OmQ3ZjI6MThkY2JiZDBiZTExYWM2ZWIyNjU2NDhmMWNmYzFiMzA0MzcwY2M4YWM2MzVmNTg4ZGQ5NDI3MmFkYjA3ZjczYzpoOlQ
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://www.pinterest.com/homesbymattsf/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzpkY2JkNWE4MjVjNzAwYzA2NTJiYjU4OWI0OTQwNGE5NTo2OjBjYWM6NTFlOGRmY2JmNjBjZjQ3ZmJhZTc5OGRhM2I0MjFkMWM3ZWQ1OWIyNWFmN2FmY2E2YzVhZjAwN2E5OGZiOTc0YTpoOlQ
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBIH81pAkEeo2rlTJf1EXrg___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzpkY2JkNWE4MjVjNzAwYzA2NTJiYjU4OWI0OTQwNGE5NTo2OmVkZTA6OTQ5Yjg0ZDBkZGRiMzgxZTI3MjNiODA1OTEzNWNmZDBiZGJlZjVkMTQzYTU1MmE0ODk1OTljZGJmNmFkYWQyNzpoOlQ


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Katrina Krimsky
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Cc: Friends of Esprit Park
Subject: Esprit Park
Date: Monday, January 16, 2023 2:20:40 PM

 

STOP the unnecessary removal of so many mature trees
AND request that only 48”-box-sized trees or larger are
planted as replacements.

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

mailto:katrinakrimsky@yahoo.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org
mailto:hello@friendsofespritpark.org
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://overview.mail.yahoo.com/?.src=iOS___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo2Yjc4ZWE1MjUyMTg1YjQ5ZGE4MzE3M2I0OWQ5NWRkZDo2OmNlNjM6NTExMGM2NjQxY2M5OTU0OTY1Mjk0NzRjZmEwOWJmMjFjMzBhMmVjMTQzMzViNGYzMTJkOTEwNWQzNDVmN2RlZjpoOlQ


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Jane Barrett
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: hello@friendsofespritpark.org
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023 11:09:52 AM

 

Please do NOT remove the mature trees, especially the redwoods  and please use 48 inch
boxes or larger for any tree replacements.

Esprit Park is a park I have been going to for 19 years, its beautiful and rugged. Please do not
mess with this and destroy it, like you did South Park (which is so manicured, it has ZERO
character).

Kind regards

Jane

mailto:jane.e.barrett@gmail.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Robin Evans
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB); hello@friendsofespritpark.org
Cc: Robin Evans
Subject: Objection to Rec/Park tree replacement plan at Esprit Park
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023 1:18:38 PM

 

An arborist’s report  funded by Friends of Esprit is striking in its divergence from that
commissioned by the San Francisco Department of Rec and Park. The report
(12/8/22, Tree Management Experts, certified arborists and member of the American
Society of Consulting Arborist) indicates:

The trees along the east side of Esprit Park, nearly all of which Rec/Park plans
to remove, being deemed in moderate to poor condition, include a double row of
young mature London plan trees that Tree Management found to be  " in fair to
good condition” with the "potential for many years and likely several decades of
safe, useful life.”
Trees in moderate condition are typically considered sustainable and viable.
Yet, Rec/Park has labeled all these trees as unsuitable for preservation, with no
further explanation other than poor condition, suitability for preservation and/or
construction impact. The Department of Public Works, unlike Rec/Park, offers a
clearer reason: massive excavation due to soil replacement.  

While I understand the soil problem needs to be resolved, and thus perhaps so many
trees removed. But that leads us to the question of what they are being replaced with.
Most are two- to three-foot box trees that will take decades to reach the average 30-
foot high, 20-foot spread the current trees provide. So, the least we’re asking at this
point is replacement with larger trees, to more quickly create the shade canopy that is
a clearly stated goal of the city’s urban forestry goals.

The FOP arborist report surmises a likely reason Rec/Park is opting to remove trees
that could reasonably be worth preserving:

"A likely reason for Rec/Park failing to tell the public about construction driven
tree removals is to avoid the expense of proper mitigation to replace otherwise
viable trees," according to the 12/8/22 report by Tree Management Experts,
certified arborists and member of the American Society of Consulting Arborist. 
Proper mitigation, the report recommends, would involve replacing the trees
removed with 48-inch box trees along the Minnesota Street frontage, and that a
larger variety of  tree species would lead to better sustainability.

The additional expense of larger trees could be compensated by reducing additional
seating and the creation of large landscape mounds. All stakeholders, dog owners or

mailto:rcevans@mac.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org
mailto:hello@friendsofespritpark.org
mailto:rcevans@mac.com
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___https://www.sfpublicworks.org/trees___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzpmZmZiNmYxOTY4NWIzYjY3OWE1NDE3OGRkMDJkMTk0Zjo2OmE3YmY6NTQxNTEzNDNkNDQ2MmQ2MmQyMjAxY2U3YTJhZDFjM2YyZWUxZDY2MmEyMjQwZTUwMGY1YjI3YmI2NDhkZTUwNDpoOlQ


not, have consistently expressed a desire for the park to remain as natural and close
to it current “country feel” condition as possible. Rec/Park might also forego artificial
turf on the “offleash dog use” half of the new park, which the majority of dog owners
did not want - and the Park/Red staff recommended against.

What’s most disturbing is that Rec/Park, which had been fairly regular in holding
public workshops to update stakeholders on developments in plans - and ask
questions - reverted to mostly one-way communication through its website once the
final schematic of the park was decided (half no dogs; half dogs off leash with half
astroturf).

We are fortunate in that DPW, which has jurisdiction over trees abutting city streets,
has a venue for public appeal. Sadly, Rec/Park does not, and there are also healthy,
viable trees within the interior of the park, including a lovely Ginko tree, that will be
ripped out. Rec/Park only expanded its outreach once dog owners who use the park
were blindsided by schematics that would have entirely balkanized the park - with a
children’s park, native plant garden and concrete gathering areas. Luckily that saved
the most treasured aspects of the park. 

Sincerely,

Robin Evans

Regular Esprit Park user for the past 15 years.



 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Dirk Kinley
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Subject: Please stop unnecessary removal...
Date: Monday, January 16, 2023 7:40:24 PM

 

Dear Board of Appeals,

Please stop the unnecessary removal of so many mature trees AND for those removed please
use only 48”-box-sized trees or larger to be planted as replacements.

Kindly, 
Dirk Kinley 
San Francisco Real Estate Broker
DRE 01870469
415.596.0010

mailto:dirk@smartrises.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org


Shelley Costantini 



From: eric poulson
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Cc: hello@friendsofespritpark.org
Subject: STOP- Esprit Park
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023 9:06:16 AM

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

As a resident of Potrero Hill and someone who frequents Esprit Park, I am in total opposition to the removal of
mature trees at the park unless they pose a safety threat.

Sincerely,

Eric Poulson
165 Texas St.

mailto:underwriters@mac.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org
mailto:hello@friendsofespritpark.org


 
This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted
sources.

From: Dominica Phetteplace
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Cc: hello@friendsofespritpark.org
Subject: Save the Trees at Esprit Park!
Date: Tuesday, January 17, 2023 4:47:49 PM

 

I am writing to protest the removal of trees at my neighborhood park, Esprit Park. 
My neighborhood already has a paltry tree cover. The removal of these mature trees
will adversely affect pollinators and it will deprive us Dogpatch residents of necessary
shade. As global temps rise, we need more mature trees, not fewer, to mitigate the
harms to health caused by extreme heat events. 
The renovation of the lawn is not sufficient reason to remove these trees. Replacing
them with small box trees that need lots of water to grow and are vulnerable to
vandalism is not an acceptable solution. If there are any sick or dying trees that must
be removed, they should be replaced with 48-inch or larger box trees.
Thank you,
Dominica Phetteplace

mailto:wicked_light_sleeper@yahoo.com
mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org
mailto:hello@friendsofespritpark.org


From: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
To: Rosenberg, Julie (BOA); Longaway, Alec (BOA)
Cc: Mejia, Xiomara (BOA)
Subject: FW: Esprit Park - please don"t remove trees!
Date: Wednesday, January 18, 2023 5:40:45 PM

-----Original Message-----
From: Jennifer Jones <jennifer@caliahomes.com>
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2023 4:19 PM
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB) <boardofappeals@sfgov.org>
Cc: hello@friendsofespritpark.org
Subject: Esprit Park - please don't remove trees!

         This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or attachments from untrusted sources.

Please STOP the unnecessary removal of so many mature trees at Esprit Park. I request that only 48”-box-sized trees or larger are planted as replacements.

We need these trees!
--

Jennifer Jones

Realtor® DRE# 02078526

415.713.9881

jennifer@caliahomes.com <mailto:bob@caliahomes.com>

caliahomes.com
<https://url.avanan.click/v2/___http://www.caliahomes.com/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo2YjA4ZGE4NTNmZmVmMTRjZjUxNTFmMDg4ZDlmNzgwOTo2OjMxNmI6MjNlMTA2Yjk0ODgyNjQyOWU5ZTYyYzBjYzRkZmJjZDgyMmYyZjAyZjYwZTgwMTIxMDBlNzkyN2UwNDRiMmM5ZTpoOlQ>

 <https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/WLQhOC_ft0kV0vlph7sgOv0vE2NptQtyvFNhtagT9iQ0TQyyeGo66lwNy-_lEGhujGl6r9SGE7fHLbKkmCVq7Y_nB6UJ-_4jtOTdpP7PvkPYCJuXfBZwQqEiu884ZDBHjKzWonBRIFHyoPvZy_dSNxKJAJlLTsYzOQ78wUghWfugQXBexLa_OLqt-5FZsw>

I have not verified any of the information contained in those documents that were prepared by other people. You will never receive wire instructions or changes to previously provided wire instructions from myself or my team.

mailto:boardofappeals@sfgov.org
mailto:julie.rosenberg@sfgov.org
mailto:alec.longaway@sfgov.org
mailto:xiomara.mejia@sfgov.org
mailto:bob@caliahomes.com
https://url.avanan.click/v2/___http://www.caliahomes.com/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo2YjA4ZGE4NTNmZmVmMTRjZjUxNTFmMDg4ZDlmNzgwOTo2OjMxNmI6MjNlMTA2Yjk0ODgyNjQyOWU5ZTYyYzBjYzRkZmJjZDgyMmYyZjAyZjYwZTgwMTIxMDBlNzkyN2UwNDRiMmM5ZTpoOlQ
https://lh6.googleusercontent.com/WLQhOC_ft0kV0vlph7sgOv0vE2NptQtyvFNhtagT9iQ0TQyyeGo66lwNy-_lEGhujGl6r9SGE7fHLbKkmCVq7Y_nB6UJ-_4jtOTdpP7PvkPYCJuXfBZwQqEiu884ZDBHjKzWonBRIFHyoPvZy_dSNxKJAJlLTsYzOQ78wUghWfugQXBexLa_OLqt-5FZsw
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Longaway, Alec (BOA)

From: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2023 5:41 PM
To: Rosenberg, Julie (BOA); Longaway, Alec (BOA)
Cc: Mejia, Xiomara (BOA)
Subject: FW: Esprit Park - please don't remove trees!

‐‐‐‐‐Original Message‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Jennifer Jones <jennifer@caliahomes.com>  
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2023 4:19 PM 
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB) <boardofappeals@sfgov.org> 
Cc: hello@friendsofespritpark.org 
Subject: Esprit Park ‐ please don't remove trees! 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a achments from untrusted sources.

Please STOP the unnecessary removal of so many mature trees at Esprit Park. I request that only 48”‐box‐sized trees or 
larger are planted as replacements. 

We need these trees! 
‐‐  

Jennifer Jones 

Realtor® DRE# 02078526 

415.713.9881 

jennifer@caliahomes.com <mailto:bob@caliahomes.com>  

caliahomes.com 
<h ps://url.avanan.click/v2/___h p://www.caliahomes.com/___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo2YjA4ZGE4NTNmZmVmMTR
jZjUxNTFmMDg4ZDlmNzgwOTo2OjMxNmI6MjNlMTA2Yjk0ODgyNjQyOWU5ZTYyYzBjYzRkZmJjZDgyMmYyZjAyZjYwZTgwM
TIxMDBlNzkyN2UwNDRiMmM5ZTpoOlQ>  

<h ps://lh6.googleusercontent.com/WLQhOC_ 0kV0vlph7sgOv0vE2NptQtyvFNhtagT9iQ0TQyyeGo66lwNy‐
_lEGhujGl6r9SGE7fHLbKkmCVq7Y_nB6UJ‐
_4jtOTdpP7PvkPYCJuXfBZwQqEiu884ZDBHjKzWonBRIFHyoPvZy_dSNxKJAJlLTsYzOQ78wUghWfugQXBexLa_OLqt‐5FZsw>  
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I have not verified any of the informa on contained in those documents that were prepared by other people. You will 
never receive wire instruc ons or changes to previously provided wire instruc ons from myself or my team.
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Longaway, Alec (BOA)

From: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2023 5:41 PM
To: Rosenberg, Julie (BOA); Mejia, Xiomara (BOA); Longaway, Alec (BOA)
Subject: FW: Against removal of Espirit trees

Original Message 
From: Shelley Costan ni <shelleycostan ni@gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2023 3:06 PM 
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB) <boardofappeals@sfgov.org>; hello@friendsofespritpark.org 
Subject: Against removal of Espirit trees 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a achments from untrusted sources.

Hello, 

I almost cannot open any more emails about this gorgeous park as my heart breaks every me.
I've been on the court hearing calls to no avail. Now cu ng down our beau ful trees and replacing them with trees that 
may not make it and will take years and years is awful. 

The birds, bees, humans, and animals need these trees. Plus, the transient folks are constantly breaking tree branches
have you taken a look at the Rincon Hill Dog Park area lately? One woman, in par cular, makes it her mission to destroy 
trees regularly. You must factor in replacement trees and install larger ones (48" boxsize +). 

With great sadness, 
Shelley 

________________________ 

Shelley Costan ni 
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Longaway, Alec (BOA)

From: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2023 5:41 PM
To: Rosenberg, Julie (BOA); Mejia, Xiomara (BOA); Longaway, Alec (BOA)
Subject: FW: SAVE the TREES of Esprit Park

Original Message 
From: Emma Duque <emma_duque@yahoo.com>  
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2023 2:15 PM 
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB) <boardofappeals@sfgov.org> 
Cc: hello@friendsofespritpark.org 
Subject: SAVE the TREES of Esprit Park 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a achments from untrusted sources.

To whom it may concern: 

I am reques ng to STOP the unnecessary removal of so many mature trees AND reques ng that only 48”boxsized trees 
or larger are planted as replacements. 

Why? 
Such small replacement trees are unacceptable for these reasons: 
    1    The lush, mature canopy and the health benefits of 30foottall trees will be erased.  
    2    If dozens of mature trees are replaced with immature 6foot trees, the freeway–and its hillside covered in graffi –
will be visible to everyone in the park and surrounding housing.  

Arborist’s full report: FoEP Report_TME Consul ng Arborists_122022.pdf (h ps://a1e0.engage.squarespace
mail.com/r?m=63c5c86b3609f23e09b042ed&u=h ps%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Fopen%3Fid%3D1jbsdChTF45HjA
CfqlIToDn4QAdo7A0kk&w=5d0ec307015c3e0001a61044&l=enUS&s=ZDGJBnav6D7wxsesLFybu3yTF8%3D)) 
<h ps://url.avanan.click/v2/___h ps://a1e0.engage.squarespace
mail.com/r?m=63c5c86b3609f23e09b042ed&u=h ps%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Fopen%3Fid%3D1jbsdChTF45HjA
CfqlIToDn4QAdo7A0kk&w=5d0ec307015c3e0001a61044&l=enUS&s=ZDGJB
nav6D7wxsesLFybu3yTF8%3D))___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzpmZjAwZTVhMTIyOTEyMWYxZTY0NzQ4MDI0OGYxYThkYjo2
OmMxMGE6MTk5MDk5MWZkMDVkNDViODVjYzU5Yjg0MDgxOWE4NjhkYmFlYzhjNTJiNWZmZDk1YzlmZjUyYmEyMTRiM
GU0YTpoOlQ>   

3    Vandaliza on of such small trees is likely. 
A 2foot 
 by 2foot box holds a VERY small immature tree–one that can easily be snapped or ripped out of the ground by vandals 
with very li le effort.

    4     
And there is no money set aside for replacement of any vandalized trees. 
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Best, 
Emma Duque 
Resident, Homes on Esprit Park 
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Longaway, Alec (BOA)

From: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2023 5:41 PM
To: Rosenberg, Julie (BOA); Mejia, Xiomara (BOA); Longaway, Alec (BOA)
Subject: FW: Esprit Park Dogpatch 

Original Message 
From: Pamela Marcelino <abug4pc@gmail.com>  
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2023 2:10 PM 
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB) <boardofappeals@sfgov.org> 
Cc: hello@friendsofespritpark.org 
Subject: Esprit Park Dogpatch  

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a achments from untrusted sources.

To whom it may concern:  

I am reques ng to STOP the unnecessary removal of so many mature trees AND reques ng that only 48”boxsized trees 
or larger are planted as replacements. 

Why? 

Such small replacement trees are unacceptable for these reasons: 

1. The lush, mature canopy and the health benefits of 30foottall trees will be erased.  

2. If dozens of mature trees are replaced with immature 6foot trees, the freeway–and its hillside covered in 
graffi –will be visible to everyone in the park and surrounding housing.  

Arborist’s full report: FoEP Report_TME Consul ng Arborists_122022.pdf 
<h ps://url.avanan.click/v2/___h ps://a1e0.engage.squarespace
mail.com/r?m=63c5c86b3609f23e09b042ed&u=h ps%3A%2F%2Fdrive.google.com%2Fopen%3Fid%3D1jbsdChTF45HjA
CfqlIToDn4QAdo7A0kk&w=5d0ec307015c3e0001a61044&l=enUS&s=ZDGJB
nav6D7wxsesLFybu3yTF8%3D___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzoxYmViMmZkYmUwN2Q1Y2UwODU1ZjdhZGU1MTljZmY1ZTo
2OmUyMzQ6YThkZjljYWQ3MzhlYjBjMDI3YzM3MzNiZDVlNDFmMmZhOTJmMzUyZTFhNjIwY2Q1MTAwMDNjOTAxOTFiOW
M0NTpoOlQ> ) 

3. Vandaliza on of such small trees is likely. 
 A 2foot by 2foot box holds a VERY small immature tree–one that can easily be snapped or ripped out of the 
ground by vandals with very li le effort. 
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4. And there is no money set aside for replacement of any vandalized trees. 

Regards,  

Pamela Marcelino  

Resident,  Homes On Esprit Park 
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Longaway, Alec (BOA)

From: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2023 5:42 PM
To: Rosenberg, Julie (BOA); Mejia, Xiomara (BOA); Longaway, Alec (BOA)
Subject: FW: Jan 18 hearing - Esprit tree removals Re: Esprit Park - please let the renovation process proceed 

Original Message 
From: Callista Shepherd Smith <callista.shepherd.smith@gmail.com>  
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2023 11:50 AM 
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB) <boardofappeals@sfgov.org> 
Subject: Jan 18 hearing  Esprit tree removals Re: Esprit Park  please let the renova on process proceed 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a achments from untrusted sources.

On Jan 12, 2023, at 11:49 AM, Callista Shepherd Smith <callista.shepherd.smith@gmail.com> wrote: 

Neighbors have been fully informed about the plans for the park, and the process of renova ng it.

• The community has known for years that the upgrades needed at Esprit would result in significant changes to the park.

• The “trees” slated for removal are mostly shrubs, diseased and damaged trees. 

• Failure to remove the trees and shrubs now will only cause further disrup ons later when they do fail, meaning the 
park will never truly move on and heal. 

Please don’t let this be delayed. Diseased plan ngs must really be removed.  Healthy plans for any new landscaping as it 
may be should be allowed to take root.  
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Sent from Callista’s iPhone 

Callista Shepherd Smith   
COMPASS | Realtor | SRES | CIPS 
San Francisco, California  
DRE 01837806 
4152055584 

h ps://url.avanan.click/v2/___www.CallistaSF.com___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzo0N2Y0ZGU0NmNmOTUxM2E4MjgzYW
M0NDU0ZTExMzVjNjo2OmFhNzk6ZjVhMWRiZjUwYmFiZjczNzBkZGIyYTE2NGFkYThlMWQ5NTU5MGFkOWVjMWY5NTFlY
TVlODNiODRmZTIxNTM0ZDp0OlQ 

WIRE FRAUD WARNING: “If you receive an email / text providing wire instruc ons or reques ng personal financial 
informa on that appears to come from me or any Compass representa ve, do not respond, send or wire any funds. 
Instead, call me immediately. Be advised such instruc ons may be fraudulent. To ensure authen city contact the 
escrow/ tle company to verify the authen city of the wire instruc ons. Do not call the number provided with the 
suspect wire instruc ons. There have been instances of wire fraud in connec on with real estate transac ons, observe 
this protocol to protect yourself.” 
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Longaway, Alec (BOA)

From: BoardofAppeals (PAB)
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2023 5:42 PM
To: Rosenberg, Julie (BOA); Mejia, Xiomara (BOA); Longaway, Alec (BOA)
Subject: FW: Esprit Park - please let the renovation process proceed 

Original Message 
From: Callista Shepherd Smith <callista.shepherd.smith@gmail.com>  
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2023 11:49 AM 
To: BoardofAppeals (PAB) <boardofappeals@sfgov.org> 
Subject: Esprit Park  please let the renova on process proceed 

This message is from outside the City email system. Do not open links or a achments from untrusted sources. 

Neighbors have been fully informed about the plans for the park, and the process of renova ng it.

• The community has known for years that the upgrades needed at Esprit would result in significant changes to the park.

• The “trees” slated for removal are mostly shrubs, diseased and damaged trees. 

• Failure to remove the trees and shrubs now will only cause further disrup ons later when they do fail, meaning the 
park will never truly move on and heal. 

Please don’t let this be delayed. Diseased plan ngs must really be removed.  Healthy plans for any new landscaping as it 
may be should be allowed to take root.  

Sent from Callista’s iPhone 

Callista Shepherd Smith   
COMPASS | Realtor | SRES | CIPS 
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San Francisco, California  
DRE 01837806 
4152055584 

h ps://url.avanan.click/v2/___www.CallistaSF.com___.YXAzOnNmZHQyOmE6bzpiMGI0NTAwODdjZjdmYWIwNGM3ODE
2YzE2MTJlMzE4Mzo2OjUwY2Y6ZDY5ZjQ3NzY3YWQ4YTAxMmYxOGIyOTE3Y2FlMDI5NWQzMDJmMjI4OTFmZDMwOTZmZ
DgxNWQxNWQwOWViNDk0ZDp0OlQ 

WIRE FRAUD WARNING: “If you receive an email / text providing wire instruc ons or reques ng personal financial 
informa on that appears to come from me or any Compass representa ve, do not respond, send or wire any funds. 
Instead, call me immediately. Be advised such instruc ons may be fraudulent. To ensure authen city contact the 
escrow/ tle company to verify the authen city of the wire instruc ons. Do not call the number provided with the 
suspect wire instruc ons. There have been instances of wire fraud in connec on with real estate transac ons, observe 
this protocol to protect yourself.” 
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